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ABSTRACT 
, 
The subject matter of the thesis is, firstly, the comparison 
of career planning and pay policies for Postal and 
Telecommunications Industries of Portugal and Britain. 
Secondly, to offer some recommendations appropriate to the 
Portuguese case in the context of re-evaluating 'career plan-
ning and salary policies and practices for senior management 
staff .. 
The objective and importance to Portugal of the study is 
described in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 attempts to characterize 
the importance of career planning and pay policies for 
organisations and describe its main elements. Problems 
related to data collection within organisations and 
methodology of the study concerning a management survey 
carried out at the Portuguese organisation about career 
planning and pay policy and practices are refered to in 
Chapter 3. The descriptive results of data collection at The 
British Post Office ( Chap. 4 ), at' British Telecom .. ( Chap. 
5 ) and at CTT, the Portuguese organisation ( Chap. 6 ), are 
cg~pared in Chapter 7. 
The results of the management survey at CTT Chap.S 
related wi~h the literature reviewed contribute to the 
establishment of a conceptual framework for redesigning 
career planning and pay policies and ~;, identify relevant 
areas for further researc h ( Cha'p'--:-- 9 ) before the 
Portuguese organisation decid~in what direction they want 
·to develop a model for. career=-development and pa'y . systems 
for its Executives and Senior Managers. 
The principal research findings from this study must be seen 
in the context of Portuguese economic development and 
culture and the absence hitherto of systematic research into 
management topics including human resource management. 
Expla8ations have been developed for the understanding of 
the differences in' organisational practices using an 
integrated model relevant both to an international context r __ and to a fr&ational one. 
cr(--The study using international comparisons highlights the 
importance of language and .concepts as applied to management 
( starting with the difficulty of translating the term 
"management" in Portuguese ). 
~ A comprJensive framework 'was developed in order to re-
..r'~ -evaluat~· Portuguese practices concerning career 
development and pay systems, not o~ly to the specific case 
of CTT but plso as a general methodology that ,can be applied 
to Portuguese organisations £:r-UI:j1~~q~t1a-,,!~ e-\ ~h1l4·sl£r '~~~1"e 4' 
Finally, this study is useful in confirming the results of 
previous resear~h studies conducted in other countries that 
effective career development and pay policies require an 
appropriate top management strategy and a strong commitment 
to Human Resource policy. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 RATIONAL FOR THE STUDY 
Or-ganisations, especially in developing countr-ies like Por--
tuga I , ar-e for- differ-ent r-easons facing a cr-itical per-iod, 
obviously, as a consequence of a 11 changing wor-Id 
The up-to-date companies policy - for- managing change is a 
major- challenge to manager-s and also an incr-ease in r-esponsa-
bilities to all management ar-eas, with special emphasis on 
the Per-sonnel Function wher-e in Por-tugal r-esear-ch has almost 
become an unknown wor-d. 
With this new assumption the per-sonnel function cannot go on 
being just an inactive r-esult of the change but over-all must 
be adaptive, anticipator-y, and specially innovative, a dyna-
mic agent to look at change, identifying ar-eas of concer-n, 
, 
r-esear-ch choices, wher-e per-sonnel policies must inter-act with 
the or-ganisations's goals and str-ategies. 
Most of the pr-oblems for- the Por-tuguese or-ganisations concer-n 
their- Human Resour-ces, on which ar-e, at the same time, the 
answer-s for- a dynamic and competitive per-for-mance r-e-
quir-ed by or-ganisations. 
1 
A rational development and an efficient management of their 
Humam Resources is a basic guideline for the Portuguese Post 
and Telecommunications Company (CTT) , that represents in 
Portugal the largest work force organisation with about 
30.000 employees. (1) 
Their Human Resources, the main potential of the company, has 
to be we 11 -managed, so that motivated personnel job 
satisfaction can meet the organisation goals. The quality of 
the organisation's workforce is critical to the organisa-
tion's overall success Heneman III and 5chwab, 1982 ). 
Under this view, personnel function should look for new 
management systems and attend, among others, the folowing 
aspects: 
to inovate and research new management attitudes; 
to have compensation systems based on individual 
performances 
to develop interesting and motivated career development 
concepts. 
So, companies will have to pay much greater a,ttention to 
career planning and reward systems to meet 11 ••• f DU r major 
pressures which will force organisational changes in the next 
decade: the emergence of a global marketplace in which 
sucessful companies would have to compete; the pervasive 
influence of information technology; the development of new 
industries based- on science and technology, and the need to 
( 1 ) A full presentation of CTT (Portugal) is 
Chapter 6. 
2 
presented on 
utilise human resources to the full .. Sir Edwin Dixon, 
chairman of IBM UK, speaking to delegates at the Institute of 
Personnel Management National Conference, Harrogate, 1987 ). 
It is in this context, where career planning and reward 
systems constitute one of the most important subjects in the 
field of personnel management, and just when Portugal, joins 
the EEC with raising expectations of an increase in the 
labour market derived from new investments, and with accele-
rating technical and social change expectations, that a com-
parative study of the concepts of pay policy and career 
development 
munication 
currently used within British Post and Telecom-
Industries can be a relevant approach for the 
Portuguese Industry concerning the modernisation of its prac-
tices in that field, in a mid-term strategy 
refers some similarities and differences 
organisations ). 
Chap.3 
between 
- 3.1, 
those 
Another interesting and relevant issue was also found concer-
ning the decision of to include British companies in this 
study. First, the general organisational model and even the 
historic context of the Portuguese company provides a suffi-
cient minimum of similarities with the British ones - British 
Telecom and The Post Office - emphasised w~th former relatio-
,nships specially in areas of marketing and operations, since 
some portuguese managers have previously visited both Bri-
tish companies and attended postal operat~ons and marketing 
training programmes at the Post Office Management College in 
Rugby. Just as an illustration of those relations, some 
British Telecom senior managers were invited in the summer o~ 
1986 to participate in internal conferences in Lisbon and the 
,3 
Corporate Planning Director of the British Post Office was 
also invited to attend the annual postal meeting in autumm 
1986 in Portugal and has given support to . the Portuguese 
Director concerning the postal strategic plan 1987-89. 
Secondly, unlike the situation in Britain since 1981 with the 
privatization of British Telecom, in Portugal postal and 
telecommunications services are still provided by the same 
corporation but in a mid-term horizon it is 'our point of 
view that it is quite possible that the Government strategy 
would follow the British organisational model with two sepa-
\~) . 
rated companies. Some recent articles published in the Por-
tuguese press begin to show some evidence and consistence on 
this political option. A relevant one, published in the most 
important weekly newspaper on 20 June 1987, refers to the 
conclusions of a report from the Governmental Commission for 
the Study of the Technological and Organisational Development 
of the Communic.ations Industries (CEDITC) proposing two sepa-
rate co~porations and to convert the telecommunications ser-
vices into a public limited company (plc). 
Also this issue is reinforced by some statements made by the 
Chairman of CTT to the company monthly review ( May 1987, No 
5 ). 
Following the Portuguese Parliament General Elections, in 
July 1987, the new Government states .. Postal publ"ic 
service will be modernised and managed by a specific sepa-
rated company ... " ( Programme of the XI Constitutional Gover-
nment, page 120, August 1987 ). 
These main references have influenced the subject 
* H.o \-e ; W l.1 '€k -l-t..;~ !f' <Z.g e t\i'- e.~ ~ ~$. ~C4(J.~ ell~e~ ~ 
i'6l.~ ~«)t- "e.+ b-e.e",- +Q..~(1&\ 
research 
choice and so this study has therefore received a sound and 
relevant support from the Portuguese organisation, 
accepting to be the collaborating establishment 
not only 
for CNAA 
registration purpose but also making internal data and other 
facilities available and requesting official collaboration 
from British organisations in order to participate 
research. 
in the 
In addition, and to explain the relevant support received 
from CTT, it is important to state that the researcher is a 
member of the management staff of the Portuguese organisation 
where he works at the Corporate Personnel Department. 
1.2 AI.MS OF THE STUDY 
Aims of this study are clarified next, but before going 
further we want to point out that its main objective is not 
to reproduce models or practices from British organisations 
and to recommend them to the Portuguese one, neither to 
conclude which one is the best company concerning career 
planning aspects and reward systems for executives and mana-
gers, but overall we would feel satisfied if the study could 
contribute to the establishment of a reference framework for 
reflecting on which the Portuguese corporation should develop 
and research their own strategies and practices in order to 
design adequate programmes of development and rewarding for 
their high calibre senior staff. Any other objective would be 
unrealistic. 
- Firstly, this study aims to examine career planning and 
salary policy for executives and managers in Post and Teleco-
mmun£cations Industries of Portugal and Britain - two diffe-
rent countries with distinct stages of economic development 
and within a context of similarities and diferences in their 
organisational cultures and environment ( Chap. 3 refers ). 
Following the presentation of what are the main practices in 
Britain - British Telecom and The Post Office case studies 
we concentrate our research in a special diagnosis in the 
Portuguese company in order to identify their relevant as-
pects of personnel policy and to sort out concluding the 
study, recommendations or to indicate possible fu~ther deve-
lopments for re-evaluating career planning and salary poli-
cies and practices for high calibre senior executives and 
managers at CTT(Portugal). 
Although conclusions and recommendations for the Portuguese 
case derived from this study - between different cirganisa-
, tions must be carefully understood because of specific 
internal and external factors that influence and affect the 
'-
contingencies and practices of organisations and which are 
referred later in chapter 3. 
- Secondly, this study , due to the areas of investigation 
covered, also ~ims to produce use.full contributions on' the 
literature on career planning and pay systems 
large and state dominated organisations in 
countries of the European Community. 
1.3 THE TERMINOLOGY USED 
The scope of the sudy covers career planning 
6 
aspects 
j"" i _ 
i!n' Jt<.tJif' • 
. \, ~-
different 
and salary 
policy for executives and managers. It is important to point 
that one first difficulty'on international comparisons is the 
use of different concepts. This issue was raised during the 
exploratory work for the definition of the study, either from 
I 
the literature reviewed either from the early contacts with 
the UK companies. Due to a complete absence of Portuguese 
literature on Personnel Management aspects the study, was 
supported, mainly by USA and UK authors where the term " 
execu t-i ve" and 11 management staff " seems to have the same 
meaning. In Portuga 1, however, the term "executive" is much 
more linked with professional or technical staff with a 
graduate background in large, and state dominated 
organisations the popular term used is senior technical 
staff covering for instance, senior personnel officers, 
financial specialists or marketing consultants and the term 
"management staff" is linked with ~ formal management post in 
the organisational char't ( f,or instance, Head- of Division, 
Head of Department or Director ). 
In the Portuguese organisation ( CTT this difference of 
concepts is expressed through different career conditions of 
progression and salary structures ( Chap. 6 ). 
These important questions concepts and linguistic 
differences -' will be discussed later in Chapter 3. 
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CHAP.2 - CAREER PLANNING AND SALARY POLICY: AN OVERVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter attempts to describe the main developments re-
lated to career planning and salary policy in the context of 
its growing importance to organisations in both the private 
and public sectors, and because of its relevant contributions 
within the context of Human Resources strategy linked with 
the corporate objectives. 
The main reasons for this concern are basically justified, 
first, because the need of effectiveness and productivity of 
organisations are each more dependent on the performance of 
their workforce, especially under an economic and technologi-
cal context characterized by constant changes and markets 
challenges. 
As Heneman III and Schawb ( 1982 ) pointed out, the quality 
of the organisations's workforce is critical to the organi-
sations's overall success. 
Also social values of managerial functions, toward's a view 
of self-career planning and success, criate in organisations 
the need to establish career development programmes and at-
tractive reward systems in order to offer career 
opportunities. 
fulfilment 
Shein (1976) stresses that organisations must become concer-
ned about career development of workers and mangers in order 
to survive economically and so that their 
become more fulfiled. 
8 
human resources 
To att~act, ~etain and develope human ~esou~ces a~e fo~ o~ga­
nisations synonymous with establishing plans fo~ ca~ee~ deve-
lopment and sala~y policies against stagnation, low motivation, 
high tu~n-ove~ o~ low p~oductivity. 
We shall, then, t~y to desc~ibe thei~ main concepts, objec-
tives and cu~~ent systems, in o~de~ to unde~stand in p~actice 
how they a~e ~elated and managed in the o~ganisations in-
cluded in this study. 
2.2 CAREER PLANNING 
This is an a~ea whe~e linguistic diffe~ences a~e of special 
impo~tance. This section will the~efo~e cove~ a numbe~ of 
aspects which need to be p~elimina~y, defined since diffe~ent 
autho~s may va~y in usage. Fo~ ou~ cu~~ent pu~pose t·hese 
aspects have been defined by diffe~ent autho~s as follows: 
the concept of ca~ee~ planning; 
~easons fo~ ca~ee~ planning; 
main elements 
· ca~ee~ paths 
· manpowe~ planning 
ca~ee~ info~mation and job openings 
· app~aisal and ca~ee~ planning 
9 
2.2.1 - The concept of career planning 
The concept of career planning in this research has the 
equivalent meaning of career development, although some au-
thors do a distinction between both. 
The main aut~ors quoted are Beach, Beam, Schein, Kaye and 
Geddie & Strickland 
Beach 1985 ) argues that the definition of career is more 
than a sequence of jobs held by a person duri~g his lifetime, 
it also consists of the training the individual follows 
in preparation for work roles, and the aims, hopes, ambitions 
and feelings in regard to these work roles .. " 
Career development means, then, the planning of one's career 
and implementation of career plans by means of education, 
training, job search and work experience. According to Beach 
1985 ) care"er pI ann ing is a subset of career deve I opmen t, . 
it is the personal process cif planning one's work-life, it is 
mainly an individual process where the employing organisation 
can assist through career counselling. This concept is also 
.d. 
used by Beam ( 1984 ) that argues that it is the employee's 
responsibility to discover and to meet the expectations of 
those who make the decisions about promotions. 
As career planning refered by Schein 1976 ), as part of 
career development concept, has an internal concept that ref-
lects the set of steps that make up an individual's own 
concept of his own progression and has therefore a broader 
meaning than· employment in one particular organisation, we 
prefer, in this study, to use the concept of career planning 
or career development pointed by Kaye 1982 as a potential 
10 
process for developing human resources. Potential that can be 
increased by linking the needs of both individual and the 
organisation, a process which encourages ~ partnership bet-
ween employees and organisations to translate individual 
aspirations to organisational goals Geddie and Strickland, 
1984 
This is a· very important definition because it links 
corporate goals with individual development and it will be 
refered later Chapter 9 - Conclusions and Recommendations 
in order to support a model for analysing the relationship 
between strategic corporate objectives, career development 
and pay practices. 
Because, mainly, the field of this study is to des~ribe how 
organisations under review meet both needs, in order to 
establish stages in a progression defined higher rewarded and 
qualified, and how that has been managed. It would mean a 
focus more upon plans and activities achieved by organisa-
tions (2) rather than the personal process (3). 
2) - Beach 
ment" . 
1985 refers this concept as "career manage-
3) - For a deta~led discussion on this individual process 
see for instance Van Maanen and Schein "Career Development", 
chap. 2 in J. Richard Hackman and Lloyde Suttle "Improving 
life at work", Goodyear Publish. Co, 1977. Also see Van 
Maanen "Breaking in: a consideration of organisational so-
cialization", in R. Dubim (ed.), Handbook of work, organisa-
tion and society, Chicago, R. NacNally, 1975, and Burgoyne 
and Germain "Sel f-Development and Career P'l anning", Personnel 
Management 16, No 14, April, 1984. 
1, 
2.2.2 - Reasons fo~ ca~ee~ planning p~og~ammes 
The main ~easons that' o~ganisations have been adopting ca~ee~ 
planning 
kblad 
is founded by ce~tain assumptions. A study by Ec-
1984 shows evidence on the following ones: 
a~ individual needs to influence his ca~ee~ and 
equally the organisation needs to assure the 
succession of qualified people to key jobs; 
- the organisation's responsibility to plan for 
succession programmes must not be undermined because 
of increase pressure by individuals to develop their 
own career; 
an employment relationship clarifying indivi-
dual's responsibility for successfon plans will 
enhance greater' openess 
parties; and 
on the part of 
the process requires the joint involvement 
both 
of 
individuals, their managers, and training and 
development resou~ces. 
Beach ( 1985 describes six main reasons for career planning 
p~ogrammes in organisations: 
career employment opportunities in order to 
provide better opportunities for minorities and 
women to move up in their organisations; 
12 
quality of working life in the way employees 
express desires to obtain geater control over 
their' own careers in terms of job 
and career options; 
satisfaction 
competition for high ta 1 en t personnel since 
managerial staff often give preference to selec-
ting an organisation for which to work that are 
supportive of their career aspirations and 
career development programmes; 
avoid obsolescence caused by rapid changes 
have 
in 
technology, in working methods,. in the economic 
situation and consummer demand, and career deve-
lopment programs can assist individuals to 
new skills; 
gain 
retention of personnel in order to reduce turn-
over caused by frustation of individual career 
ambitions; and 
improve utilization of personnel through the 
replacement or rotation in employees jobs which 
fit their ambitions and equally the organisa-
tion's needs. 
Also some work by Fletcher and Williams (1985) refers changes 
in social values, rapid technological advances, government 
intervention as a wider context for organisation's needs to 
implement staff development programmes. Drucker (1968) argues 
13 
.. -, 
that job requirements and organisation structure will change 
in the future,to emphasize that staff development programmes 
must always focus on the needs of tomorrow in terms of 
nisational needs, qualifications and additional skills. 
2.2.3 - Main elements of career planning 
a) Career paths 
In modern organisations many writers express the view 
orga-
that 
career paths are not important anymore as they use ~o be 
because the environment is changing so fast that organisa-
tions need to have flexible systems not compatible with pre-
determined career paths. Although we agree with this view, it 
must be pointed that it depends on the type of organisation 
we are looking at. In large and state dominated organisations 
career paths are still an important matter and, specially in 
Portugal, where Trade Union philosophy during collective 
bargaining process is too much concentrated on discussions 
about career paths issues ( i.e. number of grades by type of 
jobs and conditions of progression). 
A career planning system is basically composed by a group of 
elements capable of contributing to match the individual with 
organisational needs. The starting point is to identify jobs 
and different levels of requirements in order to design 
career paths. This task was mainly provided by a process of 
studying and analysing jobs in a systematic manner where a job 
analysis basis seems to be a relevant contribution (A. Cowling, 
1981). Each successive job in the path should contain at least 
one new skill requirement that was not present in the previ-
sious job (Beach, 1985). The jobs in each career path should 
bear a rational relationship to one another. 
Some large organisations with significative numbers of Tec-
hnical and professional staff have designed career paths for 
these people that parallel the ranks in the management level. 
Such professional career paths provide opportunities for 
progressively greater responsibility and also reward indivi-
duals. Riceman (1982) argues that qualified professionals can 
move to various ranks and need not seek transfer or promotion 
into line management in order to advance. Parallel promotion 
steps are provide so that technical and professional staff 
can advance high in the rank and in the compensation 
structure. 
b) Manpower planning 
Manpower planning plays an important role on the career 
planning process, since it envo 1 ves an inven tory of' curren t 
manpower, a forecast of future needs for various time, an 
analysis of the gap between needs and supply, and a set of 
implementation programmes to meet human resource needs (Ben-
nison and Casson, 1984). Bell (1974) defined it as a systema-
tic analysis of the company's resources, the construction 
of a forecast of its future manpower requirements, and the 
planning necessary to ensure the manpower supply will match 
o the forecast requirements. 
So, information derived from manpower planning such as future 
levels of vacancies to fill, by different types of wastages 
is 
is relevant for promotion or rotation policies. 
The manpower planning, according to Drucker (1968) must also 
check on the adequacy of the organisation's career deve-
lopment efforts in the light of tomorrow's management job 
and their demands. A strong link should exist between manpo-
wer planning and the corporate planning, however, this is not 
an easy task'and severel attempts, showed by Purcell (1985), 
has been unsuccesful in determining the future job requ1re-
) 
ments in a rapid change context where a careful attention 
should be given to future expectations, in technological and 
organisational issues. 
In addition Bennison and Casson (1984) refers the influence 
of unpredictable external circunstances in translating the 
business scenario into manpower terms and the approach to 
career planning is basically to bring information to help an 
organisation explore how decisions on career policies must 
change as the organisation's circunstances change. 
c) Career information and job openings 
The manpower planning process will identify for the organisa-
tion sOme of the characteristics of career paths that past 
employees have followed and future employees wi 11 follow. 
Since that information becomes available organisations must 
provide it to employees in terms of job openings, as Beach 
(1985) refers it should be publicised by means of bulletin 
board announcements. Those announcements should give a sta-
tement of job duties, qualifications needed and indicate the 
pay grade and location. 
As a matter of internal communication policy in the context 
16 
of the management of future change, publication of job 
openings cannot be over emphasized. Lt should significantely 
increase the openess and trust among managers and employees 
alike. 
d) Appraisal and career planning 
Performance appralsal has been considered as the 
evaluation of individuals with respect to their performances 
on the job and their potential for development. 
Much has been written about how ~ppraisal plays an impor- tan t 
role on the career planning process and this st~dy does not 
pretend to review that literature in deep or to discuss the 
different techniques used on appraisal programmes. However, 
it is important to refer the way appraisal performance can be 
related to career development. Beach (1985) makes evidence 
that the appraisal process is qUlte properly viewed as an 
integral part of the development of people In the organlsa-
tion. Such development leads to improve job performance and 
the acquiring of new skills and knowledge by the lndi'/idual, 
this can qualify the employee for bruader 
ties, greater reward assigments and promotion. 
Schein (1976) identifies as a crucial element that the pro-
cess shou I d oc cur a t least once a year, where the' manager and 
each of his subordinates should review the entire 
performance, showing evidence 
following elements: 
the employee' s goals, 
to his/her own career; 
11 
on a dialogue based 
aspirations with 
year s 
on the 
regard 
the manager s view of the opportunities availa-
ble and the degree to which employee aspirations 
realistic or match up with the opportuni-
ties available; 
identi-fication of what the employee would have 
to do In terms of self-development, such as 
training programs; and 
identification of steps ln the form of plans for 
new development a~tivities that would prepare 
the employee for further career growth. 
Such a process means that career counselling can be conducted 
'-
during a performance appraisal interview where both parts 
can discuss the opportunities for career development. 
The philosophy of Human Resources Development clearly viell'J 
appraisa~ and counselling as complimentary processes. The one 
needs and i.mplies the other as aspects of personal 
communication. 
A similar concept of both performance and career development 
having potential for- developing human r-esources is, for 
iristance, also shared by Kaye (1984) that refers the poten-
tial can be increased by linking them together to meet the 
requirements of both individuals and the organisation, empha-
sizing the preparation required in terms of communication, 
especially listening and giving feedback to the individual. 
Another contribution is given by Beach (1985) and by Stewart 
and Stewart (1981), they consider good pratice for managers 
to do more than simply rate their subordinates. They should 
also work out, 'jointly with each of their subordinates, a 
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plan fo~ co~~ecting deficiences and building upon st~engths. 
Some autho~s like Fowle~ (1984) a~gues that the most impo~-
tant is not having fo~malized app~aisal schemes and advocates 
info~mal individual talks followed by a memo indicating 
ag~eed action. Past ~esea~ch (McG~ego~, 1972; GILL, 1978; 
rvla~ge~ i sson , 1976) ,based on su~veys about app~aisal schemes 
sholl'JS that khe cu~~ent p~actices gives g~eate~ emphasis on 
app~aisal di~ectly to the requi~ements and objec-
tives of the job, a move towa~ds greate~ openness and a 
pa~ticipative app~oach, and mo~e concent~ation on imp~oving 
cu~~en t pe~fo~mance on the job ~athe~ than on the past o~ 
distant futu~e. 
Deid~e GILL (1977) ~efe~ing to a su~vey about the pu~poses of 
app~aisal schemes within 236 companies, mai~ly to management 
g~ades, showed that 811. of the companies used di~ectly the 
appraisal fo~ ca~ee~ planning decisions. Her main findings 
concerning the purposes of the appraisal schemes were: 
to assess training and development 
nE'eds (961.) 
to help current performance (921.) 
to assess past Derformance (911.) 
- to assist ca~eer planning decisions 
(811.) 
to set perfo~mance objectives (571.) 
to assess inc~eases o~ new levels 
of sala~y (391.) 
Finally, the ope~ation of a ca~ee~ development p~ogramme may 
b~ing out new issues that some o~ganisations may not have 
faced befo~e and, so, I they must refo~mulate thei~ personnel 
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policies and pl'"actices. Anothel'" fact to take in account is 
that not evel'"Y individual who is pl'"omoted will succeed in the 
new position and so the p~l'"sonnel depal'"tment must wOl'"k out a 
policy to take cal'"e of those wOl'"kel'"s. As Beach (1985) I'"efel'"s 
a cal'"eel'" development system wOl'"ks best when thel'"e is a genui-
nely open in tel'"na I mal'"ke t, this means good communications 
about cal'"eer jobs, job qualification, cal'"eel'" paths, and job 
openings. The selection of individuals fol'" pl'"omotion is quite 
relevant and should be made on the basis of matching "qualifi-
cations wit.h job I'"equil'"ements and not with intel'"fel'"ence of 
some ext.el'"nal factol'"s, such as favol'"itism and political con-
nf-'ctions. This aspect takes mOl'"e emphasis when concel'"n1.ng 
pu hi i c companies whel'"e influence in appointments 01'" 
tions 1.S felt fl'"om Govel'"nment, 
levels. 
specially fol'" top management 
2.3 - SALARY POLICY 
Th1.s spction will coveI'" foul'" basic aspects on which lal'"ge and 
stat.e dominated ol'"ganisations usually base pay 
CUl'"l'"ent pu I'" po<;;.e "t hese 
dlffel'"ent authol'"s as follows: 
aims; 
extel'"nal competitiveness; 
intel'"nal equity; 
aspects have been 
policy. 
define 
individual pel'"fol'"mance ol'"iented to ol'"ganisational goals. 
Fol'" 
by 
The main authol'"s quoted al'"e Beach, Al'"mstl'"ong, Bowley, 
Cowling, MUl'"lis, Luptoni Lawlel'", Gill, Heneman and Schwab. 
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2.3.1 - Aims and main elements 
Ca~ee~ development can not be seen without an adequate pay 
policy, since ca~ee~ and ~emune~ation have a st~ong ~elatio-
nship. When individuals develop thei~ ca~ee~ they also want 
sala~y inc~eases. They need to know whe~e they stand - an 
additional a~gument f()~ the app~aisal/counselring 
relatLonship. 
So, wages and sala~ies can be seen to have th~ee main as-
as a means of providing income fo~ employees, as a pects, 
r--eward and motivating force and as a cost item to the emplo-
o~ganisation f~om which an effective ~etu~n should be 
ubtained, and constitute one of the most impo~tant subjects 
In the fleld of human ~esou~ces management Beac h , 1985 ). 
Recent developments ~efe~s the te~m "co~po~ate sala~y poli-
cies" to emphasize the impo~tance of pay to cont~ibute di~ec-
tly to the company's success and linked, the~efo~e, with its 
business objectives and staff development policies. 
5ala~y policies a~e concerned, in gene~al, with the philoso-
phy of the o~ganisation about ~emune~ation, how should people 
r-emune~ated, and in pa~ticular with sala~y st~uctu~es, 
salary prog~ession, the mix of dlffe~ent types of ~emunera-
tion and sala~y cont~ol (m. A~mst~ong, 1974) . Many attemps 
have been made to fo~mulate the objectives of a sala~y poli-
cy, and one can identify in the lite~atu~e commonly ~eferred 
to as the systems and procedu~es which enables the organisa-
tion to attract, retain, and motivate staff of the right 
calib~e (Armstrong and Murlis, 1980) . A. BOWLEY (1972) de-
fines salary policy as an integral part of personnel 
that should help to: 
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policy 
attract staff of the right calibre; 
encourage staff to make full use of their-
abilities and develop their potential in order 
to achieve the objectives of their- jobs and of 
the company; 
reward staff in accordance with the value of 
'theit- contr-ibution; 
prevent loss of moral through dissatisfaction 
with pay levels; 
- encourage staff to stay with the company; and 
achieve these aims at minimum cost. 
In addition, 1"1. Arms trong 1974 argues that all organisa-
tions must state salary policies, and the philosophy behind 
them understood if salary systems are to oper-ate effectively. 
Contributions from A. Bowley and also by A. G. Cowling 1981 
show evidence on key principles of remuneration design 
related to the correspondence between the characteristics of 
remuneration systems and the motives and preferences of the 
staff. 
( 
Individual aims are to feel that he is being treated 
faLrly and paid according to his own valuation. 1'1. Ar-mstrong 
and H. I"lu r 1 is 1980 argue the indlvidual valuation .i.s 
based on comparisons with the market rates for similar jobs 
elsewhere and also with the pay received by other staff in 
the same organisation.An individual will also expect his/her-
salary to increase with his/her own impr-ovements of per for-
mance and responsibilities and keep pace with inflation. 
We can then, in a gener-al way, define as r-elevant elements 
affecting the salary policy within an or-ganisation, the in-
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ter-nal and exter-nal· r-elationship and the individual per--
for-mance, although other- minor- factor-s should not be ex-
cluded, such as the natur-e of the business, location and size 
of the company, 
gover-nment policy 
national pay agr-eements, 
and bar-gaining power-. 
2.3.2 - Exte~nal competitiveness 
state I a\--Js 
In or-der- to be able to attr-act and r-etain their- staff, 
and 
or-ga-
nisations must have competitive pay levels with those of 
other-
skills. 
enable 
or-ganisations employing individuals with similar-
Exter-nal sur-veys provide the basic infor-mation 
an or-ganisation to assess the competitiveness of 
job 
to 
the 
r-emuner-ation pr-actice. Exter-nal pay compar-isons for- mana-
ger-ial staff ar-e fr-equently per-for-med by having a number- of' 
or-ganisations often in a single labour- mar-ket and indicate 
the cur-r-e~t pa~ r-ates for- those jobs. However- the deter-mina-
tion of a mar-ket r-ate for- manager-ial jobs is not an easy task 
because of the difficulty of assessing whether- jobs ln other-
companl.es ar-e similar- in ter-ms of content and qualification, 
even though job titles may not var-y, and so salar-y sur-veys 
ar-e admittedly r-ather- cr-ude indicator-s of mar-ket pay pr-ac-
tices Heneman Ill, 1982 ). 
However- or-ganisations keep in touch with mar-ket pay condi-
tions by taking par-t in those sur-veys mounted by other- compa-
nies or- by pr-ofessional or-ganisations such as in UK the BIM 
or- the IPM and by mounting their- own salar-y sur-veys. In 
this ~ase, Lupton and Bowey 1974 ), and also M.Conway 
(1984) pr-ovide a r-elevant appr-oach and useful r-ecommendations 
to car-r-y out own sur-veys on a systematic basis, minimizing 
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common difficulties such as dubious comparisons, meaningless 
unrealistic averages, questionable sampling methods and 
results. Lawler III 1981 refers the negative consequences 
of surveying the wrong market lead, in some cases, to over-
compensation or undercompensation decisions. 
The result of Ov-Jn surveys may be a survey with much less data 
but if it ~s planned and constructed on the basis of several 
key questions the results ascertained will provide basic 
guidelines for management pay pollcy decisions. 
A. Cowling (1981) points out, management is then in a posi-
tion to decide whether to maintain or 'establish a position as 
a relatively high, average or low paying firm, taking in ac-
count a recruitment policy, labour wastage, collective bar-
gaining 
tion. 
and general employment philosophy of 
2.3.3 - Internal Equity 
the organlsa-
Since salaries for individual jobs are determined by the 
employer, 
gaining, 
unilate~ally in most cases, or by collective bar-
and the results is the establishment of pay I~ates , 
pay d i f f e r'e n t i a I s or pay bands, the concept of internal 
equity has been involved to reflect a sense of justice and' 
fairness in the pay structure. In other words, it means tha~ 
pay differentials on salary structures should be ~elated to 
differences 
jobs. 
in degree of responsibility and qualification of 
Internal equity in a'simplistic definition is, of concern to 
avoid that less qualified jobs be higher paid than higher 
qualified ones and vice-verse. 
Studies 
Jacques 
person 
by Lee Dyer et al 1982 ), and also by 
1970 ), show evidence that the amount of 
feels he/she should receive is increased when 
Elliot 
pay a 
he/she 
sees others earning more pay and/or when he/she feels others 
who are comparably paid are performing less demanding work or 
bringing fewer qualifications to their jobs. As A.G. Cmvling 
1981 ref'E'rs, while on int.ernal structure of differentials 
is generally accepted as necessary by most workers, theix 
feelings concerning equity and fairness demand that differen-
tlals or pay 
An 
levels be based upon an rational system 
technique. important 
wider- application comes 
approach with the 
from the operation 
evaluation systems which are often seen by 
possibility 
of staff 
management 
of 
job 
and 
unions alike as one of the few sources for a rational process 
to establish the different pay levels or bands. 
Job evaluation, derived from a job analysis process aims 
providing a more systematic and objective basis for 
comparison of the job's contents as an aid to the des J_gn 
at 
the 
of 
salary structures. It is a technique which seeks to promote 
the objective of "fairness" by evaluating one job agalnst 
allother to establish their rOe I at i ve worth. Although, as 
Thakur and Gi 11 (-1976 refer, it is not a scientific tec-
hnique but a systematic one which aims to measure the skills 
and knowledge of the job against another, it attempts to 
-analyse the job and not the job holder's capabilities or 
personality, and so as B. Livy 1975 points out in his 
work, " job evaluation with all its imperfection exists as 
a major technique for determining pay because it is the best 
system yet devised which incorporates the concepts of logic, 
justice and equity, which can be made acceptable to all 
parties, which incorporates a high degree of flexibility, and 
which is capable of modification and updating according to 
changing circunstances ... ". 
It is not the purpose of this study to discuss the theory of 
job evaluation and to review all its implications what 
certainly ,-vou 1 d constitute another research project) or to 
develop a critique of its several different methods (4). 
However, the methods used are basically. based on either a 
quantitative or qualitative assessment, according to pre-
determined factors and are not themselves concerned to esta-
blish automatically absolute pay levels. 
Rather, it is important to summarise two recent researchs 
related to the use of job evaluation schemes within large 
organisations. 
The first one presented by M. Thakur and D. Gill 1976) was 
carried out in 213 UK companles, of which 168 had job evalua-
tion schemes in operation and 10 about to introduce. The 
number of organisations in the survey which have abandoned 
th~ir schemes was small 2.3 I. and their reasons for dOlng 
so were because, first, the scheme had generated more con-
flicts than it resolved, and secondly, the scheme was stron-
gly disliked by unions. 
B. Livy 1975 points out that these schemes need to be 
(4) - For a detailed discussion on different methods, 
instance: 
Unwin Ldt, 
evaluation, 
B.Livy, Job Evaluation-a critical review, 
1975, . and also J. Butterworth, Tecnhiques 
in A. Bowey (ed.), chap.7, Gower, 1982. 
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see for 
A 11 en & 
of jof 
planned and developed on the basis of consensus, 
and concord. 
The following points are the summary of the main 
of that survey: 
cooperation 
conclusions 
the main reason for introducing job eval-
uation was to achieve a fa ix pay 
structure quoted by 94.3 % of the com-
others purposes were to establish a sys-
tern of job hierarchy and to attempt to 
solve some industrial relations problems; 
some 32 I. of the companies had introduced· 
job evaluation more than 10 years ago, 
indicating that job evaluation has been a 
'firmly ec:-;tabl ished technique in some 
companjes; 
the major difficulty in maintaining a job 
p.'/aluat:ion scheme was seen to be d i vor'-
cing jobs from the job holders (quoted by 
52.2 I. ). The other main problem was the 
maintenance of differentials in times of 
high inflation quoted by 43~8 I. ); and 
about 72 I. of the companies with 
were unlikely to change their 
schemes 
current 
methods of job evaluation in the forsee-
able future . 
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The other contribution comes from K. Bradley 1979 through 
a survey ~bout the reasons for introducing job evaluation 
schemes within 151 UK companies which shows that most of the 
companies were first concerned WIth the establishment of a 
fair pay structure. The summary of the main reasons r~fered 
were 
- to establish a fair pay structure 89 I. of 
t·he· compallies ) . , 
to improve methods of grading jobs (38 I.); 
to bring themselves into line with 
salary administration practice (3~ I.); 
to f~cilitatB collective .bargaining 26 I. 
to deal with company reorganisation 19 I. 
to respond to Trade- Unions 13 I. 
to respond to Government legislation (13 I. 
to respond to current market rates 13 I. 
Despite the limitations inherent in job evaluation, the con-
tribution which it has to offer as a means for identifying, 
analysing and assessing the various jobs, organisations seem 
to find and will go on finding in the job evaluation process 
a relevant rational basis for the development of the concept 
of internal equity, in order to provi~e an etf~cieni rationa-
lisation of pay differentials, and so to give more consisten-
cy and effectiveness to their salary policies. 
2.3.4 - Individual Performance 
Finally, the third element of a pay policy developed in this 
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study 
(1985) 
is conce~ned with the individual 
states that the final goal of 
pe~fo~mance. 
compensation 
Beach 
is to 
induce and ~ewa~d bette~ pe~fo~mance. 
Since sala~y st~uctu~es should ~eflect, as fa~ as possible, 
influences of the exte~nal labou~ ma~ket and pay diffe~en-
tials based on a ~ational and systematic p~ocess, o~ganisa-
tions in determinating their pay policies, should then attend 
that for the same level of the job's qualification the respe-
ctive job's holders do not have the same performance and so 
individual' contributions for the results as a whole or at 
departmental level are different. 
As we referred earlier in this chapter, annual perfo~mance 
assessement of management staff is desi~able not only for 
career development purposes but also fo~' measu~ing the effe-
ctiveness of individual's pe~fo~mance and so to give consis-
tency to sala~y policy. A~thu~ Bowley 1972 ~efe~s that in 
the dete~mination of salary prog~ession policy for management 
staff the assessement of performance is essential, and so if' 
this could be linked to qualifiable achievements such as 
management by objectives schemes it will be even more useful. 
However, as A.G.Co~ling 1981 points out app~aisal schemes 
should be carefully pe~formed because the combine p~essu~es 
of inflation and collective pay ba~gaining means, that the 
o~ganisation's annual cost of living inc~ease is likely to 
dwarf me~it inc~eases, and also because of the 
effect of high level of income taxes. In addition, 
negative 
Heneman 
III and Schwab 1982 ~efe~ the f~equent objection of 
unions to pay systems inco~po~ating the me~it, since gene~al-
Iy unions a~gue that they do not oppose pay fo~ pe~fo~mance 
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in pr-inciple, however- they char-ge for- the administr-ation of 
most pay-for--per-for-mance systems is inadequate and that the 
r-esulting pay differ-entials between people ar-e unfair-. 
This concer-n, as A.G.Cowling p01nts out, has fr-equently led 
to the tendency for- progr-ess up, and incremental scale to be 
automatically based or) senior-ity militates against mer-it 
payment. schemes. An appr-oach to overcome t.his usually r-esis-
tener? comes f I~om E .I_av-I I er- 1982 ) that ar-gues that a well-
developed 
st.abi.li.ty 
compensat1on philosophy can pr-~vide an important 
to the pay system of an or-ganisation as well as a 
good communication pol'icy so that all staff can under-stand 
the system. As Lawler- III r-efers, it 1S par-ticular-y difficult 
to get employees to accept the fact that thei~ pay 1S also 
based on their- performance when this is not a consistently 
ar-ti.culated matt.er- of basic compensation philosophy. 
Many organisations tr-y to define a r-ewar-d system that combine 
a basi.c salar-y structure composed of a r-ange of pay levels' 
and incremental scales within each of those levels, a 
mer-it p r'og r-ess lon policy 1n or-der- to ensur-e higher- r-e','\Ia r-d s 
and faster progress for- execut1ves and management staff 
ning good appr-aisal reports. 
1'1 • Ar-mstrong and H. Mu r lis 1980 def ine boJO basic 
pr-oaches for- flexible salar-y progressions. Firs t, a 
incr-emental system where the individual moves through 
ear--
ap-
fixed 
the 
salar-y range by pre-determined steps depending normally on 
minimum length of service cr-iter-ia and in addition not giving 
an increment to staff r-ated as unsatisfactor-y, or- allowing 
benefits double 
package 
dar-d. 
incr-ements or- a special bonus or- fr-inge 
to staff who per-for-m par-ticular-Iy well above 
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Secondly, the pe~fo~mance-~elated systems whe~e the p~og~es-
sion lS a ~esult of the assessement of the individual and his 
p~esent and futu~e value to o~ganisation. He~e the p~og~es-
sion is di~ectly based on the typical point scale of the 
p e ~ f 0 t- m a n c e app~aisal ~epo~ts with diffe~ent levels of in-
c~eases as a pe~centage of cu~~ent sala~y. 
Although both systems give scope fo~ rewa~ds adjusted to 
Iyl • Armsrroflg L982 points out that it is 
often sU<Jgested that performance appraisals should not be 
automatically related tn sala~y increases because the asses-
~ment can be too conce~ned about the financial ~esults 
not ove~all concent~ated with the analysls of strenths 
and 
and 
weaknesses on a pa~ticipative discussion o~ientat~d to ca~ee~ 
deve I opmen t as pec,ts . 
In summa~y, past resea~chby H.Mu~lis and W~ight 1985 
p~ovides some general principles in v-Jhich ~ewa~d systems 
~elated to merit, are held to be significant. Those p~inciples 
a~e as following: 
- reV-lard systems should be based on fait" and 
equitable methods of measut"lng pe~formance; 
- as cOflsistent as possible; 
easy to understand for both manage~s and 
executives; 
- st~aightfo~wa~d to monito~ as ope~ate; 
flexible, good pe~fo~me~s have to feel they have 
been ~ewa~ded; 
- based on acceptable basic sala~ies; and 
3J 
supported a ~~ear staff/management 
development policy. 
Finally, concerning the managing of r~ward systems based on 
performance i~ is important to refer that some line managers 
may also seek to exploit the system as to 
reward staff with excessive arbitrary incr~ases in, pay, and 
1n th~s case as G. Spencelr 
, 
1980 refers. abuses can qU1C-
to loss of confidence 1n the, "fairness" a 
stt-ucture. Tt 1S so 1mportant the management of the systems 
and thelr monitorJng, as it is important the des1gn and the 
Implementation strategies. 
2.4 MAJOR OBSERVATIONS ON LITERATURE REVIEWED 
The reVlew of literature is necessary to place the study in 
co~text and to help provide the knowledge for comparisons and 
.i us t j -f 1. cat i on for 'the conclusions and- recommendations 
Chapter 9 ). As next referred (Chapter 3 ), the design of the 
questionnaire questlons fCJr the management' survey carried out 
at the Portuguese organisation Chapter 8 were largeJy 
drawn from this literature search. 
The literature is in accord concerning the main aspects of 
planning and pay policy at large and state dominated 
organisations. The type of organisation this study is l~oking 
into ,( British Post Office, British Telecom and CTT Post and 
Telecom of Portugal have cons trained the ,1 i tera ture searc h. 
Because of this we did not concentrate on references, emphasi-
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zing some recent dev~lopments of reward systems, such as job 
I~elated , performance related and bonus schemes for exe-
cutives. The first concern for large and state dominated 
organisations relies on basic pay structures and the establi-, 
shment of fair career paths. In this context we point Kaye's 
definition of career development 
de"/e 1 opmen t, 
human 
This important definition will be used at the final chapter 
to support the proposed framevJork for re-evaluating 
organisational practices. 
Another aspec t we have noticed lS that most authors do not 
focus career development and pay policy in a context of 
international comparisons. Views expressed by different au-
thors are applied to organisations operating in similar enVl-
ronments. As we 'refer in Chapter 3 UV and Portuguese organi-
sations have similarities and differences on their internal 
and e~ternal environment, and organisational practices are In 
a complex interrelationship with' conditions In the environ-
men t.. We share A. W ill i ams 1981 " the essential 
rlifference in the thinking of an o~ganisation as an open 
rather then a closed system is ~hat due emphasis is given to 
its dependence upon the environment for its continued exis-
tence (see Chap. 3 - Figure 3.1 ). 
However we must point Hofstede references on limitations in 
international studies where we must consider the dominant 
national values and cultures and so the methods and 
techniques used to understand the functioning of 
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organisations in different countries see Chap.3 - 3.2 ). 
Finally, the literature search does give some answers but not 
all of them: it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of 
organisations with a clear relationship with career plannning 
programmes and pay systems in use. 
The next chapter wil~ try to describe the research methodolo-
gy used and difficultles encounter~d in data collection wit-
hin organisations. 
3~ 
CHAPTER 3 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In the previous chapter we have briefly mentioned some 
basic treatments in the received literature in the context of 
the importance of career development and pay po 1 icy for 
organisations. 
This chapter attempts to describe the method and limitations 
of collecting information from the organisations included ln 
this study. 
After defining what data we needed we decided tha tit 
impor-t.ant to point out some major- aspects that ~ould 
train our work. 
3.1 SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ORGANISATIONS 
B,itish Telecom (BT), the B,itish Post Office (BPO) and 
have an external environment and an inte,nal context 
influence their personnel policies and systems. 
was 
cons-
CTT 
that 
First, the Portuguese organisational model is cu,rently Slml-
lar to the British one before 8T privatisation. CTT provides 
·both services - postal and telecommunications it is a 
state corporation whe,e Board Members are appointed by the 
Secretary of State for Communications for a 3 year period and 
the Gove,nment has to approve the corporate plan. The market 
context of CTT and BPO is quite similar: they share interna-
tional rules, agreements and pricing policies according to 
UPU - Union Postal Universal ); both companies have the same 
type of customers, services; both still have an image of not 
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necessar-ily being a pr-ofitable activity par-tly they ar-e 
seen as pr-oviding q social ser-vice. CTT.and BT also shar-e 
inter-national systems, agr-eements and pr-icing policies since 
both ar-e full member-s of UIT Inter-nacional Telecommunicati-
ons Union however- BT is suffer-lng fr-om competition fr-om 
pr-ivate oper-ator-s using conventional technology and oper-ating 
in pr-ivileged mar-kets with quality of ser-Vice. In Por-tugal 
CTT does not have such competition at the pr-esen t . In the 
shor-t ter-m, however-, it is quite possible that eTT must 
adapt a model to make a concillation between aims of a social 
service and the enter-prise objectives of productivity. It 
keeps its social nature - ser-vices are accessible to everyone 
- and, at the same time, tries to achieve its profitability 
through adjustment of ~r-ices, considering the char-acteristics 
of each product both in competition and development ter-ms; 
development of new postal ser-vices, supply services in coope-
ration with other- parties. 
However, 1n terms of the labour market, in Portugal an Execu-
tive in eTT expects to develop his career within the same 
company II'Ji thou t significant opor-tunities to move to anot-
one. In England the technological and social growing 
cor,tex t affects labour·market perspectives in terms of grea-
ter mobility and so the own concept of career .This issue is 
however much mor-e relevant in BT than in BPO. 
This difference concer-ning mobility will cer-tainly affect the 
individuals expectations that will try to match his aspir-a-
tions to the oppor-tunities the or-ganisation can pr-ovide.In 
the context of an individual's whole car-eer- development, 
these expectations ar-e affected by factor-s outside the or-ga-
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nisation i.e. labour market but also by many inside it 
(i~e. promQtion and pay policy, appraisal systems, etc ). 
Other important issues such as the difference in management 
attitude and style~ the organisational and the national 
culture also influence personnel policies and contribute to 
better understandinq of personnel practices in use 
organisations under this study. 
A study by Hofstede (1984), about international differences 
in national cuI ture among 40 modern nations showed that 
organisat.ions are culture-bound.This applies not only to the 
behaviour of people within organisations and to the functio-
ning of organisations as a whole; even the theories developed 
to explain behaviour in organisations reflect the national 
culture of their authors, and so do the methods and techni-
ques that are suggested for the management of organisations. 
The consequences of this cultural relativity are described 
in a number of areas motivation, leadership, decision-
making, m~nagement by objectives, planning and control., orga-
nisation development and management development. 
Before presenting descriptions of the case study companies in 
the next chapt.ers these factors had to be introduced· to 
remind us of their relationships and how important they are 
to understand satisfactorily how career development practices 
and pay 
should 
below 
pol icy _ have come to be as they are and how they 
or could become different in the future. The diagram 
Figure 3.1 tries to represent the relationship of 
some of the variables described influencing organisational 
effectiveness in order to understand some difficulties .re-
lated to our data collection results within organisations. 
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This modei will be ~efe~~ed to late~ in con.clusions 
chapte~. 
Flgu~e 3.1 Inte~nal and exte~nal va~iables 
f~om a co~po~ate view 
Jnte~national, context 
Exte~nal envi~onment 
Technological 
and social context, 
J 
Inte~nal 
legal, Political 
and ma~ket conte~t 
conter:t 
, 
--------------------~--------------------~------ ., 
, 
-;p 
, 
, 
l'1an ag emen t 
s~ 
Formal 
structure 
, 
-' 
Co~po~ate st~ategy 
, . 
I I O~gani5ational 
~ culture 
Pe~sonnel <==1' 
Po 1 icy 
I Indivi~ual attitudes 
Career development co~cept: 
and procedu~es 
~eward systems 
SO,URCE: Model developed by the ~esea~che~ 
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3.2 THE INFLUENCE OF THE LANGUAGE IN THIS STUDY 
Finally, pr-oblems with the use of language in data collec-
tion. We mean the concepts available in English and in Por--
tuguese, not only the tr-anslation of questions for- the inter-~ 
vlews but also appar-ent equivalents sometimes do not express 
the meaning intended by the r-esear-cher-. As an example of this 
limitation in inter-national studies, tr-anslator-s of American 
liter-ature have noticed that Fr-ench and .many other modern 
languages have no equivalent for- the English "achi~vement" 
Hofstede G., 1984 ). 
In Portuguese it is difficult to tr-anslate, without further-
e><planation, the difference between "business studies" and 
"management studies" or- the equivalent for- the English "com-
mi tment". 
accor-ding 
In other- words, our- tr-anslations filter- meanings 
to our countr-ies' dominant value systems, it r-ef-
lect the national cultur-e and so do the methods and tec hn i-
ques used to under-stand the functioning of or-ganisations as a 
lo-Jhole and to suggest moder-n systems for- management of human 
r-esour-ces. 
It might also be impor-tant to mention the lack of Por-tuguese 
per-sonnel/management llter-ature, most liter-atur-e available in 
Por-tugal concer-ning car-eer- development and pay policy comes 
fr-om Amer-ican, Br-itish or- Fr-ench wr-iter-s. 
And so, it is impor-tant for- one to tr-y to pr-event " cultur-e 
invasion 
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3.3 DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY 
In order to obtain adequate and relevant information for the 
study, .t"'JQ methods have been explored in the pr-ocess - " case 
study" and" survey". 
But before we want to point out that two factors have positively 
influenced the access to good data. First, Board f"lembers of 
the Portuguese company CTT concerned with the fie 1 d of 
the have requested the collaboration of British 
Telecom and of The Post Office in order to provide all the 
facilities to the researcher during his visit to England. The 
",Jere positive and both companies have appointed a 
senior manager to be the liaison member between the 
researcher and the company,' which was very important because 
they all provided good. data facilities and arranged all the 
interviews needed witH othe~ senior managers. Secondly, due 
to the fact that the researcher is a member of CTT management 
staff, working over the last 7 years at the Corporate Person-
nel Department and currently he is Head of Management Deve-
lopment a new department created In 1987 a reorga--
nisational process which affected all the company structure) 
access to good data and collaboration to the survey for the 
and Portuguese case has been prOVIded in a very useful 
friendly way. 
a) Case Studies 
Under 
rial 
the circumstances of a descriptive nature of the mate-
the comparison of current practices in the 3 organisa-
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tions are organised as "case studies", where a "non-reactive" 
method of data collection was used (5) « such as, companies 
reports and statistics and statutory documents and also a 
"reactive" one interviewing so~e senior personnel officers 
and managers with intormal discussions ). 
Data collected about personnel poliCIes and procedures con-
career development and pay systems for executives 
withIn British Telecom and the BrItish Post Office started 
durIng first period in England, between April and July 
1986 followed by short visits In October and during 1987. 
Data presented as "case study", one limitation 
encountered IS that the results are In a descriptive 
mode. All informatIon collected comes from both internal 
documents and interviews ~ith personnel senior officers and 
managers. 
tJll S t ruc tu red interviews toqk place during the exploratory 
phase followed by an analysis'of first data collected and by 
a second ~isit supported by spme pre-coded questions. tJl< 
Departments where the researcher has Interviewed managers and 
collected good documentary source are: 
British Post Office 
Corporate Personnel London 
Training Division Mr G. Ryallsl 
Management Development Mr. David Thompset 
(5) - See, Moser & Kalton, 
Investigation, Gower, 1985. 
Survey Methods 
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in Social 
Recru~tment and Promotion Mrs Kathy Reason ); 
Pay & Industrial Relatlons Mr. Adrian Warren ); 
Corporate Planning Director Mr Roger Tabor ). 
Management College Rugby 
Personnel & Industrial Relations Trainning t"lr R. 
Brltish Telecom 
Corporate Personnel 
Management Development rvlr Bob Cole ); 
Pav Policy rVI r Te r ry Down in g 
Job analysis r'1r Pau I Higson 
Superannuation policy Mr Tony Rodwell ); 
BT Telconsult personnel manager Mrs Caroline Kelly 
Unfortunately, part of their views merely provide us with the 
description of systems and procedures and with the corporate 
statement about personnel policy. Tt gives us very little 
insight Into what happens next or more significantly what has 
caused the sltuation and what are the results in of 
effectiver,ess. the documentary source collected was 
go~d whi~h pr-uvlded the researcher with relevant mate-
The popularly attributed limitations of the case method 
research centre around the issues of verification and 
generalisability (6). Nevertheless, the aim of the case study 
(6) On the limitations of case studies see, for 
instance, Chris Clegg, Nigel Kemp and Karen Legge, "Case 
Studies in Organisational Behaviour", Harper & Row, 1985 
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1,'\Jas just to identify procedures and practices and not 
establish relationships and configurations with an eye 
generation or testing of a hypothesis. 
To overcome this limitation and in order to follow in a 
consistent way our research objective - recommendations 
to 
to 
to 
t.he Portuguese - "le dec ided to go further 
dfter the eTT 
at CTT. 
case study by conducting a "f"lanagement Survey" 
b) Management Survey at CTT Por-tugal 
The management survey ~t CTT took the form of a mail questi-
onnaire.Its main objectlve was to get information from senior 
management staff about what they think about career develop-
ment and current pay policy practices at the company and to 
find out what contributions they could provide concernlng 
rec ominenda ti on s for modernlsatio., of personnel policy 
those lssues. The questlonnaire was designed taking into ac-
count the key issues raised from the literature reviewed in 
chapter 2). As internal communications seems to be not quite 
c] ear- managers do not have to much opportunity to be invol-
ved decisions about pay policy and career aspects) and 
because CTT have been recently involved In a reorganisational 
process January 1987 which affected many manager-s some 
have lost their- management positions and have been relocated 
as senior- consultants) it was quite delicate to obtain opi-
nions about those issues. 
Due to those factor-s, and also because it seems a par-ticular--
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ly quick method of conducting a survey, we decided for a 
confidential mail questionnaire, having however in mind some 
limitations.of this method of collecting information, such as 
distorted answers or misunderstanding the questions (7). 
Another important ~spect that could constrain the survey was 
the average rate of rep on se in previous questionnaIres inside 
the about 30 - 35 X ) during the last 8 years, 
which was not very signIficant. 
So, it has been a satisfaction when this survey - the first 
one at Clr concerning career development and pay policy 
senior- management staff - showed a rate of 52 X of I-espon-
dents, in particular If we note that the timing was not the 
most appr-opriate the traditional summer holiday period ). 
The field work which was spread over several I.o'Jeeks, 
July and end of September of 1987, was done in two phases: 
1 ) " E:<ploratOt-y stage" which lasted for a pet-iod of 
weeks, the reseacher was able to pre-test some questions of 
the survey through direct interviews with senior managers 
about 5 X of the survey population ): 
The r-esear,cher has followed Reeves & Harper' s 1981 ) advice 
taking the draft questionnaIre to those senlOt- managers to 
seek their views about the design of the questions. 
This phase was of great significance to the entire survey in 
that it allowed the researcher to re-examine the whole pac-
kage of questions. From the results of the exploratory phase 
(7) See, Survey Methods in Social Investigation, Chap.ll 
- Mail Questionnaires, Moser & Kalton, Gower, 1985. 
some ir-r-elevant questions wer-e eliminated and have 
been r-e-wr-itten in or-der- to avoid possible misunder-standings. 
As Reeves & Har-per- (1981) point out often questions that seem 
to the r-esear-cher- to be dealing with distinctly differ-ent as-
pects of an issue, in pr-actice elicit the same answers. 
As a consequence, from an initial draft of 70 questions, 
aftet~ this phase, the questionnair-e was reduced to a total 
of 57 questions. 
2) The modified questionnaire started to be mailed to manage-
ment private adresses on 87/08/07, with a stamped and pre-
addressed envelope and a covering letter- which outlined the 
purpose of the sur-vey and underlined ·the point that the study 
was being undertaken for academic purposes. Four weeks later 
mailed a second one because during August some of the 
managers could still be absent from homes on summer holidays. 
The population of the survey consisted of 200 senior managers 
from CTT the total of senior managers as at 30.July.1987 
with the following distribution. 
Figure 3.2 - Survey population 
f'1anagemen t Telecom. Postal Corporate 
Grades sector sector services Total 
9 9 7 14 30 
8 13 6 12 31 
7 53 51 35 139 
Total 75 64 61 200 
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The questionnaire was structured In four parts. Part I con-
tained 7 introductory questions as a prepar-ation to the 
main suject, Car-eer- Planning aspects Par-t II - 24 questions 
and Pay Policy Par-t III - 26 questions). The final par:-t 
contained factual questions managemen t gr-ade, sector, 
length on service and age '), vvhich ~'IIere inc luded to enable us 
to discover 'effects of these variables on the manager-s perce-
ptions of the key issues Ouestionnain? and the 
81~itish tr-arlslatior-, on, Appendi:-: \.ill 
3) Retur-ns wer-e analysed at Middlesex 8usiness School, on a 
DEe 10 computer- using SPSS package capable of handling 1.000 
'/arj abIes. 
Following Moser- & Kalton (1983), the sur-veystatistical ana-
lysis was star-ted by constr-ucting 90 fr-equency distr-ibution 
tables of the answers for each questlon and conver-ted into 
percentages and then the aver-age has been calculated. This 
·fir-st appr-oach allowed the r-esear-cher- tp have a general View 
of what was typical of thjs sample of r-espondents. Then, thE 
resear-cher- wanted to test. Hhether- ther-e ~AJas afly r-elatior-,ship 
behrJ.een the ~lIlswer-s and pal~ticu1ar aspects of the population, 
l. e. if the distribution fr-equency Has influenced by r some 
var-iables such as the age, the length of ser-vice, and the 
business Postal manager-s could have differ-ent point of view 
fr-om Telecommunications ones ). This was achieved by estima-
ting, for- each question, ,the statistical Chi-Squar-ed test, at 
101. of level of significance, which is better- suited to 
management sur-veys ( Taylor- and Dunning, 1985). 
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4) Survey results and comments are presented in chapter 8. 
NOTE Td THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS 
---------------
The following chapters present data collected from: 
The British Post Office - Chap.4 
- British Telecom - Chap.5 
- CTT'Post and Telecom of Portugal - Chap.6 
management survey ~as carried out so that the comparlson 
_practlces have the same level of data collected ). 
Under the circumstances of a very descriptive nature of 
the 
of 
the 
material and because sources were documontary _and direct 
interviews V'Ji th senlor managers it is ver-y dlfficL;lt to 
comment on -the effectiveness of practices pr-esented. 
However Chapter 7 tries to compare and to comment a 
systematic presentation maln aspects related to career 
development and pay policy in the three organisations. 
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CHAPTER 4 - CASE STUDY I: The B~itish Post Office 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The B~itish Post Office is a large orgarlisation, pa~ticula~ly 
In tenl1s of workforce - 177.200 approxImately, of It-Jhom' 14.300 
al~e Postal Executives and about 1.400 are considered 11iddle 
and SenIor Managers. 
ThE' organisation is also large in terms of cash, turnover, 
equipment and property owned, and from a market point of 
v lelrJ, the main activities o'f BPC are organised in four-
business: 
- Letter5 business 
Parcels business 
Counters business (8) 
National Girobank (9) 
LI~e most large crganisation, a number of different functions 
characterize BPO Departments in the structure of the organi 
(8) Counter services has had its own Managing Director 
since 1984 and is similarly moving towar-ds constit-
ution as a public limited company, but not until 1988 
because of the need for a considerable pr-ocess of 
fu~the~ development. 
(9 ) Gi~obank, whose study is not included 
became a PLC in October- 1985, a move 
the existing situation as the bank 
r-ated for- many year-s lar-gely as a 
under- a Managing Dir-ector-. 
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in this r-esea~ch, 
which fo~malised 
had al~eady ope-
distint business 
sation. Many people spend most or all of their careers in 
these departments or others of the many functions which exist 
in BPO. 
During the period of our research, however some important 
strategic developments are going to take place. The main one 
is a strong market oriented strategy which 1S gOlng to pro-
voke a deep change w1thln the BPO organisational structure. 
Some exploratory intervie~s' with senlor managers, such as 
with the Corporate Planning Director, gave us information 
concern1ng that new 1ssue. 
Postal business reorganisation will determine that the three 
main general business - Letters, Parcels and Counters - will 
be run under three managing directors. According to the BPO 
Corporate Planning Director the needs of customers are beco-
ming more specialised and complex, and good service at compe-
titive costs depends on being able to respond quickly and 
expertly to developing market needs. 
These needs will be best achieved by having people organised 
in a way that enables t~em to develop the specialist exper-
t i SE.' required by each of the very different markets of the 
Post Office services. 
4.2 THE ORGANISATION OF THE PERSONNEL FUNCTION IN BPO 
The personnel function at the British Post Office 1S curren-
tly characterized by a decentralized and regionalized 
structure according to the Corporation organisation. 
At central level, personnel departments are responsible for 
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policy fo~mulation and cont~ol which includes definition 
~ec~uitment policy, definition of selection p~ecedu~es, 
of 
de-
sign of selection tests, selection assessment fo~ executives 
and ~esponsibility fo~ the o~ganisation of all national sele-
ction boa~ds. 
Special depa~tments have a main ~ole in policy fo~mulation on 
C3~ee~ development, including p~omotion, t~ansfe~s, app~aisal 
and t~ainjng, and on the indust~ial ~elations policy such as 
wo~king conditions, p~oductivity schemes and 
national union negotiations. 
Anothe~ main ~ole of cent~al depa~tments, conce~ns manpowe~ 
policy integ~ating the staff needs with the busi-
nes<;, goals. 
At: r-pgional level, pe~sonnel depa~tments a~e ~esponsible fo~ 
policy implementation and development. 
This means, coor-dination of pe~sonnel needs of employees, 
~ e c ~ U 1 t men t p I ann in 9 f 0 ~ po s tal cl n d c 1 er- i c a I g~ades, effec-
t 1 'le use of ~esour-ces, o~ganisation of p~omotions boa~ds, 
medical discipline matte~s. sta-ff t~aining in basic 
g~ades and participation in ~egional union negotiations. 
At local level, personnel units have the function of person-
nel management and administ~ation. 
These activities involves the futu~e ca~ee~ development 
staff, local ~ec~uitment, p~omotions boa~ds acco~ding 
of 
to 
cent~al guidelines, staff r-ecor-ds, disciplinar-y pr-ocedur-es, 
monitor-ing sick absence and ir-r-egular- attendance; attending 
industr-ial tr-ibunals; intr-oducing job r-elease schemes; wel-
far-e matter-s; r-etir-ements; local staff tr-aining; futher-
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education compensation; 
negotiations. 
Figure 4.1 
clains and participation in local 
PERSONNEL CHART 
POST OFFICE HEADQUARTERS ------~ POLICY FORMULATION 
AI\/D COI\ITROL Central Level 
REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
( Regional Level 
HEAD OFFICES 
Local Level 
4.3 JOBS AND CAREER PATHS 
-----) POLICY IMPLEMENTATION 
AND' DEVELOPfYIE:r\JT 
------) PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
AND ADMINISTRATION 
Career structures have been organised on a basis of different 
job families according to different levels of qualifications. 
Each level is a result of a group of jobs with a similar 
degree of content and has been based on a job analysis pro-
cess. The current career structure, dated from 1973, repre-
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union 
sents three broad tiers of staffing: 
senior management grades 
middle management grades (executives and 
supervisors) 
basic grades (consisting of postmen; postmen 
higher grade; postal assistant; postal 
offIcer and ot.her minor such' as 
cleaners and doorkeepers). 
SenIor management. grades are divided into 9 bands of quali-
ficatlon (see figure 4.2) and each band comprise of different. 
Job titles that denote~ the managerial position according to 
mariagement l£'vels (central, regional and local). 
Figure 4.2 - Senior management grade 
, _______________________________ ~ _____________________ _ I 
,---------------------------------------------~-------, 
Bands J,ob ti ties 
:=========:==============================~========~===: 
.' , 
4 to 1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Directors (national and regional) 
Assistant Director or Controller 
Head of Branch; Head of Division; 
Assist. Director or Controller; 
Head Section or Assist Controller 
Head Section or Head Postmaster 
Head of Group; Assist. Head of Section: 
or Postmaster. 
:========================~~============================: 
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Middle management grades are known as the Postal Executives 
(PE) and supervisors in sorting offices and counters, and 
Engineer Executives (EE) Basically Executive grades has 3 
bands (A/B/C). However, later on in 1975, after trade union 
disputes another band was created (band 0) to give the possi-
bility of progression to high qualified and potential staff 
from the basic grade, such as clerical and sorting office 
staff. Generally the access to band 0 for those grades repre-
sents their limit of progre~sion. 
Figure 4.3 - Executive grade 
1 _________________________________________________ 1 
,-------------------------------------------------, 
Job titles E ,.; e cut i ve ban d s 
,-------------------------------------------------, 1----------------------------
Postal or Engineering A B C o 
Executives 
1 ______ -------------------------------------------, ,-------------------------------------------------, 
Graduates enter the organisation as Executives - band C or B 
fOI~ Postal Executives according to s~ills and professional 
e:~perjence, the work of postal executives varies widely 
depending on where they are based. Head post offices may 
have large numbers of basic grade staff worklng for them but 
in a headquaters unit, where the work is more concerned with 
policy formulation and development, supervision of staff does 
not seems to have a greater part of the postal executive s 
duties. 
Graduate engineers normally are recruited as Engineer Exe-
cutives, band B, and usually remain in the engineering 
function, which has a Senior Management structure with levels 
of responsibility similar to general management positions. 
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4.4 CAREER PROGRESSION AND PROMOTION POLICY 
Career progression through executive or senior management 
grades does not depend on automatic length on service or age 
critel-ion. It is characterized by a conceptual philosphy. 
Accord ir1g to Post Office policy statements it means takLng 
steps to ensure that the organisation is making the most 
effective use of their senior staff in terms of their abliity 
and potential; the main abjectiye of the concept of career 
development is to ensure that sufficient human resources of 
the right calibre meet the present ~nd future needs of the 
organisation. The diagram below shows the conceptual appro-
ach. 
Figure 4.4 - Progression Philosophy 
Organisation 
v 
Identily the 
jobs 
I 
• I 
v 
Prepare 
Inventory of skills, 
aptltudes, experlence 
v 
Establish 
vacancies 
:-----------) 
Transfers 
and 
Pr-omotions 
Senior Staff 
Appralsal 
v 
[ouf,sell i.ilg 
v 
Deve 1 opmEii t 
v 
Per-formance 
<-----: and 
Potential 
(adapted from Repor-t "Staff Development", Post Office Mana-
gement college) 
Within such system career perspectives for executive grades 
include transfers from the middle management grades to senior 
management grades. Usually those perspectives deppend up the 
vacancy levels, and the possibility of progression include 
either inside Postal Headquarters or with transfers to regio-
nal departments. 
The following diagram attempts to represent the progressional 
movements into and out of caree~ grades. 
Flgure 4.5 Career progresslon flows 
POSTAL HEADQUATERS REGIONS 
================ ================ 
Senior Senior 
-----------'-> 
Management Management 
================ ================ 
============ ============ ============ 
PE. B ----> PE. B ----> PE. A 
============ ============ ============ 
============ ============ 
PE. C 
---------------------> PE. C 
============ ============ 
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Before explainning further specific aspects of career pro-
gression it will be helpful to note that the determination 
of vacancy levels LS the first step of an integrated promo-
tion policy. 
At the Brltish Post Office, vacanCles have been d~termined by 
two main factors: 
replacement; and 
creation of a new Job. 
Here line managers play a key role, they are responslble for 
the predictlon of a vdca,ICY, and authorlty to fill a vacan-
cy depends first 01, the effectlveness of that specific 
job according to the 'objectives of the department where the 
vacancy is proposed to be filled. 
The Personnel D~partment WLII assist llne managers to ,ensure 
that ~he job meet to the maximum possible extent the needs of 
the ·business. In case of a new Job a job analysis process 
v-J i. I I t a k e p I ace to d e t e r m i net he a (j e q u ate g r a del eve 1 and the 
appropriate ski.lls. 
4.5 FILLING OF VACANCIES 
Generally vacancies will then be advertised within the local 
unit and key posts will be advertised throughout the region 
Or central departments. 
In determining the method of filling, the local manager will 
take account of the availability of suitable internal re-
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sou~ce - the Post Office policy is to fill the la~ge majo~ity 
of jobs f~om inte~nal ~esou~ce - as indicated by pe~sonnel 
plans and by app~aisal evidence as well as of any need to 
inject new ~esou~ce f~om outside the unit. 
Among those who could be expected to pe~fo~m the duties of 
the job effectively the~e will also be an eligibility c ,- 1. te-
to ljmit.. the field of selection, and to 
pot e r1 t i a I w ill not bee xcI u d e d 
c~ite~ia such as yea~s on the grade or 
because 
length 
that 
of 
of 
service and on the other- hand to enSut-e that these (AJOuld, riot 
be inclUded candidates with quali·fications not needed fo~ the 
effective executlon of the job. The.appoitment policy is to 
f i I I each vacal-1CY wlth the most suitable and met- i to~ ious 
candidate available fo~ the specific job, ~ather than fo~ the 
(:Jrade as a whole. 
This sLJltability 'c~iteria is measured' by seve~a1 factors, 
such us ability, experience, skills or potential. 
,/ 
Then, sho:-t. lists of candidates a~e pre~ented to selectlon 
boa~ds that are responsible for selectlon of the app~op~iate 
candidate, taking in accourlt the "Indlvi.dual- Reco~d Fo~m" , 
the " G' e po r- tOil Job p~:: r -F CJ r- m a 1"1 c e" , and followed by lnte~~lews 
1 f 11 Eo" ce 5 5 Cl r- y . 
4.6 CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND APPRAISAL 
i) Aims of the app~aisal system 
As we have just noted an impo~tant facto~ in assessment of 
the suitability for promotion is taking into account the 
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performance and the potential of the candidate. The asses--
sment of past performance, and therefore the assessment of 
potential for promotability seems to be some of the aims of 
the appraisal scheme related to career development for exe-
cutives and senior management. It is also the aim of the 
annual system to provide the Personnel function 
with information about tne skills, st~engths and other qua-
lities of managers as an a1d to individual careet-
counselllng and guidance. 
we w1lI see later on, the appraisal scheme 1S also used 
to prClv1de a basis for determining salary mClvements and 
bonus paymE'n t s . 
ii) Staff development and personnel role 
As line managers are responsible for appraising, counselling, 
dgreeing objectives and for the development of their staff 
the personnel function has an important role offering them 
guidance and dlrectlon as well as maintaining the co-ordina-
tion of activities within and between all departments. 
These _irlc I ude identifYlng skills in funct10nal areas, 
paring and regularly updating sucession plans, operating the 
appraisal system, recognising high potential staff at all 
levels and glve career counselling interviews. 
Specifically in relation to the ~ppraisal system the per-
sonnel function is responsible for developing and monitoring 
national appraisal policy including: 
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standardisation of appraisal forms 
guidance to the appraisal system 
give training courses for appraisers 
-- auditing to appraisals are 
completed to a satlsfactory standard 
ensut- ing that appropriate action is 
beir.g 
taken 
when staff performance falls to an unacepta-
ble level. 
iii) Components of the system 
Job descrlption is an important part of the appraisal system 
for- e"ecutives, setting out the main responsibilities of the 
j nd:i 'v lciua 1 jobs together with indications of the performance 
e:-<pec ted. 
The other components are: 
- the Individual Record Form (IRF); and 
the Report on Job Performance (RJP) 
The IRF (see Appendix 11 ) glves a reco~d of the individual's 
experlence and educational quallfications. It is 
attAched to the annual appraisal form so that the 
have a comprehensive baS1S on wich they can make 
appraisers 
recommenda-
tions. The IRF is not only designed to be an appraisal record 
form but also to be used as an aid to manpower and career 
planning, placement and training plans. 
The Report on Job Performance (see Appendix III is used 
during the annual appraisal, generally in Apr i I , and is 
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for-med by a section compr-ising job definition and state of 
r-esults against agr-eed objectives, a section for- the asses-
sment of Per-for-mance of cur-r-ent duties and a pr-omotability 
section r-elated to the potential. 
The over-all assessment is then r-ated A to D 
levels of performance, wher-e C and D r-epr-esents the unaccep-
table levels for- eligibility cr-iter-ia to pr-omotion. 
For- Senior- Manager-s perfor-mance is measur-ed ln ter-ms of the 
achievement of agr-eed objectives for- the year- under- r-ev 1 ec'\l . 
The appr-aisal system for- senior- management is not exactly in 
the same way of executives. Her-e the assessment of 
mance takes r-efer-ence to a table of key objectives 
perfor--
agr-eed, 
the r-esults obtained and the factor-s affecting r-esults. At 
the begining of each year-, the pr-ocess begins with setting of 
clear-Iy defined objectives with their- super-ior-s accor-ding to 
pr-e-established guidelines, such as: 
a) objectives must be r-esults or-ientated, based on 
expected outputs and on achieving r-esults; 
b) they must be soecific, capable of being measur-ed ln 
a qualitative or quantitative way and 
or- long ter-m; and 
c) Achievable 
under-stand 
in 
that 
ter-ms that manager-s 
they ar-e pr-ior-ities 
effor-ts should be concentr-ated. 
in the shor-t 
agr-ee, and 
wher-e main 
During the appraisal process, normally in April, objectives 
and results achieved are r-eviewed, taking into account any 
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significant changes to. the o~iginal objectives which may have 
been ag~eed du~ing the yea~. The pe~fo~mance assessment is 
then made in a fo~m of a Repo~t giving a special attention, 
in case of sho~tfall in pe~fo~mance, to the ~easons behind 
them. These may include insufficient precision in 
the objectives o~ by exte~nal -tacto~s outside the 
duals contn:ll. 
4.7 COUNSELLING AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
defining 
indivi-
As have noted ea~lie~ 1n this chapter on p~og~ess10n 
philosophy, ca~ee~ counselling plays a consist~nt ~ole fo~ 
ca~ee~ development. This takes the fo~m of ca~ee~ inte~views 
and all executives app~aised a~e encou~aged to take advantage 
of the oppo~tunities offe~ed th~ough counselling to discuss 
~elevant matte~s to thei~ job pe~fo~mance and ca~ee~ deve]op-
men t . The Post Office states that the "ca~ee~ counselling 
inte~view has the main objective of to seC0~e and o~ maintain 
the highest possible level of pe~formance and motivation in 
atmosphere of confidence between the lndlvldual c1.n d hlS 
It is cen ter-ed on the work rathe~ than the 
pe~sonality of the individual and the emphasis is on the 
immediate futu~e ~athe~ then about the ~ecent past. 
Howeve~ the ~esults of the pe~fo~mance assessment a~e 
discussed in a way to imp~ove any weaknesses conce~ning 
specific futu~e objectives and ta~gets. 
Du~ing 
thei~ 
this counselling inte~view executives a~e tbld 
app~aisal ma~kings and implications fo~ ca~ee~ 
6i 
about 
deve-
lopment in relation to transfers,· promotions and specific 
training programs. It also includes discussion and agreement 
of objectives for the coming year. 
4.8. SUCCESSION PLANS AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
Succession planning is the process used to try to fit current 
resources to future requirements. For this process the annual 
appraisal system and the counselling interviews provide rele-
van.t information about career irlterest of e:>(ecutives relating 
to future needs. 
A second component of the process lS to forecast movements' 
into and out of executive grades taking into account the 
number of staff in present ~rades and incorporating It lrJi th 
assumptions of future levels of recruitment, wastage and 
promotions. This function to the Post Office seems to be not 
quite d~veloped yet mainly because the predictio~s of future 
manpower requirements lS closely related with some absence of 
concrete information on.what changes in the nature of the orga-
nisation strategy or in the use of new technoiog/ might 
affect. executive work for-ce 1 eve 1 s '( inc r-ease or decrease) . 
However, there are attempts to establish and review at least 
at 6 monthy intervals sucession plans. The system elaborated 
at regional level is translated by two documents, the Indi-
vidual Record Card and the Job Replacement Card (see Appendix 
I V ). 
The former is used to contain individual information for all 
Postal Executives marked qualified for promotion, and later 
is used' for each Postal Executive job containing information 
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about the ·present job holder, principal duties and responsi-
bilities and the immediate replacement references. 
Regional departments co-ordinate their succession plans to 
ensure that regional staffing needs are met, providing 
information to Central Department In order to assess 
nat.ional situation and to provide available information 
cOrporate manpower planning studies. IrJhich deal IrJi th 
levels of staff. The main issues are about: 
futUre manpolrJer requlrements, 
the 
to 
all 
skills and qualiflcation for each Postal 
E>~ecut.ive grade; 
the pattern of future losses, In terms of 
retirement age, retirement policies and 
voluntary wastage; 
replacement policies, In terms of proportion 
of vacancies filled by recruitment or by 
promotion. 
Concerning senIor management staff, Regional uhits also pro-
vide information to central personnel department related to 
appraisal results, counselling interviews, expected retire-
ments; as information is also analysed In order to develop 
policy on senior management development. 
The diagram below Figure 4.6 tries to represent the main 
input and output of information relevant to staff development 
and training. 
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Figure 4.6 Information Flows 
INPUTS 
annual appraisements 
details of changes to performance and aspirations 
details of antecipated vacancies and proposals for 
filling 
recommendations for early retirement 
selection decisions 
Organisational changes 
Identification of middle management resource with po-
tential for prnmotlon into senior management staff 
v 
OBJECTIVES 
to develop policy on: 
recruitment 
promotion 
appraisals 
retirement 
v 
to identify future needs 
meet future resource needs 
recommending action to 
to make appointments up to higher senior management 
grades 
v 
OUTPUTS 
general advice on policy: 
appointments 
change to early retirement 
appraisal procedures 
v 
advice on availability of resources 
Region for filling vacancies within 
SOURCE: Staff Development Report " BPO 
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from outside 
the Region 
the 
4.9 SALARY STRUCTURE AND PROGRESSION 
Executives and Senio~ management have diffe~ent sala~y 
st~uctu~es and conditions of p~og~ession. HOl.-'Jever- both have 
been developed f~om the job analysis p~ocess and have 
common the same objective: to hi~e, retain and motivate both 
staff succ<?<5fully. 
4.9.1 Executive Sala~y St~uctu~e 
Executive sala~y str-uctu~e is composed of a range of pay 
g~ades and inc~emental scales withIn each of the ca~ee~ 
Figu~e 4.7 - Executive Sala~y St~uctu~e (Ma~ch 1986) 
17 000 
16 000 
.1.5 000 
14 000 
1.3 000 
.12 000 
11 000 
10 000 
9 000 
8 000 
9.958 
9.195 
8.698 
8.327 
o 
11.981 
11.162 
10.385 
9.809 
9.195 
B 
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14.961 
14.064 
1 -':·.784 
12.788 
12.353 
C 
17.100 
16.598 
15.778 
15.332 
A Bands 
Pay progression from one pay level to another within each 
'grade is dependent upon a fully acceptable performance and a 
minimum of 12 months continuous service the current 
sa I ary barld. 
4.9.2 Senior Management Salary Structure 
Senior Management has two types of ray structure. Between 
bands 9 to 5 the pay structure for salary band see Figure 
4.8 is composed by three pay levels: 
basic salary 
standard maximum; and 
- extended maximum 
Which represents the theoretical possibility of pay prog res--
s_lon. 
"" ill 
Pay progression from the Basic to the Standard Maximum 
be dependent upon the performance appraisal marking and 
also a minimum of 12 months in the current salary band at the 
end of the preceding appraisal year. 
Progr-esslorl to the extended maximum of each salary band is 
authorised only in very exceptional circumstances, and the-
refore in a practical way we can say that the average ma-
ximum progression is to the standard maximum pay level. 
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Figure 4.8 - Senior Management Salary Structure 
(f'1arc h 1986) 
===~============:============~============================ 
Bands Basic Standard f'1aximum Extended Maximum 
=~~====~:==~~====~==~==========~==~=====~================= 
6 
7 
8 
9 
28.820 
26.050 
23.580 
20.960 
[Vlax.18.470 
17.680 
16.890 
Min. 16.100 
30.100 
27.250 
24.700 
22.350 
19.800 
For SenIor Managers between bands 1 
31.000 
28.070 
25.440 
23.020 
20.390 
to 4, their 
system is based on personal contracts according 
salary 
to the 
setting of objectives, which includes a basic salary and 
fringe benefits, 
scheme. 
such as car for personal use and a 
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bonus 
4.10 PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND PAY POLICY 
As we have desc~ibed in the fo~me~ chapte~ all senio~ manage-
ment staff a~e app~aised annually. The pe~fo~mance app~aisal 
scheme has effects on the annual sala~y. r1aintenance of pay 
level at the standard o~ extended maximum depends upon 
sustaining a flllly acceptable pe~fo~mance ma~king the annual 
app~a15al. 
[AJh(?~e 'unacceptable ma~ks (10) a~e given (ma~ks D o~ CD) fo~ 
the. app~ajsal yea~ immmediatly p~eceding a sala~y ~ev 1 ett-J, 
the sala~y 
10l-'Jing te~ms: 
of the individual will be ~educed as the fol-
f~om the extended maximum to the standa~d 
maximum if the individual is being paid at 
the extended maximum of the band; 
f~om the standa~d maximum to the basic 
level if that manage~ is being paid at 
the standa~d maximum; and 
by no inc~ement in the case of an 
individual being paid at o~ the 
maximum of the basic ~ange. 
(10) - See 4.6 - Ca~ee~ Development and App~aisal 
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From October 1986, where a C marking is given for the third 
consecutive time in the appraisal year preceding a salary 
review, the salary of that manager will be reduced in accor-
dance to terms described above. 
Se n l cn- [Y) a nag e r sap p r a i 5 e d \'\1 i t h " A A " 0 r " (-'I" \'\1 ill be eligible 
for consideration for a bonus payment scheme in recognition 
of their performance durlng the immediately pr-eceding 
The amount of individual bonuses, and 
ap-
the 
decLsl.on to award them, is at the discretion of directors, 
but no~mally varies from a minimum of 100.00 to 7.5% of the 
:::,a1 ar:.' level, and it is paid in October of each year. 
4.11 EXTERNAL PAY COMPARISONS 
As we earller noted In respect of the objective of Pay Poli-
cy, so that organisations are able to adjust pay levels and 
a structure that will alloN them to attract and retain work-
force, their pay policy should attempt three basic elements: 
organisations employing 
similar jobs; 
individual 
those 
with 
the structure must be seen as equitable so 
that employees find ~t fair and accepta-
ble; and 
should reward individual performances 
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Both the individual performance and the internal equity are 
recognised in the reward systems since the pay system has 
beer, developed from a Job analysis process and related with 
an appraisal scheme which attempts to eliminate any discre-
pancy between jobs comparably paid with different performan-
ces or demanding less qualifications or different contents. 
The external competitiviness of pay policy is annually eva-
JUdted a VJage survey for mat-ket pay 
ThlS pay survey is performed by having jnformation 
about 30 organjsations lndicating the current pay rates for 
similar jobs. The main limitation lS the identiflcation 
job cor, ten ts because job titles va~y from organisation 
organisatjon. However, it gives relevant information 
the Post Office and 1 5 par tic u 1 a 1- 1 'J imp 0 r tan t during 
salary review negotiations with the unions. 
The following figure 4.9 shows an example for Postal 
cutives pay comparison using the informatlon collected 
the pay survey (see appendix V ). 
The e>~tel-nal competitiveness for Executives has been 
of 
to 
to 
the 
Exe-
from 
im-
flroved. Hovvever, a speciflc limitation arising from the pay 
compal~ ison fT.U co; t be delineated becdlJse thE? information 
refers to basic salary and does not reflect the total 
muneration which may include several bonus scheme or 
kages of fringe benefits in the organisations under 
survey. 
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only 
re-
pac-
the 
Figure 4.9 - Pay Comparisons with Pay Maximum of 
Executives C 
'~'AAA-r----------~---------'----------r----------r----------r-----------' 
14.000 
13.000 
12.000 
11.000 
10.000 ~ ------
./'~/' /' 9.000 
8.000 
7.000 ~ 6.000 
5.000 
4.000 
3.oo0~----~~--+----------+----------~--------~----------r---------~ 
78":"79 . 79-80 . SO-81 81-82 83-84 . 
Yeo~ 
Number of comparators 33 
Data Source: PAY SURVEY, BRITISH POST OFFICE. March 1986 
(see appendix V) 
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CHAPTER 5 CASE STUDY 11 British Telecom 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In 1969 the Post Office ceased to be a government department 
1 
and was- established as a state public corporation.Twelve 
years later, in 1981, the telecommunications services became 
a sepa'ate corpot-ation under the name British Telecom taking 
over thp Telecommunication business. In 1982 British Telecom 
(BT) was converted into a public limited company but only in 
1984 the transfer of porperty, rights and liabilities to BT 
was made by Royal Assent. The governmen t, was then ~ble to 
se 1 1 shares in the new company. 49.81. of ordinary shares 
v-Je I~e offered for sale to the' public on 16 November 1984, 
with the government retaining the other 50.2 per cen t. The 
or.iginal buyer-s fe 1 1 in to four main gr-oLlps: Institutions 
(47.41.) ; the gener-al public (34.31.); BT employees and pen-
( 4 . t) I. ) and buyer-s in the USA, Canada and Japan 
( 13.71.) . Near-Iy 961. of eligible BT employees became sha-
reholders ln the company. 
British Telecom company is made up of five main operating 
divisions, plus a number of functional divisions providing 
particular professional services to the company. 
Company policy is that each division is responsible for its 
own efficiency and profitability. BT also has a number of 
subsidiary and associated companies (about 30). 
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In terms of workforce, BT has about 223.000, at June 1987, 
of whom approximately 36.870 are considered Middle 
Senior Menagement staff, the universe of our research. 
Figure 5.0 - BT Chart 
British Telecommunications plc - Organisation chart 
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5.2 - MANAGEMENT CAREER STRUCTURE 
Management career structure have been organised In two broad 
tiers of staffing: 
Senior Management group (about 870); and the 
r'1anager ia 1 and Pro-fessional Structure (about 
36.000) 
Senior Management group (SMG) do not have formalized career 
paths or bands. This group is managed under a confidential 
personal contract basis annualy reviewed where is included 
the basis annual remuneration, company car, telephone, and 
performance related bonus if appropriate. 
Managerial and Professional Structure (MPS) encompasses most 
management- staff in BT and is divided into four levels of 
management --- revel 1. to 3 alld Senior Band. EAch Job wilhin 
the structure is graded from A to J accordlng to the levels 
of skill, knowledge arId r-esporisability requi.red. A is the 
lowest band and J the highest (see figure 5.1.). 
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Figur-e 5.1 Diagr-amme of the Manager-ial 
Str-uctur-e 
=================== 
Senim- Band 
=================== 
I. 
I .J 
Level 3 H 
G 
F 
Level 2 E 
o 
=================== 
C 
Level 1 B 
A 
============~=====-= 
and Pr-ofessional 
Staffing of thes~ posts 15 nor-mally by pr-omotion or- tr-ansfer-. 
Ther-e is also a sign1ficant amount of recruitment from the 
exter-nal mar-ket par-ticular-ly at level 1 (graduate entr-ants 
and to a lesser- extent at level 2. Likewise at level 3 and 
SB, wher-e ther-e has been a deliber-ate policy to r-ecr-uit new 
11 blood 11 at this level following pr-ivatisation. 
The major-ity of ,management recr-uits are gr-aduates. Selection 
procedur-es gener-ally involve a combination of inter-views, 
tests and wor-k r-elated exer-cises. 
is 
5.3 CAREER PROGRESSION AND PROMOTION POLICY 
BT is committed to a policy of promoting staff from 
the company to till vacancies wherever it lS possible. 
. HoC--Jever , are agreements wIth the unions to f i I I a 
Promot.ion .is pr-lmaril'l on the individuals 
suit.abllit.y fot~ t..he post In question. '-rhe eligibility 
r: r i t.er i a IS st~ted when the post is advertised and for some 
':dC aliC y 
.... prlJmOLIOn 
it is essential In order to be considered for 
that the individual has been marked oualified 
.In his apprai<:>al I._eligth of set-vice may also 
taken into account. 
the 
for 
be 
\)ac:::anc i es are det.ermined by replacement or by creation of a 
new job. 
Figure ~.2 - Determination of Vacancies 
==~==============~====~==========7-== =======-======.::: 
[,JASTAGE 
(retirement; resignation, etc) NEW .JOB 
===================~================ ============== 
check the adequacy 
of the post ) --------) v 
============= 
VACANCY <---------------
============= 
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BT Jobs a~e not suppo~ted, at the time of data collection, 
by fo~malised Job Evaluation Scheme. So, the level of a 
vacancy is dete~mined in comparison with similar jobs in BT. 
5.4 FILLING DF VACANCIES 
~'Jhen a recommendation for promotion wlthin MPS levels is 
made o~ when individual jobs are adve~tised candidates are 
assessed by promotion boards Promotion to Senior Band is 
open to st~ff ln level 3, here local management appointment 
units invite eligible staff to apply for specific vacancies. 
Selection p00cedure involves normally a personnel specialist 
ai,d the line manager for that pa~ticular vacancy and 
selection methods will vary according to the needs of 
the 
the 
job. All candidates a~e interviewed but tests and exercises 
may also be included if necessary. Promotion to the Senior 
f1anagemen t gnJup (SMG) is open to Senio~ Band staff and is 
based on sucession plans and the potential of the indivi-
Next diag~amme t~ies to ~eprese~t the conceptual model. 
7'1 
Figure 5.3 Filling of Vacancy 
===================== 
Appraisal 
===================== 
v 
===================== 
Comparisons of 
appraisal forms 
===================== 
v 
===================== 
, , 
, Promotion Board 
=================~=== 
v 
===================== 
Panel 
===================== 
v 
==================~=== 
Selection of 
candidate 
====================== 
=================== 
--------------) Counselling 
=================== 
==================~ 
Lists organised 
on a local level 
=================== 
Announcement of a vacancy is normally only made if there is 
not a suitable candidate on the panel. 
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5.5 CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND APPRAISAL 
As we r-efer-ed ear-lier- appr-aisement and 
impor-tant 
gr-ades. 
factor-s for- car-eer- development 
counselling ar-e 
of management 
According to BT "Personnel Guidelines" (1985), the appr-aise-
ment pr-oc edu t-es (11) for- the Manager-ial and Pr-ofessional 
Str-uctur-e and the Senior- Management gr-oup alm to: 
- r-ecor-d for- the benefit of all concer-ned how indivi-
duals ar-e per-for-ming in their- pr-esent wor-~; 
r-ecommend what is needed for- futur-e car-eer- develop-
ment; 
- assess potential; 
- pr-ovide a basis for- discussion about per-for-mance. 
pr-ogr-ess and pr-ospects; 
- set per-for-mance objectives. 
Appraisal dates var-les acor-ding to management levels between 
Mar-ch (Level 1) and July (Level 3). 
r~ppr-aisal lS followed by a counselling inter-view in I:-Jh ich 
the :3ppraisee r-ecei~e feedback on how his per-for-mance is 
viewed, to discuss futur-e management development plans to 
enhance per-for-mance and to discuss car-eer- development expe-
ctations. 
(11) - See in Appendix VII "Appr-aisal For-ms" 
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Potential for promotion is also assessed during the perfor-
mance appraisal process, ~long with an outline of whe~e the 
appraisee should be placed in order to best benefit BT and 
the individual, this information is also relevant for suces-
sion plans. 
5.6 SALARY STRUCTURE AND PROGRESSION 
For Senior Management group BT has a pay policy based orl 
confidential personal contract which are reviewed, annually, 
in July. The personal contract includes a basic salary, free 
telephone, car,private medical insurance and a bonus up to 
10'/' of the basic Salary if the performance is rated 
highly. Pay progression 1S dependent on a satisfactory 
performance against objectives. 
Because BT 1S operating in ~ very competitive 
and needs to have staff performing above standar-'d, the 
persor,a I contract philosophy is likely to be extended in 
time to other management levels, slnce it dives much mor-e 
flexibility and efectiveness in rewarding pB~formance. BT 
po I icy is that pay should reflect the individual effort to 
the achievement of the company's objectives. 
For middle managers'(MPS) pay structure consists of 9 Salary 
Bands. Each Band has a maximum and a minimum value. 
Incremental progression within the pay band will be by 
either 0, 1, 1 1/2, or 2 single incremental steps depending 
on the recommendations of local management at the time of 
the annual salary review (January). 
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At March 1986, the Managerial and Professional Structure was 
as follows: 
Figure 5.4 - MPS Pay Structure 
=~=============================================~============ 
Single StE'P 
Band jvlin. 
================================================~==~========= 
J 18.714 12. 223 749 
Level -z H '7 .L· • 777 l' .... "-) . 511 7 11 
G l6.884 12.832 675 
F l5.595 11.852 624 
Level 2 E 14.814 593 
o 14.070 10.693 563 
c 12.996 C).8T! 
Leve 1 1 B 12.345 9.382 494 
A 11 .725 8.911 469 
===============================~====~==========~========~=~= 
In aciition, the bonus scheme that has been i 0,-
Senior Management is under adaptation for Middle Management. 
5.7 FINDINGS OF THE CASE STUDY 
During all the interviews carried out in BT, it was clear 
that Personnel Function was quite concerned specially with 
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, 
the establishment of a pay for performance philosophy. Ca-
reer Structure consisting of several bands with incremental 
progression was not the appropriate flexible systems that BT 
wonted. Senior Management Group had personal contracts and 
the higher level of the [V!anager la I and Professional 
Structure was going to have a similar practice. 
me~it but also for career development proposes. At the time 
of our visits to BT, Job evaluation seems not be relevant 
for the pay policy although the concept of "rate for the 
job" refnalns During an interview, a corporate 
manager ex pressed the v iell'J t ha t "\",Jhy to in tt-oduc e job eva 1 u-' 
ation if the system has been working well. We don't wont to 
have it just because other companies have it". 
An impm-tant issue is that Annual Salary review is not 
dependent directly on appraisal performance rates and so the 
appt-a i semen t can be managed with several outputs career 
development, training, sucession. 
L i,ne management plays an impor-tant role specia.lly 
recommendations for promotions and for pay progresslon. 
a) Promotion Boards 
BT is trying to get away from the system of promotion panels 
and more towards individual selections to 
The later is much more in line with the 
business and allows more junior staff 
fill vacancies. 
needs 
who are 
of the 
high 
performers to progress their careers more quickly. It also 
gives management more flexibility in filling vacancies. 
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BT is going th~ough a pe~iod of conside~able change, need~~ 
to be ve~y competitive (anothe~ company - Me~cu~y - sta~ted 
to ope~ate in the ma~ket) and the company lS looking fo~ a 
diffe~ent so~t of management staff, pa~ticular people 
with' ent~ep~eneu~ial skills. 
bl Caree~! Succession Pl3nning 
Career- planning for Seniot- rVlanac]ement Gt-OUP lS handled' by 
Corpor-ate Pe~sonnel Dept. a e this g~oup of staff is 
as a co~por-ate r-ather- than a divislonal r-esou~ce. BT's 
five yea~ Business Plan a section of human 
implicatio"s of ir, business 
activities. Management Development needs and ca~ee~ planning 
di~ectly fr-om the 8~sines5 Pla~ anj in thela~gest BT 
Division UK Communications a Co~e Programme of trainning 
for Sf"IG Management Development has been produced to meet 
those needs. 
For- staff belm"i Sf"IG, Divisions ar-e ~esponsible for career 
planning and management development. The e,: lent to i1'Jhich 
this is done on a formal basis var-ie5 from Division e.g. in 
some Dlvisions there a~e no formal ca~eer!succession plahs. 
This l san a ~ ea 0 ·f con c er- n to 8 Tan d r- E' c Ent I y a 
Development Committee i1'Ji th r-ep~esentatives f~om a I I BT 
Divisions has been set up to look at the problem and to 
sha~e info~mation. BT still has some way to go in developing 
its approach to car-eer planning but the implications a~e 
that the matter is being looked at much more seriously than 
in the past. One reason for this is that BT's wastage ~ate, 
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which t~aditionally has been ve~y low, has been inc~easing 
in yea~s and some key staff have been lost because of a lack 
of ca~ee~ planni~g, among othe~ things. 
c) Recent Pay System Changes 
In 1987 pay negotiations with union result in changes to the 
pay system. The changes maintain a coherent national pay 
stnJctu~e and subject to the concept of "~ate fot- the job" 
they build on existing arrangements flexibilities which a~e 
already found In p~ivate UK com~anies. The two main changes 
a~e: 
i) Int~oduction of Pe~fo~mance-based pay pr-og~esslon fo~ 
Bands A - Senio~ Band 
T~is p~ovides the facility fo~ individual's pe~sonal pay 
p~og~ession through the standa~d pay ~ange to be related 
to varyIng levels of overall app~aised annual 
pe~fo~marlce . It p~ovide~ for 3 standard pay p~ogression 
of Si: fo~ a Jull, acceptable performance. 
Higher- pR~forming staff could achieve increases in the 
range of 6% - 10% and move through the pay range more 
q'-.J le k 1 y . At the other end of the per-formance scalE', 
/ 
staff IrJhose per- f ormance IrJas not satisfactory v-Jould 
progress at a slower rate or get no increment. 
ii) High Perfo~mance Pay Ranges Band A - Senior Band 
This extends to all MP&S bands the existing concept of 
" over standard " payments p~eviously limited to Senio~ 
8~ 
Band. The aim is to enable more senior company 
management to reward an outstandingly high level of 
individual performance beyond the standard band maxima. 
The High Performance Pay Ranges ~ill be set initially at 
81. above the standard maximum of each pay Band A 
Sen ior Barld. 
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CHAPTER 6 'CASE STUDY I I I CTT CORRE I OS 
TELECOMUNICA~GES DE PORTUGAL 
6.1 - INTRODUCTION 
The Por-tuguese Post and Telecommunications Industr-y 
ceased to be a civil ser-vice depar-tment 1.969 to 
become a state public cor-por-ation under- the name CTT-
Cor-r-eios e Telecomunica~~es de Por-tugal, EP. 
CTT is r-esponsible for- postal activities and also for-
telecommunications activities outslde the cities of 
and Opor-t'o. I n these clties telecommunicatlons 
networ-k lS r-un by a separ-ate state company called TLP 
Telefones de Lisboa e Por-to, EP ). However- both compa-
nles have the same Boar-d Member-s and some cor- por-a'te 
depar-tments pr-ovides ser-vice for- CTT and for- TLP. 
Flgur-e 6.1 - CTT Char-t 
as at 87103/01 ) 
Telecom fVlanaging 
Dir-ector- (*) 
Boar-d r1ember-s 
Cor-por-a te 
:-------------- Ser-vices 
Postal r1anaging 
Dir-ector-
E 
Per-sonnel Commer-ciall Finance 
10perations & 
Administ. 
Planning 
& 
Develop. 
Financial 
Ser.vices 
Inter-nat. 
Affair-s 
Regions 
& 
Philately 
(*) Telecommunications Sector has a similar- str-ucture 
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In te~ms of wo~kfo~ce - 29.000 - CTT is the la~gest o~ganisa-
tion in Po~tugal, of whom about 17.000 belong to the Postal 
Secto~, 10.000 to the Telecommunications Secto~ and 2.000 to 
the Co~po~ate Se~vices. 
Executives, Middle and Senio~ Manage~s a~e called Uppe~ Staff 
G~oup and they ~ep~esents about 8 Z ~f the total wo~kfo~ce. 
A 1 1 C1T staff a~e employed unde~ a Company Ag~eemp.nt that 
~ules all conditions of employment And whlch is submitted to 
a collective negotiation p~ocess eve~y two yea~s with all the 
unions ~ep~esentative of the diffe~enl Jobs inside the compa-
ny. So, this Company Ag~eement, whlch specifies all ~ights 
and liabi1ities of both pa~ties, lS a powe~ful inst~ument on 
pe~sonnel managemerlt issues, both fo~ management and fo~ 
unlorlS. 
The s t ~ 0 n 9 est un 1 0 n·s a ~ e SIN T E L Union ~f Telecommunications 
v.Jo~k e~s and the 5NTCT Union of Telecommunications and 
Postal lAjo~ke~s which have 6.000 arId 14.300 membe~s 
~espec ti VE' I y. Beca~se the unions a~e not p~ofessional unions 
but much mo~e ve~tical ones we find some jobs ~ep~esented by 
mo~e than one union. Howeve~, the ~ate of Executive and Mana-
gemenl unionisation is not high, abou t 30 ·f }. , so much p~essu~e 
du~ing collective ba~gaining pe~iods is concent~ated on basic 
g~ades matte~s o~ on gene~al ones, such as the annual pay 
inc~ease. 
The Telecommunications se~vices have been a p~ofitable busi-
ness and the Postal secto~ a non-p~ofitable. Howeve~ the 
Postal st~ategic plan fo~ 1987-89 attempts to ~ationalize the 
post se~vice with a philosophy of a business, ~educing costs 
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introducing new services and new organisational methods 
with a strong market orientated strategy. 
6.2 - THE ORGANISATION OF THE PERSONNEL FUNCTION 
The Personnel function at CTT is currently charact~rized by a 
decentralized and regionalized structure according to cor po-
t~ate strategy. 
So we have at central level of two Personnel Directcrs, one 
for the Postal sector and the other for the Telecommunlcati-
ons.They report to the Postal and Telecommunications Managing 
Directors respectively. There is also a Corporate Personnel 
Director who provides consultancy serVlces directly to the 
Board Member for Personnel for both companies eTT a:r,'j TLP 
and is also responsible for conducting the collectiVE Da\gai-
r, ing process. This Corporate Personnel Director provides 
guidance to the formulation of Personnel Policy and Control 
at the Board Members level, with a special reference to Upper 
Staff policy. 
Since Telecommunications and Postal sectors are org:3~!sed ln 
separate business . , reglons for each region there are personnel 
departments responsible basically for policy implementation 
and personnel administration procedures. 
6.3 - JOBS AND CAREER PATHS 
At CTT employees are organised in 112 different functions. 
For each one there is a job description in the company Agree-
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ment with the specification of the respective career 
structure. This includes, for each job, the number of bands, 
the conditions of recruitment and progression.The Upper Staff 
Group is divided into two broad tiers of staffing: 
Executives or the technical group) and 
Middle and Senior Management Group. 
The Executives group represents the technical and professio-
nal staff this includes graduates and staff with 
level of technical experience) with designed career 
that parallel the ranks in the management level 
6.2 ). 
see 
a high 
paths 
figure 
The current career structure for Executives, dated from 1981, 
represents three grades of qualification: 
Normall y 
grdcJe. 
Specialist (the lower)- 761. of executives; 
Assessor - 151. of executives; and 
Consultant (the highest)- 91. of executives. 
all graduates JOin the company at the specialist 
Earh grade is composed by several bands which repre-
sent a speCific basic salary. 
The following diagram represents the career structure 
for all Executives and the Management Bands at CTT. 
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Figu~e 6.2 - Ca~ee~ St~uctu~e fo~ Executives 
and Management Staff 
================================================= 
ExecutivenStaff fYlanagemen t Sta f f 
------------------------------------------------------, 
------------------------------------------------------, 
GRADE BAND JOB TITLE BAI'lO 
-----:~----------------------------------
Di~ector- 9 
u S 
f-' Consultants R Di.~ecto~ of 
f-' Q Se~vices 8 
E P 
R Ass is t . - D i t-ec to r- 7 
-----------------
--------- -
S 
T 0' Head of Division 6 
A Assessol~s 0 
F N' 
F 
: ------------------------
G 
R N' 
0 N Head of Depa~tlTi. 5 
U Speciallsts [vI 
p L 
K 
J 
======================================================= 
fYlanagement positions at 
Head of Undet--
-Depat-tm. 
Head of Section 
( fit-st 1 eve 1 ) 
Head of Section 
( second level 
Head of Fir-st 
Line 
4 
7 
"-' 
..:. 
1 
1 ______ ----------------, 
,----------------------, 
CTT a~e o~ganised in 9 bands of 
qualifications (see figu~e 6.2) but only f~om bands 5 to 9 
the manage~s a~e conside~ed midlle and senio~ management 
staff (Uppe~ Staff) 
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According to the Company Agreemment appointments for manage-
ment positions they are always made under a non permanent 
basis.This means that, for example, if a Specialist or an 
Assessor is appointed for Band 6 and his Superior is not 
satisfied with his performance, at any time, he can be disap-
poin ted and re turned bac k to his) Execu t i ve band posi tion, in 
this case there lS some effect on hlS salary that will be 
described later on in Salary Str~ctures. 
6.4 - EXECUTIVE AND MANAGEMENT BANDS DISTRIBUTION 
i) Executive Grades 
~t December 1987, the distribution of Executives by sector of 
activity denotes a concentrat1on on the Telecommunication 
sector, 50 % against 20 % of the Postal sector and 30 % of 
Corporate Services. 
Although if we compare the total of employees betweell sec-
the result is the inverse.The Pasta! sector has 58% of 
the total employees Telecommunication. 
This means that the Postal sector 1S a much more labour 
intensive activity with a greater number of non executive 
jobs, as postman (56% of the sector) and administrative staff 
(34% of the sector). 
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Figu~e 6.4 - Executives dist~ibution 
:-1001. 
I 
, , 
:--751. \\ Co~po~ate se~vices 
\\ 
\\ 
\\ \\\\\\\ TelecClm. secto~ 
\\ 
:-50i. \\ 
\\ ======= Postal secto~ 
\\ 
\\ 
\\ 
: -25';;' \\ 
1- \\ I 
\\ 
\\ \\ 
\\ \\ 
\\ I __ I I --- I :-01. \\ 1 __ 1 I -- I :\\:==:: 
specialists assesso~s consultants 
A geog~aphical analysis between the ~omparison of exec0tlves 
at Cent~al Level and Regions shows a st~ong concefl-
tration o~ Headquaters (based In Lisbon) 601. .This may mean 
that ~he decentralization strategy of the company is not, yet 
quite well implemeflted concernIng the types of ~ork that 
a~e done at Regions and the capa~ity of attracting executives to 
WO~k the~e. 
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Figure 6.5 - Geographical distribution 
9'")"/ ~ /. 
-1001. 
IIII 
11// 
IIII 
11/1 
701. ///1 
//1/ 
58"1. 11/1 //// 
/1/1 //// 
/1// /111 1/// 
-501. //11 421. IIII /1// 
IIII 111/ 1/1/ 
1111: IIII 11// 
/111: 1/11 301. IIII 
1/11: IIII IIII 
1111: 1111: IIII 
1111: /111: 111/ 
1//1: 1111: 1/11 8"/ I" 
-101. 1111: 111/: 11// 
:1111: :11/1: ://1/: 
--- --
special i.sts assessors consultants 
:///1/11: Central level 
:///////: 
Reglonal level 
ii) Middle and Senior Management Grades 
The distribution of management grades is directly 
related to the organisational chart, the current one 
is dated from January 1987. Available data at November 
1987 shows at a global level about 431. of middle and 
senior managers working at Headquarters in Lisbon 
against 571. at regional structures. 
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Figu~e 6.6 - Management G~ades 
-501. 
J'1anagement 
g~ade 
37,51. ;S81. 
5 6 
(318 ) 
6.5 - CAREER PROGRESSION 
16,51. 
3,51. 3,51. 
I --________ 1 ____ 1_-
7 8 9 
(139) ( "31) (30) 
On a fo~mal app~oach ca~ee~ conditions fo~ p~og~ession 
specified on the Company Ag~eement. 
a~e 
As ~epo~ted earlie~, Executives have 3 G~ades of qualifica-
tion (Specialist Assessors and Consultants) and within each 
grade the~e are bands that represents a specific sala~y. 
Prog~ession within the first two g~ades depends automatically 
on length on se~vice (12). The diag~am below shows the basic 
conditions fo~ prog~ession. 
( 12) The p~og~ession in the highest level (consultants) 
depends on ~elevant wo~k done and the decision fo~ 
p~og~ession is made by Boa~d Membe~s unde~ the 
p~oposal of Di~ecto~s. 
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Figu~e 6.8 - Executive conditions of p~og~ess~on 
======================================================== 
GRADE BAI\IDS 
, , 
,------------------------------------------------------, 
Consultants p Q R S : 
---) ---) ---) 
P~oposal 
, , 
,----------------~-------------------------------------, 
Assesso~s 
Speclalists J f( 
----> 
1 
----) 
3 
o 
---) 
3 
(yea~s) 
> 
1 
L 
---, 
2 
(yea~s) 
M 
0' 
---) 
"7 
-) 
I\J ' 
- --_.- ') 
3 
===========~======~===================================== 
P~og~ession fo~ a highe~ g~ade (specialist tn Assessor 
and to Consultant) is not automatic and depends on ,a Direc-
tor's' Pt-oposa] based on a subjective assessement of the 
perfo~ffiance and potential of candidates, no~ma 11-y ~'Jhen they 
~each th~ top band of each g~ade. 
So, the concept of p~omotion at CTT is the automatic progres-
sion through the bands or the p~ogression f~om Specialists 
band to Assesso~s band 1\1' o~ f~om Assesso~ band 0' to 
Consultant band P. 
But >--p~cmo Ll0r, may not mean an increase in sala~y since ~e-
mune~ation 6f the top band of Specialists is the same as the 
first jand of Assesso~s, and top band of Assesso~s IS the 
same amount as, the fi~st band of Consultants. 
6.6 - SALARY STRUCTURE 
The Executive sala~y st~uctu~e is composed of a ~ange of pay 
grades and incremental scales within each of the ca~eer 
g~ades. 
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Pay pr-ogr-ession fr-om one pay level to another- within each 
gr-ade is mostly dependent upon a pr-amotion based on length of 
ser-vice. 
Figur-e 6.9 - Executive Salar-y str-uctur-e 
-,monthly basic salar-y -
(November- 1987) 
S 
R 
Q 
P 
0' 
0 
N' 124.850$ 
N 114.250$ 
1'1 100.8dO$ 
L 88.800$ 
k 79.300$ 
,j 70.150$ 
Specialists 
150.150$ 
134.450$ 
124.850$ 
Assessor-s 
L92.500$ 
172.000$ 
161.950$ 
150.150$ 
Consultants 
In addition to the basic salar-y, the pay package inclUdes a 
daily meal allowance and a length of ser-vice allolrJance for-
each five year-s of senior-ity. 
l'1an agemen t positions ar-e r-ewar-ded within an independent 
str-uctur-e wher-e each management level has a basic salar-y and 
incr-eases depend on pr-amotion in his Executive car-eer- path. 
In addition to the basic salar-y ther-e is a fixed amoun t, 
accor-ding to each management level, that is annually r-eviewed 
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with 
this 
the same proportion of the basic pay increase. It is 
amount that makes the salary distinction between a 
fvlanager 
band. 
and an Executive if they both belong to the same 
Only top Directors with very special responsibilities have an 
individual salary not included in the Company Agreemment and 
rev lelrJed annually by Board Members under the suggestion of 
the Corporate Personnel DIrector taking in account the in-
crease of the baSIC salary structures negotiated with the 
urllons. If a Manager is disappointed and returns to his Exe-
cutive position his salary will be frozen until he reaches a 
band with a higher salary than the one he had as a Manager. 
6.7 - FINDINGS OF THE CASE STUDY 
6.7.1 Introduction 
From the documentary source available and from the 
unstrutured interviews carried out In CTT (before the m3nage-
ment survey, as refered in s~ction 3.3 ), it was quite clear 
that Personnel Policy for Executives and Managers IrJa 5 r:ot 
sl)ppor-t~d by an integrated IVlarlagemer:t De,!plopment 11odel. The 
reasons for this are presented below. 
a) Effect of inflation 
Some external variables such as a high inflation rate (bet-
ween 20 and 301. during the last 10 years - 1977/86) has 
influenced the internal promotion and pay policies. 
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b) Automatic progression 
The emphasis of' ~areer development and salary progress ions 
have tended to be on compensation issues through automatic 
'progressions through the incremental bands in order to com-' 
pensate the increase In the cost of living. 
c) Appraisa} and Collective Bargaining 
The m~rit philosophy, with pay for performance supported by 
appraisal systems has not been implemented on a consistent 
basis. 
In 1981, under the pressure of a collective bargaining pro-
cess, an appraisal scheme was implement just to support 
introduction of new pay bands which were required by 
unlons. 
d) Absence of an "Appraisal Culture" 
the 
the 
Only employees located on specific bands were appraised dire-
ctly for pay progression purposes. f"lost of them have been 
in the company for twenty to twenty five years and were not 
satisfied to be appraised almost at the end of theIr careers. 
Secondly managet-s were not appraJsed. il-Ji thou t a pr-ev i ous 
sufficient preparation and a coherent training programme for 
those involved and without attending some specific aspect3 of 
the company cult0re and management style, the scheme has been 
naturally abandoned, two years later with satisfaction from 
managemerlt and from the unions. 
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e) Number of management positions 
During, the last ten years there has also been a great in-
crease in management positions. Mainly because appointment 
practices only reflected the search for a higher salary 
quicker advances on career paths. There was no other way to 
recognize and reward the per~ormance of E~ecutives. 
6.7.2. Effect of external economic variables 
In 1986, however, the inflation rate (11,8X) and other exter-
nal economic variables (as GDP) began to show a different 
evolution. In 1987 inflation is expected to drop to 9X and in 
1988 the government forecasts refers 6X. These economic variables, 
together with an internal climate of pressure from Executives 
and Managers for redefining personnel policy by 
a true concept of promotion and rewarding the 
introducing 
performance, 
the company has started to establlsh some basis for for-
mulating career development policy i n t e g t- a tin g individual 
expectations and organisational needs. 
6.7.3. Findings of the interviews with senior managers 
As a contribution for such formulation, a diagnosis of career 
aspects and pay structure that the researcher has been invol-
ved during 1987 with the collaboration of other executives 
from the Corporate Personnel Department and from the Postal 
and the Telecommunications Personnel Departments seems to be 
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a reI e van t s tar t, . It reflects an analysis of what has been 
personnel pratice during recent years and attempts to define 
the present situation. The main findings from the interviews 
are: 
i) Career paths 
Executives think that based on 
grades of qualification 
their career paths 
is not the problem. The main atten-
tion 1S on the way progressions within each grade has been 
managed. 
ii) Historical perspective 
a ) In 1981 almost 801. of the total of Executives have been 
advanced in their bands by the decision to reduce the period 
fixed by the Company Agreement without any link to perfor-
malice. Mainly this decision came from collective bargaining 
pressures, because the basic salary lncrease was not 
cient to minimize the increase in the cost of living 
b) I n 1 982, the s a m e de c i s 1 0 n t (~O k P lac e, ~"i t h (") uta n y pe 1- -f or- --
mance appraisal related too. Those t~n dec1sions were rnaQP 
just as a result of pay negotiations wlth the unions. I t is 
important to remember that pay negotiations are controlled by 
the Governmemt through recommendations to state companies 
about a maximum pay increase. 
c ) In 1984, it was decided that any redution of time for 
progression should be based on good performance, and only 201. 
of Executives could be aqvanced in their bands. The process 
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has been developed under the discretion of Directors without 
any appraisal scheme to clarify the criteria for progression. 
d) Between 1984 and 1987 there was no decision for reducing 
the necessary l~ngth of service and all progressions have 
just been made automatically by achieving the legal period 
of time fixed at the Company Agreement. 
i i i ) The present situation 
'- \ 
To summarise, the maIn Issues raised up from the informal inter-
views with senior managers are 
rewards are not perceived as being related to 
job performance; 
rewar-ds are not r-elated In timing to the 
achievement of performance; 
performance goals are unclea~; 
trust and openness concernIng performance and 
rewards arp. low; 
rewards are given to placate employees rather 
than to recognize good performance; 
promotion for a hIgher level of qualification 
is not clear concerning potential assessment; 
trainning programmes are not clearly oriented 
for career development. 
These issues are analysed further on In chapter 8 Results 
of the Management Survey due to the fact that they are 
similar to the survey results. 
The next chapter attempts to summarize the main descritive 
/' 
findings of the 3 case studies. 
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CHAPTER 7 A COMPARISON OF CAREER PLANNING AND PAY 
STRUCTURES IN THE 3 ORGANISATIONS 
At this stage of the study an~ befo~e going furthe~ to 
an app~oach to the Portuguese case In orde~ to so~t out 
some ~ecommendations, we think it is useful to 
'.:;umma~ l ze the main aspects of identification possible 
th~ough the case studies p~esented. The info~mation is 
o~ganised acco~ding to the main issues identified 
through the liter-ature ~eviewed Chap.2 - Ca~ee~ 
Planning and sala~y policy: an overview). 
7.1 MANAGEMENT POPULATION 
Figure 7.1 - Comparison of Management Population 
organisation 
BPO 
BT 
CTT ( Po~tugal 
t,ota 1 of 
employees 
177.200 
223.000 
29.000 
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management dist~ibution 
compared with total 
- Senior Management 0.8X 
- Executives 8·/ 
Senior Management 0.4% 
rvlanage~ial and 
Professional staff 161. 
'Upper Management 
staff 31. 
Executives 4.51. 
Main issues: 
- Uppe~ Management staff, at CTT, seem to have a high 
weight 3X ). Howeve~, the company definition fo~ Uppe~ 
Staff G~oup includes not only Senio~ Management but also 
Middle Management. This last g~oup in the UK companies 
lS included eithe~ in Executives (BPO) o~ ln Manage~ial 
and P~ofessional staff BT ). 
If by hypothesis, the~e was a concept of Senio~ Mana-
ge~s at CTT which included just Di~ecto~s and Assistant 
Di~ecto~s the ~ates p~esented on Figu~e 7.1' would be 
as follov-Jing: 
Senio~ rvlanage~s 
This 
E)<ecutives 
dist~ibution 
B~itish Post Office. 
7.2 CAREER PATHS 
(includ1ng middle manage~s) 
is now identical to the one 
Figu~e 7.2 - Compa~ison of No of bands 
at 
0.7X 
7X 
the 
o~ganisat1on staff g~oups no. of bands 
BPO 
BT 
CTT 
Senio~ management 
Executives 
Senio~ management 
9 
4 
pe~sonal contract 
Manage~ial & P~ofessional 4 
Uppe~ management 
- Executives 
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5 
3 
Main issues: 
- Senior management group at BT do not have formalised 
career paths. This group is managed under a confidential 
contract basis annualy reviewed BT is studying the way 
this philosophy can be e)( tended to o t~her management 
groups. 
- Career paths at BPO and at BT are designed in a system 
as described by Cowling & Mailer 1981 and by Beac h 
1985 ). Each successive job should contain at least one 
new skill 
previous 
another. 
requirement that was not present In 
job 
The 
and with a rational relationship to 
career progression perspective 
the 
one 
for 
E>:ecu t i ves BPO and for Managerial and Professi.onal 
staff BT is to move up into senior management bands 
which have a higher salary level. 
- Career paths 
1982 Riceman 
have designed 
the management 
at CTT, take the form refered to 
Executives the professional staff 
career paths that parallel the ranks 
levf?l. Executives at eTT can move 
by 
to 
various ranks and need not seek transfer into management 
group in order to advance.There are also two parallel 
steps in the compensation structure. This means that the 
top 
the 
basic monthly salary of an Executive is similar to 
salary of a Director 192.500 "escudos" against 
197.850 "escudos" ). 
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7.3 - CAREER PROGRESSION 
Figu~e 7.3 - Compa~ison of p~og~ession c~ite~ions 
o~ganisation 
BPO 
BT 
CTT 
p~og~ession c~ite~ion 
-'- P~og~ession between g~ades depends fi~st 
on availability of vacancies. P~omotion 
policy LS based on seve~al facto~s, such as 
ability, expe~ience, skills and potential. 
P~omotion cs, fi~st, dependent on availabl-
lity of vacancy and, .second, upon a mana-
ge~'s 
dua I ' s 
t~icted 
~ecommendation based on the indivi-
app~aisals and elegibility is ~es-
by g~ade acco~dingto th~ types of 
posts beIng filled, taking into account a 
specifJed length of se~vice. 
P~og~ession within each g~ade depends auto-
matically on length on se~vice. Only withIn 
the top g~ade LS.3 p~og~ession decision 
made by Board Membe~s under the p~oposal of 
Di~ecto~s. 
pellds . on 
subjective 
potential. 
P~og~ession between g~ades de-
Di~ecto~s proposal based on a 
assessement of pe~fo~mance and 
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Main issues 
- The relevant difference between UK companies and CTT 
is that the basic condition for progression, at BPO and 
at BT is the existence of a vacancy. At CTT since most 
of the progressions are automatically made thrbugh the 
irlcremental there is no concept of filling a 
vacancy aS50C _l a ted to proc:j ress ion practices. Further 
more at CTT, since 1984 executives have been promoted on 
the length on service basls with no mobility or 
associated, since with a promotion an e>-:ecu t ive just 
keep on doing the same wor~ he was doing before and 
the same workplace. 
The existence of Selection Boards at BPO and at BT 
means special attention IS payed to monitoring the pro-
cedures and to consolIdate internal equity regarding 
criterias for ~romotion. 
- At CTT Internal equity may be an area of concern since 
managers ma~e recommendations for progression be tlrJeen 
grades based on a subjective assessement of potential 
performance. So there is no rational mechanism to 
ml:limize differences In subjective assessements or to 
avoid some inconveniences of managers discretion and to 
guarantee that there are effective posts that need to be 
filled according to the business objectives. 
7.4 MANPOWER PLANNING 
Following the definition by Bennison and Casson (1984) 
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Manpowe~ Planning involves an invento~y of cu~~ent man-
powe~, a fo~ecast of futu~e needs and supply, and a set 
of implementation p~og~ammes to meet human ~esources 
needs. It . involves seve~al activities such as fo~ecas-
ting of futu~e levels of vacancies to fill by different 
skills. According to Drucke~ (1968) HR planning must 
also check on the ade~uacy of the o~ganisation's ca~ee~ 
development effo~ts in the light of tomo~~ow's manage-
ment jobs and thelr demands. 
Figu~e 7.4 - Comparison of HR planning p~actices 
o~ganisation manpowe~ planning p~actice 
BPO 
BT 
CTT 
Absence of a consolidated Hov.Jevet-
some studies a~e being 
p~actice. 
ca~~ied out to 
fo~ecast, ln a quantitative view, the vacancy 
levels ln executive g~ades taking in accoun,t 
age profiles and the legal ~eti~ement age. 
No connection with the business needs. 
Not a relevant practice. Fo~ecasting of 
management vacancies to fill 1S just based on 
a wastage analysis of the p~edictable sho~t 
coming ~eti~ements. 
Absence of systematic fo~ecast of management 
vacancies by levels and needed skills in the 
context of futu~e expectatio~s in technologi-
cal, se~vices, and Organisational issues. 
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7.5 - CAREER INFORMATION AND JOB OPENINGS 
Figu~e 7.5 - Compa~ison of ca~ee~ info~mation' 
or-ganisation ca~ee~ info~m~tion p~actice 
BPO: Vacancies a~e adve~tised within the local 
unit and k8Y posts a~e adve~tised th~oug-
hout the ~eglon in cent~al depa~tments. 
aT: Local management appointment units invite 
ellgible staff to apply fo~ speciflc 
vacancies. Announcement of a vacancy is 
no~mally only made if the~e is ' not a 
suitable candidate. 
CTT: 1\10 formal' info~mation. Only fo~ t~ansfet-s 
a~e p~oposed posts adve~tised but v.Jith ,a 
't~ansfe~ is no effect on ca~ee"-
advancements. 
p~omotion trJi thin each g~ade is 
based. on length of se~vice the~e ar-e no 
announcement of vacancies to be filled 
with ca~ee~ p~og~ession associated. 
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7.6 - APPRAISAL AND CAREER PLANNING 
Figu~e 7.6 - Compa~ison of app~aisal p~actice 
ol~gani.sation app~aisal practice 
BPO Fonna 1 annual app~aisal scheme. It is 
formed by a section comprising job 
definition and state of ~esults against 
agreed objectives, a section for the 
assessement of pe~fo~mance of 
duties and a promotability section 
~elated to the potential. 
BT Formal annual app~aisal scheme. It is 
fo~med by a section comprising comments 
on gene~al pe~fo~mance, prog~ess towa~ds 
objectives and specific achievements. a 
section for the assessement of abilities 
and a section fo~ the indication oJ the 
potenti.al of the individual fo~ 
t-esponsibi lity. 
CTT Absence of a fo~mal app~aisal scheme. 
Main issues 
-Both schemes, at BPO and at BT, a~e based on a state of 
results- against agreed objectives whe~e Executives and 
Management staff have the possibility to clarify what is 
expected from thei~ performances. However both systems 
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need to be well managed and monitored since performance 
assessment makes reference to a table of key objectives; 
it requires that those objectives must be clearly de-
fined and results oriented.This is not an easy task for 
some departments where activity is difficult to measure 
in a quantitative way and has to be supported in a 
qualitative'basis. 
- What seems to be relevant is that these system must be 
developed under an important management by objectives 
culture in order to be effective. 
-·Stewart and Stewart (1981), point out that it is good 
prac tice for managers to do more than simply rate their 
subordinators. They should also work out jointly Wl. th 
each of their subordinates a plan for correctlng 
deficiencies and building upon strengths. 
7.7 CAREER COUNSELLING 
Career counselling can be conducted during or 
"" a performance appraisal interview where both parts can 
discuss the opportunities for career development. It may 
include working out a transfer plan or a specific 
trainning programme, which is a relevant input for a 
tranning needs analysis process. Recent developments of 
career counselling are focused towards greater openness 
and a participative approach, and more concentration on 
improving future performance on the job rather than on 
past performance. 
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Figure 7.7 - Comparison of career counselling 
organisation counselling practice 
BPO 
BT 
CTT 
All Ex~cutives appraised are encouraged 
to take advantage of the opportunitles 
offered through counsel ling to discuss 
relevant matters to their job performan-
ce. A Counselling Preparation Form is 
offered for voluntary completion by ap-
praisees who wish to make a written con-
trib~tion to their appraisal. 
Appraisal 1S followed by a counselling 
interview ln which the appraisee receive 
feedback on how his performance 1S 
vi eVJed , to discuss future 
d~velopment plans to enhance 
management 
performance 
and to discuss career development e?~pec-
tation. The appraisal form includes a 
sectlon for the counselling interview. 
Absence of a counselling practice. This 
will prove to be significant for final 
recommendations. 
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Main issues: 
- Car-eer- counselling at Br-itish or-ganisations following 
per-for-mance appr-aisal seems to be a consistent pr-ocedur-e 
for- car-eer- development concept. However- it needs to have 
manager-s with Skllls enough to conduct an effective 
in ter-v i ell-J and a gr-eat cl i.mate of cordldence between the 
individual and his manager-. 
7.8 - SALARY STRUCTURE 
Figur-e 7.8 - Compar-ison of salar-y barlds 
or-ganisation 
BPO 
BT 
CTT 
staff 
gr-oup 
Executives 
Senior-
Management 
Manag'?r-i.al and 
Pr-ofessional 
Senio'-
f1anagement 
Executives 
Upper-
Management 
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no. of 
bands 
no. of s'teps 
within each band 
4 
9 
9 
3 
5 
4 or- 5 
band 5 to 9 - 2 steps 
band 1 to 4 
6 
per-sonal 
contr-act 
per-sonal contr-acts 
band 1 5 step,s 
band 2 2 steps 
band 3 3 steps 
band 5 to 7 2 steps 
band 8 to 9 1 step 
Main issues: 
- At BPO, for Senior Managers between bands 1 to 4 their 
salary system is based on a personal contract 
to the setting of objectives, 
salary and fringe benefits, 
which includes 
such as company 
personal use and a bonus scheme. 
The salary-structure is the result of a job 
process based on the HAY system. 
according 
a basic 
car for 
evaluation 
- At BT, Senior Management group also has a pay po 1 icy 
based on a 
reviewed, 
objectives, 
telephone, 
confidential personal contract v-Jhic h is 
normally in July, according to the setting of 
which includes a basic salary, free 
company car, private medical insurance and a 
bonus up to 101. of the basic salary if the performance 
is rated fully acceptable. Because BT is operating in a 
very competitive environment and needs to have staff 
performing 
philosophy 
management 
vf?ry well above standard personal contract 
lS likely to be extended in time to other 
levels since it gives much more flexibility 
and effectiveness to personnel policy. 
solidate a pay for performance policy. 
BT wants to con-
- At CTT, the Executive salary structure date from 1981 
with no significant changes. Management group from band 
5 to 9 have free telephone. From bands 8 to 9 managers 
have a company car for personal use. 
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Figure 7.9 - Comparison by types of structures for 
Executives and Professional staff 
organisation 
BPO 
17.000 
+105.51. 
8.327 
BT 
18.714 
+ 1101. 
8.911 
CTT 
192.500$ 
174.4"1.. 
70.150$ 
type of structure 
difference 
between max. 
min. within 
each grade 
---> + 11.51. 
D ---------> + 21.51. 
D --------------> + 30.41. 
D ---------------------> + 19.51. 
o C B A bands 
-> + 31. 51. 
11 
11 
11 
11 
" 
11 
11 
A B C 0 E F G H I bands 
--> + 28.21. 
--------> + 20.21. 
--------------> + 18.31. 
esp. ass. cons. bands 
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Figure 7.10 
organisation 
BPO 
31.000 
+ 67.81. 
18.470 
CTT 
215.350 
+ 72.01. 
125.200 
' . 
• 
Comparison by types of structures for 
Management Group 
type of structure 
difference 
between max. 
min. within 
each grade 
o --> + 7.5 I. 
D -------> + 7.7 I. 
D ------------> + 7.8 I. 
D -----------------> + 9.8 I. 
----------------------> +10.3 I. 
9 8 7 6 c: bands ~ 
D --> + 7.61. 
CJ --------> + 5.21. 
D -------------> +11.21. 
D ------------------) +11.41. 
D 
-----------------------> +17.61. 
5 6 7 8 9 bands 
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Main issues 
- As Cowling and Mailer (1986) point out, three funda-
mental decisions in developing a structure concern the 
number of pay grades the range within each grade, and 
the amount of overlap between ·each grade. 
-Figures 7.9 give us the picture of those elements 
Executive BPO and CTT and Managerial 
for 
and 
Professional staff BT Figure 7.10 refers to Senior 
Management staff at BPO and CTT since at BT Senior 
Managers have confidential personal contracts. 
- At BT Figure 7.9 ), the range within each band is 
also the same 31.51.. .Incorporating a large number of 
g r-ades may lead to less pressure for promotion since 
managers have perspectives of salary progresslon for 
each band it is possible 6 incremental steps ). It seems 
also to be possible to control progresslon through the 
pay grade in order to ensure higher rewards and faster 
progress for staff earning good appraisal reports. 
-- BPO and CTT have opposite tendencies on pay 
p r-og ress l on (figure 7.9). At BPO Executive staff in the 
higher level of their careers have less perspective of 
,pay progresslon, for instance an Executive C a 
has a perspective of 30.41.. of pay increase graduate 
without being promoted to Executive B. An Executive B 
being promoted to Executive A 
11.51. of pay increase. 
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has a perspective of just 
- At eTT the tendency showed t~ough BPO pay st~uctu~e 
is the inve~se.The lowe~ Executive level have a pe~spec-
tive of just 18.3% of pay 1nc~ease against 28.2% in the 
highe~ level. Howeve~ this ~ay lead to a st~ong p~essu~e 
fo~ pay inc~eases and if p~oQression is not con+:~ollej 
may devalue the signi+icance of promotion. This i sSIJe 
seems to be.an area 0+ concern fo~ CTT. Fu~the~ mo~e as 
~efe~r-(-:d to ea~Jie~ there is not a ~ational app~aisal 
system 1n use th~t could gl~e a consistent basis fo~ pay 
p~og~ession. The tendency fn~ p~ogress up an inc~emental 
scale to be automatic also militates against me~it 
ment schemes. 
- At CTT, the type of pay structur~ 1S a consequence of 
historical pt-essur€'s a'ld various outcomes of often hap-
haza~d pay bargaining with unions. The incremental steps 
do not reflect a rational st~uctu~e of diffe~enti.als 
within each band. BPn pay st~ucture i.s based on a job 
evaluation process. 8T Day st~ucture is not yet based on 
job evaluation tecnnique, but i.n 1987 an inte~nal 
qroup It.J<'lS fo~mec! t:o study t_he 1.mpllcations of the intcr:;-
rj u c t i Cl n 0 f a job p v Cl ~ I J -3 t 1 Cl rl she m co 0 n sal a ~ y s t r u c hJ ~ f? • 
Identification of ma~ket pay condItions, th~ough its 
oll'Jn su~veys, 1S a cu~rent p~actice fo~ BT.' It may mean 
that 
bou~ 
o~ganisations operating in a very competitive 
ma~ket and in an exte~nal context of g~owing 
hnology demands a very competitive pay policy in 
1a-
tec-
order 
to reCruit and retain the most appropriate staff to meet 
corporation objectives. 
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7.9 - PAY POLICY AND PERFORMANCE 
-At CTT, pay pr-ogr-ession within each gr-ade is made 
automatically based on length of ser-vice cr-iter-ion. With 
this pr-actice it IS not surprising that executives feel 
they ar-e not being P0id for performance, r- e~'Ja rd s have 
not in fact been related to the achievement of r-esults. 
Ther-e is no ~echanism to reward performance except to be 
appointed for a management position. But if this pratice 
worh:ed 
stand 
1n the past it IS hard to believe ihat it 
in t.he future. It leads to "Inflation of mana-
gers" , difficult to manage In terms of cost in a short 
term per-iod and r-equjr-ing Impossibly fr-equent changes 
the organisation str-ucture in. order- to create more 
management positions. Most important, it 1S not fhe best 
way to think of career development ~or those ~ho remain 
in executive careers, perhaps good performers but ~'\J i t-
hout having leadership skills. 
- At BT and GPO systems available allow pay to be linked 
with 
the 
individljal effort in terms of the achievement c,t 
objectives. Both organisations have 
developed systems with basic salary bands 
inc rem en ta I steps according to performance. However:- !t'Je 
note that at BPO salary increases are much more depen-
scheme dent on the results of the 'performance appraisal 
than in BT. This str-ong relationship may not cr-eate the 
ideal atmospher-e for the appr-aisal and counselling in-
ter-view to be conducted in ter-ms of car-eer- development 
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purposes, since individual and manager may be 
concentrating to much on rewards outputs. 
However it is important to point out that this direction 
to career development is recent; in the past this con-
cern was not relevant, most of the appraisal attention 
was just concentrated on r~Vie~ing past performance. 
NOTE TO THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER 
After the reVlew of the main issues identified 
the case studies, the next chapters are oriented 
Portuguese organisatlon. 
through 
to the 
Since one of the objectives of this study was to produce 
some useful recommendations to CTT, after the analysis 
of the preceding descriptive material we decided to 
conduct a management survey at CTT in order to obtain 
the vlew of senior managers about career and pay 
aspects. Chaptet- 8 wi 11 describe the results. 
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CHAPTER 8 RESULTS OF THE SUBSEQUENT MANAGEMENT 
SURVEY AT CTT (PORTUGAL) WITH RELEVANT COMMENTS 
The pr-evious chapter- has summar-ized the descr-iptive 
findings of the case studies and tr-ied to point out some 
major- aspects on which ar-e based the concepts of car-eer-
development and pay policy at the 30r-ganizations. 
As we noticed befor-e at CTT (Portugal) the concept of 
career development is not qUlte clear and pay policy 
does not incorporate a merit philosophy since reward 
system is based on fixed incremental scales with automa-
tic progression dependent on a length on service crite-
rion. 
Tn order to present some recommendatjons to the Por-
tuguese company it was important to have the perceptions 
of 
and 
senlor managers about the present personnel po I icy 
opportunnity to indentify i mpDr tall t contributior,s 
leaning to the modernisation of career development and 
pay policy issues. 
The survey carried out during 1987, with the methodology 
described on chapter 3, 
questions 
was divided into two groups of 
the perception about the present situation; and 
contributions for redesigning career development 
concept and modernisation of pay policy. 
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8.1 - SURVEY RESPONSE 
8.1.1 Response rate 
To ta I sen i'Or_ managemen t Hl samp 1 e 
- Completed usable questionnaires 
20() 
lOl 
Questionnaires returned uncompleted 3 
Non-respondents = 95 
- Total response rate 104/200 52.01. 
- Data Base response rate ( 1011200 50.51. 
-8.1.2 'Respondents Profile by Grade 
Grade 9/8 Directors = 28.8 I. 
Grade 7 ,'Assistant Directors = '71. 2 I. 
8.1.3 Respondents Profile by Sector 
Telecom. managers 
Postal managers 
Corpm-ate Services managers 
8.1.4 Respondents Profile by Length 
Less than 4 years 
4 - 9 years 
10 14 years 
15 19 years 
More than 20 years 
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of 
= 41. 3 I. 
= 26.9 I. 
= 28.8 I. 
Service 
2.9 I. 
= 41.3 I. 
= 20.2 I. 
= 16.3 I. 
= 19.2 I. 
8.1.5 Respondents Profile by Age 
Between 25 and 34 years old 20.2 I. 
35 44 47.1 I. 
45 54 24.0 I. 
More than 55 years old = 8. 7 I. 
8.1.6 Respondents Profile by Geographical Area 
Central Departments 63.5 I. 
Regional Departments 36. ::" I. 
8.1.7 Non-Response Bias 
It is important to. investigate if the group of 
respondents who replied is representative. The following 
table shows the percentage of respondents by grade and 
sector of activity compared to the, percentage of the 
whole sample by grade and activity. 
Figure 8.1 
grade 
9/8 
Directors 
7 
Assistant 
Director 
- Comparison of the grade and sector of 
activity profiles for the original sample 
and the respondents 
---------_._----
sector of 
activIty 
original sample 
( N = 200 ) 
Telecom 11 I. 
Postal 6.5 I. 
Corporate Serv. 13 I. 
Telecom 26.5 I. 
Postal 25.5 % 
Corporate Serv. 17.5 'l. 
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respondents 
( 1\1 = 104 ) 
11.8 I. 
3.0 I. 
13.4 I. 
29.8 I. 
24.0 I. 
15.4 I. 
The results of the comparison indicate that the profile 
of the respondents and the whole sample are almost a 
perfect match. It was therefore felt that the 
respondents were representative of the whole sample. 
8.2 - SUr'1rvr~Rv 
RESULTS 
OF THE MAIN POINTS ARISING 
8.2.1 - THE PRESENT SITUATION: ~ENERAL ISSUES 
IN THESE 
- 86% of respondents think the performance of employees 
has been important to the development of the corpo-
ration 
- 60% think that the company has not been vulnerable to 
undermotivated managers as it became more advanced 
economically and technologically; 
- 85% think the company has not Create enough 
opportunities for career development; 
-- 55% think that managers do not assume very the 
responsability of managing the personnel as a function 
of theit- job. 
The main reasons for that were: 
* 28,6% think personnel management ~s too centralized 
at Personnel Departments; 
* 24,8% point out the absence of specific training 
on personnel management for managers; 
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* Fo~ 491. of them the majo~ ~eason is the absence of 
incentive and ~ewa~d inst~uments to help manage~s 
to manage this ~eason was pointed by 631. of Tele-
com r'1anage~s); 
* 201. point out the absence of an app~aisal scheme. 
8. :2.2. CAREER DEVELOPMEf\lT ASPECTS -- HIE CURRENT PRACT I CE 
About the question how well the company plan ca~ee~ 
development fo~ manage~s, the answe~s we~e: 
361. mode~ately well and bOi. not ve~y well o~ not 
at all 
831. of ~espondents thlnk that ca~ee~ development 
as a matching p~ocess betlrJeen o~ganisational 
rieeds and indiv1dual exp~ctations and aspi~a-
tiCJfls, lS implemented lil the company mode~ately 
v-Jell 0, not ve~y well. 
581. of respondents think that management develop-
ment prog~ammes have not been focused on the 
needs of tomo~~ow ln te~ms of qualifications and 
additional skills. 
About .the impo~tance that ce~tain facto~s have 
been assumed fo~ ca~ee~ planning p~og~ammes the 
answe~s a~e p~esented in Figu~e 8.2 
Figure 8.2 The importance of career planning elements: 
the present practice 
-Job description and analysis 
-Manpower planning linked with 
cor po rat e p I a r1 
-Career information and 
Job openings 
-Performance appralsal 
results oriented 
-Career counselling in con-
nection with performance 
appraisal 
-Potential assessment and 
promotion policy 
-Training programmes 
-Sucession plans and repla-
cement policy 
++ 
8,51. 
141. 
17,11. 
31. 
21. 
3,81. 
201. 
6,71. 
+-
30,51. 
32,41. 
38. 1 I. 
, . 
6,71. 
9,51.. 
24,81.. 
46, TI. 
211. 
--_._-------------------
++ very much and much r 
+- moderately 
little and not at all 
From Figure 8.2, it is possible to note that 
- Job description and analysis have not been 
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591. 
52.41. 
43,81. 
81,91. 
83,81. 
68,51. 
31,41. 
70,41. 
relevant 
for- car-eer- development pur-poses. f"laybe this r-esponse 
is r-elated to pr-omotion pr-actice, because as r-efer-r-ed to 
ear-lier- it is based on automatic pr-ogr-ession. Executives 
ar-e pr-omoted and keep on doing the same wor-k they It-Jer-e 
doing befor-e see 7.3 - car-eer- progression ); 
- Most manager-s think manpower- planning has not assumed an 
impor-tant r-ole for- car-eer- development As we pointed 
out befor-e ther-e is an absence of systematic for-ecasting 
of management vacancies see 7.4 - manpower- planning ); 
81.9 % of r-espondents point out that per-for-mance appr-ai-
sal has not been impor-tant for- car-eer- planning progr-am-
mes. Neither- potential assessement for- pr-omotion policy 
nor- car-eer- counselling. These r-esponses ar-e coincident 
with the r-esults fr-om the case study, wher-e thr-ough the 
infor-mal in ter-v ielt-Js with senior- manager-s it sor-ts out 
that CTT do not have an appraisal practice see 7.6 
appraisal and car-eer- planning ); 
the absence of sucession and r-eplace~ent plans is ~~OWG 
by a high per-centage of managers ( 70.4% 
8.2.3. PAY POLICY - THE CURRENT PRACTICE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAY POLICY AND CORPORATE OBJECTIVES 
- 63,8% of r-espondents think that pay policy and 
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current remuneration systems hav~ contributed not 
very well or not at all to the company profitabili-
ty. In addition 77,1% think that pay policy is not 
linked to other policies, such as commercial and 
market. Therefore 70,5% of respondents feel that pay 
policy is not linked to corporate objectives. 
of respondents think that pay policy has not 
contribute to retal~ good performers in the company. 
EXTERNAL COMPETITIVENESS 
In terms of external competitiveness, managers think 
they have been paid at an average level of the 
d loll'! 
although 53.5 % Telecom Managers refer to 
level ). 
-- Concerning the frequency of dificulties ln recrui-
tment due to salary levels, the answers were: 
34,3% 
47,6% 
14,3% 
often or very often 
SClme t 1 mes 
0,,1\/ fE-v! times 
INTERNAL EQUITY 
33,3% of respondents think there are 
differences between the remuneration 
significant 
of jobs in 
their departments and the remuneration of jobs with 
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simila~ qualification in othe~ depa~tments. 
The main ~easons they pointed we~e: 
jobs in thei~ depa~tments a~e unde~qualified 
- significant diffe~ences on pe~fo~mance levels. 
- Howeve~ 66,lZ of ~espondents thlnk that pay policy 
is not clea~ and unde~standable in all aspects that 
may ~esult in diffe~ences of ~emuneration. 
THE MERIT FACTOR 
-- 81,6Z of ~espondents think that the company pay 
policy does not rewa~d individual me~it. 
- Or, 1 y 38Z of ~espondents think that Executive and 
Manage~s a~e not motivated due to sala~y reasons. 
- 53,3/. of respondents p.xp~essed that they would have 
a 
/ 
lot of difficulties if they were asked to 
immediately a colaborator for consideration 
select 
fo~ a 
bonus payment scheme. Asked about th~ main reasons 
for those difficulties the answe~s were: 
absence of an effective. app~aisal instrument 
(43,8Z·) 
unknowledge of the c~ite~ion used by other mana-
gers (27,61.) 
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selection of one would produce negative effects on 
the department climate (13,3%) 
PAY STRUCTURE 
- About 56,2% of respondents think that management pay 
structure is not very suitable. 
for that, the answers were: 
Asked about reasons 
Low values for each progression and salary prp-
gression do not reflect the merit (41,9%) 
Insignificant value differences between each level 
(27,6%) 
Salary progressions with no s~lective criterion 
(20%) 
Difficult salary progression (17,1%) and few steps 
ln the incremental progression for each management 
.level (14,3%) 
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· 8.2.4 - MANAGERS RESPONSES ABOUT REDESIGNING PRACTICES 
The second pa~t of the su~vey manage~s we~e asked to 
e:..; p~ess opinion about not only the impo~tance of a 
ca~ee~ development philosophy but also about main aspect 
of pay policy. The answe~s should ~eflect the 
impo~tance of specific elements and not be about the 
cLJI~~ent p~actice. 
1. Ca~ee~ Development aspects 
I t is impo~tant to notice that 92,41. of ~espondents 
conside~ it impo~tant o~ quite impo~tant that ca~eer 
development concepts fo~ Executives and 
involve a matching of o~ganisational needs with 
vidual aspi~ations and expectations. 
indi-
90.51. of ~espondents think that it 1S important tha t 
manage~s, at all levels, assume personnel management 
as a ~esponsibility of thei~ job and the role of the 
Pe~sonnel Department is to advise and to assist them. 
Concerning the establishment of ca~ee~ development 
p~ogrammes fo~ managers, the ~espondents exp~ess their 
opinion about the impo~tance of each of the 
facto~s: 
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following 
I ' 
Figure 8.3 . - Career Planning: the importance of its 
e I em en t·s .~ 
-', 
++ Important or very important 
+/- Moderately important-
Unimportant or very unimportant 
FAC"fORS -++ +/-
-------------------------------------------------------
. , 
Perfonnance appraisal for Exe-
cutives and Professional grades 83.8:/. 12.41. 3.81. 
; 
Performance appraisal for Se-
nior Management 85.71. 10.51. 3.81. 
Potential' appraisal for Exe-
cutives and Professlonal grades 77 . 11. 18.11. 4.81. 
Potential appraisal for Senior 
Management 80.91. 12.41. 6\71. 
Automatic career paths progres:-
sion base,d on length on service 1.91. 57.11. 41. 01. . 
Balance in terms of career 
progression between Executives 
and Managers .. 58.11. 29.51. 12.41. 
High selective access on promo-
tion po I icy for Executives 73.31. 23.81. 2.9/. 
High selective access on mana-
gement appointments 91.41. 6.71. 1 q.' • , I. 
Promotion Boards for E><iecutive 
grades 44.8i'. 31.4i'. 2.3.8·/. 
Promotion Boards ' for Senior 
tvlan.agemen t grades 35.21. 29.51. 35.31. 
Transfers plans 41.91. 33.31. 24.81. 
Reward the merit through pay 
policy and not through career:-
advancements 78.11. 16.21. 5.71. 
Implementation of a formal ap-
praisal scheme 40'.01. 38. 11. 20.91. 
, ' 
-------------------------------------------------~----
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The main issues raised from Figure 8.3 are: 
It is quite clear that senior managers think it is 
very impor tan t to introduce a systematic appraisal 
system to assess performance and potential. However only 
401. think it 1S important to introduce a formal scheme. 
the i'mportance of aut.omatlc C.Jreer-
pn::JgroessJon based Of, lenCJth of service, ~t 10S curious to 
57.11. think it is moderately impor- t an t and note 
only 411. think it is very unimportant. This response 
ciistributlon 
cultut-e. 
may reflect the absence of an appreoisal 
Selective promotion and appointment practIces are ve~y 
important to the respondents. However asked about the 
importance of Promotion 80ards managers responses 
an absence of a convergent opinion. 
- Only 41.91. of respondents think that transfers plans 
are important to career development programmes. It seems 
that managers are not too sensitive to mobility. It may 
reflect the' c u r- r e ri t pr n m [) t J 0 n [J r a c 1- ice l~ h 01 ~: h doe co. 
have any ;not)]lity as,=,r.:;ciated. 
2. PAY POLICY ASPECTS 
92.41. of respondents express opinions that salary 
pr-ogressions must reflect the individual performance 
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results oriented. In addition" 86.7:/. would strongly 
agree with a salary structure composed bv a min~mum and 
a maximum amount for each management lpvel and the 
individual remuneratlon de~ending on the performance. 
The :nost important factors to the detet-mination of the 
of the res~ondents 
the job's holder qual1f.icaLjo;: 7(.). Si'. 
93.4i'. 
the career oath positior 18. 1 i'. 
length of serVlce 
62.9i'. of respondents think that good results achieved 
lly a department should be consequentl'/ reflected on 
the indivi.du.:11 remuneratiorl. 
70 . Si'. 0 f re 5 po n den t s con s i. de r t hat i t 1 S imp 0 !- tan t to 
i.ntrccJuce an incentive scheme for management in order 
78.1i'. of them express the view t~at it is important to 
involve managers in decisions about pay policy. 
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8.3 COMMENT :ON THE RESULTS 
From the comparison of the evaluation of current 
practices with contrlbutions for redesigning the~, some 
of concern for the Portuguese organisatio~ can be 
idef'tified 
.:1. ) A clearly 
deflned- and easy tfl understand for bott! managers and 
E'·,ecutlves; 
h) Pili aopraisal culbure th~-ough the int,-,:Jduction 
--.;--
, 
of a 
S '.15 tema tic assessment of'managers a~d exe~utlves 
- ' 
respect to their performances results oriented and their 
ootentLal for deve\opment; 
(.', policy based on the match between 
needs and indivuiual oerformance and 
Th:s lr::ac:ls us to a basic question related to t h('? link 
bet v-J p e rl P" 0 m 0 t i 0 r, po I j c y, an ci the 0 '~g a:li sat i 011 cd rl e e d to 
ftll a vacancy. 
In practice organisations will have to appraise 
" 
indivi-
dual performance and potential b~t in addition must have 
a clear inform~tion system about posts to be filled in 
terms of effectiveness to the company objectives. 
d) A compensation philosophy composed by a basic salary 
structure with a merit progression policy in to 
ensure higher rewards and faster progression for staff 
being good performers, which 'have to feel they have been 
pi ,. ; lnr:entive scheme should 
--.. -
basi.c structure 
be developed since 
f ev-J incremental 
<=. t e [l S·. i n Cl Y'd e y' toe Y- eat e a hi g h rn 0 t i. vat ion c I i. m ate. 
f\Je)<t chapter will try to at-tlcLJlate the main results of 
the case studies presented I,AJith the survey mai.n 
I"'PSll I ts with the purpose of design some recommendations 
t':J the Pn r tu Cj LI e s e 0 t- g ani sat ion. 
,.lI.S1tJij ... 't .. '"'"' ...... ~,. ~{"4~l}'\!!'~ I ~..ot. 
~~,~~A4 '~ ~~ ~N\ d"r4.(L.Q..,;(r.4~ \;V~~t;v 
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CHAPT. 9 - GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
THE PORTUGUESE CASE 
9.1 - Career Development and Pay Policy: 
with the literature search 
The concept' of career deve 1 opmen t t'\le 
a summary link 
found at The 
Br-it.1Sh Post Office and at Brit1sh Telecom do' not have 
signi'ficant rJiffer-ences. Both companies the 
philosophy e;~ pr-essed by f<a ye 1982) as a potential 
fJr-ocess for- developing Human Resour-ces. Potent1al that 
can be in c r- e a sed h y l.i nI, in g the nee d S 0 f bot h the in d 1 -
vidual and the or-g~nisation. A pr-ocess, r-efer-r-ed to by 
Geddie and Str-ickland (1984) that encour-ages the tr-an~-
lation of individual aspir-ations to or-ganisational 
goals. 
At CTT, car-eer- development concept is not clear-. 
As Beach (1985) points out the importance for- o r- g an 1 s a --
to develop car-eer- planning 1S that 
such 'progr-ammes can contr-ibute to assist management to 
be mor-e effectlve, to avoid obsolescence caused by' rapid 
changes in technology or In the economic envir-onment and 
to r-educe turnover- caused by fr-ustration o~ individual 
car-eer- ambitions. 
For- CTT ~ith the per-spective of changes that will occur-
in the future concerning mainly the reor-ganisation of 
the Portuguese Communications Industries, it is a rele-
vant, Drucker's 1968 ), r-ecommendation that management 
deVelopment pr-ogr-ammes must always be focused on the 
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needs of tomorrow in terms of Qt-gan isa tiona 1 needs, 
qualifications and additional skills. 
Because career- development and pay po I icy have an 
internal relat.ionship and both are 
organisation success, rewards systems must be carefully 
design~d in order to be linked to business objecti'-e~:, 
and as Bowley (1972) ~tate pay policy should help to 
attract staff of the right calibre, to encout-age 
to 
to 
make full use of their abilities and potential 
rewan-j :.;taff .In 3ccot-dance with, the value of 
contribution. 
I t seems that BPO and speciallv BT are following 
per-spective, since both companies have introduced 
structures progression dependent on good 
and 
theJr 
this 
pay 
effective performance. At CTT pay policy is an area 
and 
of 
concern' too, because pr-ogress1ons are made 
automatic length of service cr1terion. 
Furthermore, at CTT there is a misunderstand1ng of what 
1S a promotion and what 1S a salary progression, 
within each career bands a sala~y progression is ca 1 1 ed 
a pr-amotion, and so ~hen executive or managem~nt s~~ft 
are 1=' r 0 m Cl t e d the y ~- e e p cm dOL n 9 the s a me IrJ 0 r I thE' I 
doing before,without any change of job content. 
So, BPO and BT have a pay policy different from CTT. Its 
salary structures are similar. to what have been 
described by 'Ar-mstrong and Murlis (1980) as flexlble 
salary pr-ogressions. A fix~d incremental system where 
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executives and manager-s move thr-ough pr-e-deter-mined 
steps depending on the annual per-for-mance appr-aisal 
scheme or- allowing double incr-ementals as at 8T 
in addition a special bonus to staff who per-for-med we 11 
above standar-d as at BPO and at BT ). 
To change the situation at CTT, as Lawler- (1982) points 
i t 1 S 1 m po r- t\olrl t t 0 d eve lop fir- s t a c 0 m pen sat 1 0 n phi 1 0 s 0 -: 
phy wlth a Qood communIcatIon policy so that all staff 
car, the 'objectives ot a pay POlICY. It IS 
par-tH~ulal-l/ difficult. tq get managemerlt staf-r to accept 
the fact that their pay 1S also based on tneir 
(lE" nee I.') hell t his 1 s not ,a con s is ten t I Y a t- tic u 1 ate d m a t t er-
of baSIC compensatIon philosophy. 
FInally, as a r-epor-t fr-om 105 Top Pay Unit (1985) points 
out, nobody should thInk that mer-it pay IS a substitute 
for- good mallagement: a new pay policy cannot simply be 
intr-orluced to an e~istIng set of cor-porate values, ,-",i t-
hout good deal of ~ork 1n of communication, 
edl.lcatJon dncl discussion. So Per-sonnel Departments must 
to ensur-e that the company cultur-e .is r-eady for-
systems (a~d this cannot only 
j ll':? t because mariager-s ask for- a merit pa\l system as it 
out fr-om the I-esu I ts of the CTT management 
sur-vey) , if and when the decision is taken to intr-oduce 
over-all change to existing systems to pr-ovlde a pay for-
per-for-mance philosophy. This in tur-n will often " . r-equ1r-e 
a VigOr-OllS management appr-oach, well devised and r-ealis-
tic appr-aisal methods and r-ealistic goals, standar-ds and 
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measures wh~ch are quantifiable and understood and 
ferably accepted and agreed. 
pr-e-
In summar-y, as A. Bolt-Jey 1982 pOInts, there ar-e five 
major- issues which organisations need to consider- when 
plans are made to change c0rrent pr-actices: 
The str~tpgy for change; 
Th~ criteria new systems aIm to meet; 
The character-istics of systems which are 
to be changed; 
4.The changes in other control pr-ocedures 
or activities which wlll be necessary to 
suppor-t or- to be compatible It-Ji th new 
systems; 
The implications of t,hE' changes for-
gr-oups of employees not dir~ct.ly 
In'l81ved. 
9.2 - A Change Str-ategy for CTT 
9.2.1 - The organisation environment 
One cannot look at thr-ee organisations and expect to see 
all the varieties of car-eer development and pay policy 
problems which exist. 
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CTT is expe~iencing substantial business, technology, 
st~uctu~al and manpowe~ change that the othe~ 
ot-gan i sa t ions. B~itish Telecom and the B~itish Post 
Office, have experienced before. The mairl choice CTT 
have -for the futur.e inclUde centt-al ise 
decen tTa 1 ise cat""eet- management and pay systems in ar, 
environment of separation of business I: e 1 e corn m u n i c :3. --
tions and postal serVlces - ~un by two dJstlGCt corpora-
.. -
,_ lons. 
This will certainly I'""d_Lse the qUE',:,tion of also dE:.'signing 
to dlstinct career· development programmes and remunera-
tlon systems accordlng to the objectlves of the business 
and linked with commercial anj technological 1 - -pO~lc1es. 
None of the case studles had done all the analysis which 
was relevant to the de t e r m i rl a t 1 on of an effective 
f~amehlork to the formulation of a sound policy to the 
Portuguese organisation, specially the background of the 
Britlsh o~ganisations during the period of separation of 
business and consequently what were the main effects on 
persdr:nel policy. 
the ma1n roo r tug uese 
organisation 1S that a clear cor-ceptual model for 
development and rewa~d fo~ thei~ Executives and Senior 
Managers should be formulated 
Some basic p~inciples can be drawn even if the futu~e in 
te~ms of organisational structure is not yet clear ", It 
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was important however if Personnel function could be 
involved in the strategy for the development the 
and therefore could act in a proactive 
being an active element to the prepat-ation of, e;.~pected 
changes, not only the most a pro p t- i Cl t e 
. climate for a market 'oriented policy but 
fa c i ~ ita tin g' the 1 n t rod u c t ion 0 f' a r1 "a p p t- 3 i ~,a 1 cuI t LJ n;,? " 
and a management by ObjEctives philosoph/. 
\Thf?Se _ three issues, arp. basic in f'luences . to the 
of career development and pay policies and 
to the det§rmination of organisational practices ih the 
context of both scenarios separation or not the 
busin(':'ss ). 
9.2.2 - Choices of systems and exploratory work 
Once the organisation have decided In IrJhat d i rec t i on 
they wish to change career and pay.policies the 
step-involves th~ identificatlon of ' links between POllCy 
goals and the systems WhICh wlll have to 1..-LU 
achieve those goals. o . ...!\ riot all the systems v;hich, 111 
IN 0 u I d be ben E.? f .i C 1 cl 1 to L h ,J r, g ear E' Cl C e s sib 1 c:? le 
imp 1 err, e n tin the Po r t LJ g U e s e 0 r g an 1 sat ion, m a i n 1 y' b (? ca U 5 f~ 
of the cultural dlmension and the unknowledge for Perso-
nnel function of what the changes will aause to occurr 
in the future concerning the Yeorganisation of' the com-
munications i~dust~y separation of business? privati- ' 
sation of' telecommunications services? 
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, I 
Although this limitation is present we propose an ap-
proach for exploratory work: 
to {dentify career and pay policy goals 
approprlate to the present buslness; 
to compare the current systems with those 
goals; 
tu ga 111 3. shared V1.evv of 1 . POllCV goals 
It'Jl th "' ~ 1 ser110r managers and. hoc,! they can 
be achi.E'ved. 
for a personnel 
depdt'" trr,(?nt, 'for thE' llnks they need VJi th other f--Jnc tions 
and for how the personnel function is organised. 
9.2.3 - Change of culture 
l;.J hen publ1C sector organisations are privatised even 
V':hen GovP- I~ n men t retain 511: of shares corporate 
obj ec t 1. vee:, may be redefined or undergo a change of 
F~mphas is. A key par-t of the change 1S a c harlge of 
cultln-e fr-om a pu b 1 i c serV1Cf2 1:0 a commcrC-Jal 
c)t"'Cjari j sa t i or" restructurlng the pay systems for senlor 
managers from incremental structures to merit puyments 
and rp-structuring their own concept of career develop-
ment according to indlvidual potential and "performance" 
and business needs. 
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9.2.4 - Pay for performance 
fvlanagemen t is generally 1n favour of merit pay and the 
survey carried out at CTT showed it clearly. fvlanagers 
have the view that performance-related payments provide 
a genuine link bet\l'Jeen performance and 
respo~sabiljties. In addition, financial incentives 
dith good involvement 
c nmrnun 1 C CCI t lon caii to understanding 
b~si~ess r~alities. 
Se:, J (J r rn a n a Cl e i s w1sh pay within the company to be 
clcsc-ly related to performance both in cor-por-ate 
IndivIdual terms. 
and 
of 
more 
and 
it impor-tant to notice 1n the Portuguese 
or-ganisation that Executive and management un10ns would 
present some resistence to a cha~ge in systems. Tradi-
t lcw,al I), ~ublic unions, faced with pr-oposals to 1ntro-
duce a merit system have tended to ViEW these moves as a 
of a lencr-al strategy to weaken collective 
s I:renq th. However- they dr-e noL opposed, at 
least l~ theory. to the process of perfor-mdnce appraIsal 
p y- 0 '/ 1 ( I <=.: used 
pn:JrnClL1CJ~al pntential and trai.nH:g/devF:?lopment needs. 
9.3 - Recommendations: ar-eas for further research 
In an attempt to pr-oduce useful recommendations for 
further analysis, many areas need an adequate knowledge 
before the Portuguese organisation decides in what 
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direction they want to develo'p a model for career 'deve-
1 opmen t and a pay system for its Executives and Senior 
i"lanagers. 
To contribute to the development of such a I mode 1 
framework can then be drawn. 
Figure '9.1' - Frarnewurk of career ne'lelop,nE'r',t ,'and 
policy 
a 
Da \I , ,
___ ._----'1_, __ ~ _ __,__.-o-r-g-. _a_n_i_s_a-,t ion a 1 ' En vir- 0 i: rI'_,_e_,,_, t ___ 1 
-:ty-ategi:' cor.por-~ Diagnosis of Past 
and Present Practices Objectives ~ 
I Career Deve 1 o:en t and] 
Pay Policips 
-----
,b . 
------------------------- -----_._------------
Cho.lces .of Systems 
-- ----- ._---. __ .------ -------~ -- -----------------------------'--- --_._--_ .. _-
Job Analysis Pay S t r' L! c t u re 
Apnolntrnents/Prornotions Trainnin~/Development 
Appraisal Counselling 
Practices J 
SOURCE: Model developed by the researcher 
Based on the preceding framework in conjunction v-Ji th 
Figure 3.1 Internal and External variables from a 
corporate v.l'='~" - Chap.3 and on a systematic appro~ch 
( 13 ) 
outl i'led by thF:? I"stitute of l'1anp0v-Jet- Studles. "'le propose 
as a start that the organisation should attend the 
follm'/ir,g d,::,.pr:?cts. 
9.3..1 
9.3.2 
The organisational environmemt 
Is the orgariisation changing ~ How might it change 
in thr-? future? Are changes apparent in market~. 
products. technology or organisational structure ~ 
How might such changes affect the Executive and 
Senior Managers group 7 'Is the Portuguese labour 
market for t his 9 r 0 up,: or for part of the group, 
~hanging or vulnerable to change? 
Strategic corporate objectives 
I f the organisational structure will change. hO'.'J 
m i 9 h t i. t a f fer:: t. the c (] r po rat e Cl b j e Co t i v e s '") (4 ,- e c ha n .-
gee; 
Telr-?comunnications onr-?s Which aspects of 
strat.egic objectives v. ill need changes in 
management skills 7 What kind of management skills 
, 
w ill in future be more appropriate to 
needs? 
( 13) IMS Report No 96, Career Management 
Organisation,. 1984 
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business 
in the 
9.3.3 - Diagnosis of present practices 
H~w did present career paths, with three levels of 
oualificatlons and several incremental pay steps, 
to changes v-JOU Id 
pc~slble bUSlrless scenarios, separation or [lO 
se;::cH-ation of bllSl.nRSS, affect desired career paths 
~nd wastage levels . How would the current distri-
Co f E>-:ecu t 1 ves and Senior !Vlanage r s imply 
pcss If"J 1 e pl~oblems under some future scenarios 
Which aspects of the future organisational environ-
will chang~ s~ills needs ~ Can ne~ skills be 
ce\'eloped uSing the present career paths lJ.jhic h 
s~ ills do the organisation want to encourage? 
9.3.4 
techl1ic,:; 1/ func t j onal skills .., 
plMnning/organislng 
orohlem solving/decisIon making? 
interpersonal skills? 
Identifying 
pol'icies 
career deve l.opmen t and pay 
Wnat apparent contradictions are between aspects of 
and pay policies? Which aspects of the 
future environment appear in conflict with current 
practices? Where policies are changing, do these 
changes appear to conflict with future organisatio-
nal environments? Which career development and pay 
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policies are appropriate to the future organisatio-
nal environment? 
9.3.5 - Choices of systems 
W~ich systems have 
achleve the new policies' goals' Can t I,e des i red 
of new systems he clearly speci.fied, 1n 
terms of impact on career struct~re, skills and pay 
str-uci:ure ? What particulat- actions affecting indi-
viduals will result from the systems? [;.jhich met-
hods and criterion best fit the outcomes desired? 
will the systems be simple and acceptable to 
i.....ise '"/ Tf the systems generate information, such as 
from an appraisal system, hm-J _"Ii 11 this be ana--
1 ysed and u~,ed in dec ision' makin,-=.l ? 
9.3.6 - Strategies for changes 
C3n change be brought about by redesigning systems 
Are the plans for change blocked 
by access to people, systems or information Are 
st~ategiesneeded td improve lin~s with people or 
access to information ? Hm"l wi 11 the appropriate-
ness of the strategy be monitored? v.Jho will be 
responsible for m~nitoring the systems? 
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CHAP. 10 - FINAL COMMENT 
10.1 About inte~national compa~isons 
The pu~pose of this study was, fi~st, the compa~ison of 
cu~~ent 
plan'ning 
p~actices and p~ocedu~es conce~ning ca~ee~ 
and pay policy aspects in 3 o~ganisations 
ope~ating in simila~ business activities but in two 
diffe~ent count~ies of the Eu~opean Economic Community. 
In o~de~ 'to unde~stand those p~actices the study sta~ted 
with. a lite~atu~e sea~ch whe~e we took the knowledge of 
basic theo~y and ~ecent developments. None of the 
autho~s quoted, with an exception to Hofstede; 
emphasized the ~elevant influence of the national 
cultu~es in o~ganisational effectiveness and so the 
choices of systems and pe~sonnel management p~ocedu~es. 
In this context of inte~national compa~isons we must 
unde~line some majo~ ~elated a~eas that a~ose 
study ~nd need special attention: 
1. Language p~oblems; 
2. Diffe~ent concepts within o~ganisations; 
f~om the 
3. Diffe~ent Pe~sonnel Management levels of T~ainning 
and Resea~ch (at Po~tuguese Unive~sities o~ Polytec-
hnics the~e is an absence of specific Pe~sonnel 
ment cou~ses absence in Po~tugal of 
institutions as IPM in UK ) 
Manage-
~elevant 
4. Diffe~ent levels of national Pe~sonnel lite~atu~e. 
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With the liter-atur-e r-eviewed we star-ted 
collection pr-ocess within or-ganisations and, 
the data 
if we look 
back, we feel fhat the infar-mation is pr-esented in a 
ver-y descr-iptive way but ther-e was no other- way to 
pr-esent it due to the fact that main sour-ces wer-e 
company documents and inter-views with senior- manager-s 
with a str-ong difficulty to validate pr-ocedur-es in ter-ms 
of effectiveness without conducting another- r-esear-ch 
pr-oject aiming to design a system to measur-e the inte~-
r-elationship between per-sonnel ~r-actices and or-ganisa-
tional r-esults this is a good ar-gument for- fur-ther-
r-esear-ch ). 
Although this, the r-esults of the compar-ison between The 
Br-itish Post Office, Br-itish Telecom and CTT (Por-tugal) 
shows that UK or-ganisations pay mor-e attention to the 
" pr-ofessionalism " of Per-sonnel Function than in 
Por-tugal. And this, cer-tainly, r-eflects differ-ent r-oles 
of Per-sonnel at Cor-par-ate level, but the question is : 
in Por-tuga 1 , do Per-sonnel Specialists have the r-ight 
skills or- on the other- hand is anybody listening to the 
Cor-par-ate Per-sonnel ? 
However-, eve~ in the UK, Human Resour-ces str-ategy still. 
needs a str-onger- link with cor-par-ate planning and mor-e 
r-esear-ch must be developed towar-ds the assessment of 
per-sonnel pr-ocedur-es. 
In Por-tugal, an impor-tant star-t should be taken by 
Gover-nment Education Author-ities concer-ning the teaching 
of Human Resour-ces Management at college level. 
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If Henemenan III and Schwab point out that " ... the quality 
of the organisations'workforce is critical to the organisa-
tion's overall success ... " we should also point out that the 
quality of personnel specialists is critical to the 
nel Function's overall effectiveness. 
10.2 
The 
About the recommendations to the Portuguese 
organisation 
second purpose of the study was to sort out 
Person-
some 
recommendations or to indicate possible further 
d eve 1 0 pmen t,s for re-evaluating career development and 
pay practices at CTT. The model presented in Figure 3.1 
Chap.3 ) shows the relationship between internal and 
external variables from a corporate view. Thi s mode 1 in 
conjunction with Figure 9.1 Chap.9 gives a good 
framework for re-evaluating those practices. 
However, we recommend that the following areas see 9.3 
for further research : 
- organisational environment; 
strategic corporate objectives; 
diagnosis of current practices; 
identifying career development and pay 
policies most appropriate to the business; 
choices of systems; and 
strategies for ch~nges, 
should be developed as a corporate project of high prio 
rity with a ,"'task force" composed of elements from 
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Co~po~ate Personnel and Planning De~a~tments, Posta~ and 
j 
Telecom Pe~sonnel and Planning Depa~tments, and with total 
commitment of Boa~d Membe~s and Managing Di~ecto~s. 
The future sepa~ation of business' ( Postal and' Telecommuni~ 
cations in 1991 will have a t~emendous impact, on Huma~-
Resou~ces st~ategy linked wit~,a business philosophy, not 
only in ·terms of futu~e pe~sonnel p~actices but also in 
te~ms of employees' expectations. 
A change p~ocess must be cl~a~ly evaluated ,planned an~ 
o~ganised in o~de~ to minimize the negative effects that may 
occu~ and to facilitate the co~po~atest~ategy. 
10.3 The significance of the ~es~a~ch in the Po~tuguese 
context 
" ... with special emphasis on the Pe~sonnel Function whe~e in 
P6~tugal ~esea~ch has almost become an unknown wo~d ... " (' in 
Chap.1 1~1 Rational fo~ the study). 
This statement ~efe~~ed to in t~e begining of the study is 
highly ~elevant in the Po~tuguese context. ,Although, this 
study is a cont~ibution to a bette~ unde~stan~ing of the 
~ole and impo~tance of Human Resou~ces st~ategy within 
Po~tuguese o~ganisations. ( 
The following points summa~ize 
findings f~om this study. 
1 ,5 J 
the p~incipal ~esearch 
1. The main cont~ibution to ~esea~ch and lite~atu~e must be 
seen p~ima~ily in the Po~tuguese context. 
2. Explanations have-been developed fo~ the unde~standing of 
diffe~ences in o~ganisational p~actices using an integ~ated 
model -~elevant both to an inte~national context and to a 
national one. 
3. The study using inte~national co~pa~isons highlights the 
impo~tance of language and concepts as applied to management 
starting with the difficulty of translating the term " 
management 11 in Portuguese ). 
4. A compreensive framework was developed in order to re-
-evaluate Portuguese practices con~erning career development 
and pay systems, not only to the specific case of eTT but 
also as a general methodology that can be applied to 
Portuguese o~ganisations in gene~al. 
5. The management attitude survey about career development 
and pay policy carried out ~t eTT claim to be- a relevant 
~ 
contribution to Portuguese literature and resea~ch. 
6. Finally, this study is useful in confirming the results 
of previous research studies conducted in other countries 
that effective career development and pay policies requi~e 
an app~opriate top management strategy and a strong 
commitment to Human Resource policy. 
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) APPENDIX 11 - SPO INDIVIDUAL RECORD FORM 
I i I 
I •••• • ........ " ~'ro;.f'\; ~I;II"~~ P39~u 
RevIsed O:lober i965 
Part one 
Individual Record Form 
ThIS form is a record of lrainong. qualifications and experience and has been desIgned to 
assist In the assessment of indIvIdual training and development needs. 
It should be completed in black ink. 
The information on this form can be completed either by the Personnel Branch or the 
individual. as appropriate. It should be verifIed for the accuracy and updated by , 
the individual annua:ly, 
Name D~B 
Training and qualifications 
List training courses anended (include inte'rnal and external training) and Educational and Professional Oualiflcations 
.. 
Part two 
Post Office employment 
I 
If Post Office experience is five years or less. include details of the last job held prior to joining the Business, 
Grade and date of 
appointment 
(include substantial 
periods of temporary 
promotion) 
Location of duty and type of work performed 
11 
I • APPENDIX III - BPO REPORT ON JOB PERFORMANCE 
I· . 
RevIsed Oc:ober , 9E:: 
In confidence Report on Job Performance 
Notes for guidance are available for Personnel unIts, appralsees, Marking Off,cers, 
Reponing Off,cer and C::ounterSlgning Officers. 
They must be consulted prior 10 completIon (in black ink) of thIs form. 
Name Grade 
·'Dale of bIrth locallon 
FunctIon Dale of appointmenllO presenl grade 
Repon for period ending 
Part one 
Job Definition and Current Objectives - by Marking Officer 
Note here the main areas of responsibility of the current duty - or alternatively attach a copy ofthe Job DefinItion 
- and list the agreed objectives set for the year under review. 
Part two 
Declaration of interest in promotion - by Appraisee ", 
I wish/do not wish- to be assessed for my suitability for promotion 
I reserve the right to reverse by decision annually,. I 
Part three 
Achievements for the year - by Marking Offic,er 
Achievement against Job Definition and Agreed Ob;ectives 
State the results achieved overall including those against specific objectives. , !';-" .. ,.. • 
State those factors which were beyond the appraisee's control and affected perforrnanc~, _. , 
• 
Part four 
Assessment of Performance of Current Duties - by Marking Officer 
Using the following scale assess the appraisee's performance in terms of the whole job (including the specific objectives!. 
Note If any abilities are marked Not Applicable (NiAI you must say why when you give reasons for your marks 
AA .. O~standing performance in all respects 
A = Bener than normally expected performance 
B = Fully acceptable performance 
Job Knowledge 
2 Broad Knowledge 
3 Reliability/Dependability 
Give r.asons for your marits 
20 
C = Generally acceptable performance 
CID. Performance shows significant weaknesses 
D .. Performance not acceptable 
AA A B C CID D NIA 
') 
( 
) 
! 
Summary o! apprai!.ee·~ ability 
GIV~ a rO.,:""'Ct"r: (':"1,1 L~' '.:" \,._ ;-,c .... ::>IC1urE:' of~"e Individual as a pe' son I-io\. .... doE'S :he wa, '1t' ODes-the :0= 
(hiS deg'eo:' C' ,·,.,:hus.as:TI motivation. self conflde'1ce. wl!llngness.i aHec: ')'S :J<?-ir. '''''2n~e' 
2 What are the appralsee's strengths' 
(~ Q Are strengths in major areas? 
3 What areas could be Improved' 
(~ Q Are weaknesses critical to the Job? 
4 Bearing in mind your assessment of performance of current duties. consider how the appraisee's performance on his 
current lob could be improved' Consider any 'on the Job' development andfortraining courses that may be useful. 
Overall mark on cu~ent performance 
Consider the offtcer's performance against the total responsibilities of the job and the objectives' use the scale on page 2 
to gtve a mark for performance on current duties 
AA A B C CID 0 
DDDDDD 
In my opinion the officer's performance is as reported above 
I have supervised him/her for years months 
Signature of Marking Officer Grade Date· 
( 
22 
~--"-"''' .... 
Part' six 
Pr0r:D0tability section - by Reporting Officer 
Note Not to be completed If the appraisee has said he does not wish to be considered for promot;on this year 
Consider the officers poterrtial for higher duties. 
How is he likely to cope with the increased responsibilities 
workload responsibi"ties~ more decision making)? How are current strengths and wea'knesses likely to affect performance,' 
at a higher level? Is potential best realised, at this time, in a specific area? If so, specify: 
2 Assess ,any periods of temporary promotion. acting or substitutlo~ 
Suitability for promotion rinse;' grades in chosen boxes) 
1 Qualified 'and could 
achieve further promotion 
o 
2 Qualified 
D 
·When do you think the officer will be suitable for promotion? 
3 Shows potential but 
not yet qualified· 
D 
Length of time the officer has worked under Reporting Officer's control 
Signature of Reporting Officer Grade Date 
32 
; 
years 
4 Shows no potential 
at present 
o 
months 
,--
) APPENDIX IV - BPO JOB REPLACEMENT CARD 
, ! 
IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE 
1 TITLE OF POST: 
2 GRADE: 
JOB REPLACEMENT CARD 
3 PRINCIPAL DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES: 
4 JOB-HOLDER SPECIFICATION - Any-special aptitudes, skills, qualifications, or 
personal qualities needed to do the job: 
5 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
PRESENT HOLDER IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT REMARKS 
Name Date of ~ Date of Name Date of Marking - (tncluding detail 
Birth Appt Birth (ie HQ of possible 
FQ, Q) , long-term 
replacemen,t), 
I 
. 
: 
• 
. 
. 
, 
. 
49 
APPENDIX V ~ 8PO PAY SURVEY 
_ .. """\ -j ) 
(~ 
I 
, 
-
: I 
.' 
PAY MAXIMA.pr PEB COMPARATORS ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE INCREAS~S BETWEEN 
-
ORGANISATION GRADE 1974':75 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 
e e e ,2 e . 2 2 e 
'f 
NATION~L CIROBANK HEO 5276 8064 ~0544 12756- 13932 15155 15953 16912 
BRITISH TELECOM HEO/M,P BAND D 5276 8064 10544 12756 14070 14922 15698 16797 
.. PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE G6 5785 8146 11434 12847 14004, 14845 15736 16586 
SAINSBURY G11 7550 9580 11095 12340 13240 14310 15870 
... NATIONAL WESTMINSTER A4 6072 8746 10785 11865 12875 13519 14231 15157 
.:. 
11170 .. CADBURY-SCHWEPPES G15 8337 10250 12875 13519 14263 15012 
POST OFFICE PEB 4~l5~ '~'l5 . ~~I~ I~o'~ I~lJ~§ I~~~' nI~t I~~~t 
J LYONS "12 82~5 9635 10355 11700 12285 13546 14225 
NATIONAL WESTMINSTER A3 5568 8076 9913 10905 11833 12425 13080 13931 
PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE G5 4954 6995 9509 10684 11646 12345 13086 13793 
LLOYDS BANK GVI 7321 8974 9871 10710 11246. 11963 12741 
- UNILEVER G15/K 6980 8640 9920 10515 11141 11587 12450 
GENERAL ACCIDENT G12 4287 6330 8004 9006 9726 10311 10905 12408 
G L C EXEC 4 5076 7344 8901 9720 10254 10695 11646 12236 
LONDON TRANSPORT CONTROL GRADE BAND 3 4413 6350 7620 8458 9740 10474 10992 11531 
UNILEVER G14/L 6320 7934 9105 9650 10233 10642 11470 
.. LLOYDS BANK GV 6585 aO·80 8855 9608 10088 10760 11460 
GENERAL ACCIDENT G11 3897 5787· 7·290 8202 8859 9390 9954 11325 
BBC MP2/BAND 2W 441.9 7160 8235 9035 9643 10137 10644 11283 
CIVIL SERVICE HEO 4700 6519 8555 9184 9758 10218 10729 11265 
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION G7 6384 7278 7970 8839 9494 10064 10668 
G L C EXEC 3 4407 6420 7797 8514 8982 9369 9906 10416 
GENERAL ACCIDENT GI0 3522 5256 6594 7.~19 8013 8493 9003 10251 
LONDON TRANSPORT RLY OPS DEPT CLASS 1 ·5748 6898 7·657 8368 8803 9468 9932 
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION "S05/SCS3 . '. 5423 6183 6945 7640 8206 8961 9838 -
BBC AS4/A4 3552 5775 "6645 7310 7785 8542 8969 9507 
AUTO"OBILE ASSOCIATION G6 5489 6258 6853 7477 8031 8513 9024 
LONDON TRANSPORT AD"IN ASSISTANT 3526 5130 6156 6833 7457 7999 8395 8.806 
AVERAGE 4684 6861 8491 9549 10398 11024 11685 12495 
PEB AS - AVERAGE 104.7 110.3 112.1 126.4 123.7 -123.0 1.21.4 119.7 
NU"BER COMPARATORS 17 28 28· 28 28 28 28 28 
PEB POSITION IN LEAGUE 8 8 9 4 6 4 7 7 
{: ':", ...... 1 1 ( " r \.: . 
.1 : 
"-' 
, , ' , " 
PAY MAXIMA or PEC COMPARATORS ARRANGED BY PERCENTAGE INCREASES BETWEEN 
ORGANISATIOIC" GRADE 1914-75 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 
• 
,2 2 2 2, 2 2 2 2 
NATIONAL GIROBANK EO 4060 6448 8432 10201 11730 12759 13430 14238 
J LYONS K12 8235 9635 10355 11700 12285 13545 14225 
BRITISH TELECOM EO/M£.P BAND A 4060 6448 8432 10201 11725 12434 13081 13997 
I"PERIAL GROUP GRADE H· 4748 6887 8264 9844 10632 11270 12003 12771 
NATIONAL WESTMINSTER A2 4818 7018 8572 9430 10232 ,10744 11309 12045 
POST OFFICE PEC 3779 6021, 7609 9655 10283 10841 11356 11981 
I"PERIAL GROUP GRADE G 4397 5863 75io 8954 9670 10250 10916 li6iS 
CADBURY-SCHWEPPES G16 6368 7825 8525 9675 10159 10718 11281 
NATIONAL WESTMINSTER A1 4425 6501 7864 8651 9387 9857 10375 11050 
J LYONS MI0 
" 
6340 7420 7975 9010 9645 10440 10965 
PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE G4 4465 6281 7423 8341 9092 9638 10217 10769 
UNILEVER GM 5755 7282 8350 8850 9393 9769 10550 
G L C EXEC 2 3918 5739 6921 7557 7974 8316 8871 10416 
SAINSBURY G8 5565 6785 7500 8400 8970 9550 10,180 
.. 
LLOYDS BANK GIV 3602 5343 6426 7301 7922 8319 875& 9726 
CADBURY-SCHWEPPES G17 - '5447 ' 6700 .. 7300 8275 8689 9167 9649 
'" SAINSBURY G7 5060 6225 6900 7665 8190 8730 9245 
.. GENERAL ACCIDENT G9 ,,' 3165 ' 4734 5892 6657' 7192 7623 8079 9189 
'I BRITISH AIRWAYS 08 ~844 5558 6993 7552 1552 8383 8118 9154 
·CIVIl. SERVICE EO 3670' 5212 6745 7247 7700 8078 M92 8917 
LONDON TRANSPORT ADMIN.ASSIST. 3526 5130 6156 6833 7457 7999 8395 8806 
PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE G3 3301 4S81 6013 6756 7365 7807 8276 8723 
AUTOKOBILE ASSOCIATION "S04/SCS2 4195 5466 6100 6710 7207 7870 8493 
SAINSBURY G6 4682 5710 6300 7000 7475 7945 8400 
BRITISH AIRWAYS 07 ~ 3485 5086 6399 6911 6911 7671 7984 8383 
GENERAL ACCIDENT G8 2859 4281 5286 6000 6480 6870 7281 82n 
G L C EXEC 1 3300 4908 5883 6528 6900 7203 7608 8238 
LONDON TRANSPORT GARAGE INSPECT. 3140 4840 5808 G447 6898 7384 7750 8166 
BRITISH AIRWAYS 06 3148 4651 5852 ·6320 6320 7015 7328 7694 
AUTO"OBILE ASSOCIATION G5 4691 5348 5859 6368 6842 7255 7693 
BBC ) AS2/A2 2769 4615 5310 5861 6244 6864 7207 7639 
LONDON TRANSPORT HCA 2704 3964 4757 5280 5741 6136 6440 6756 
': AUTOMoBILE ASSOCIATION G4 " 3981 4538 4971 5470 5876 6231 6605 ': 
:j 
AVERAGE 3690 5491 6712 7535 8198 8733 9245 9874 
PEC "9 " AVERAGE 102.4 109.7 113.4 128.1 125.4 124.1 122.8 121.3 ~ 
" ' . NunBER CO"PARATORS 22 33 ~3 33 33 33 33 33 -fJ 
" PEC POSITION IN LEAGUE ' ' 10 10 " 8" :.- ' 5', -:: 5 ,5 ' 5 ,; 
'i 
APPENDIX VI - BT AGE PROFILES 
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APPENDIX VII - ET APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT 
· ) 
, 
i 
1 
STAFF -; IN CONFIDENCE 
APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT H&PS BANDS G AND ABOVE 
Job titl, •....••••••.•.. , ••.••.••••.• Name. 
Job reference ..••...•••••••••••••...• Date of birth 
Da,te appointed to gra.de .•••••••••••.• Salary band •••••••• Personal band 
Report covers period •.••• ~ •.•••••.••• Date appointed to job 
To be completed I '~N BLACK TYPE] 
:' 
PERFORMANCE: Comm,nt on general performance, progress towar~s objectives, specific 
achievements, changes in job content and any special factors during the review period. ' 
A Outstanding 
B - Above Standard Expectation 
C ,Meets Normally Expected Standard 
o Mostly Acceptable 
E Unsatisfactory 
PERFORMANCE RATING 
D 
Note: A high level of performance is the normal standard for ma~agers at this level. In an 
average distribution Blost managers would normally fall into category C. Those not meeting the 
expected standard should be assessed appropriately ie 0 or E. 
o 
r , 
l 
) 
Name 
ABILITIES: Assess abilities under the two headings below with reference to specific features 
such as: 
analytical powers 
decisiveness 
breadth of outlook 
Strengths: 
Weaknesses: 
commercial awareness 
leadership 
interpersonal skills 
ability to undertake and 
manage change 
performance under pressure 
DEVELOPMENT: In light of the above, specify the development required to improve present 
performance and/or prepare the person for future responsibilities. This may include 
functional skills training or the development of greater aware~ess of the business environment. 
. ~ 
o 
. ) 
Name 
NEXT AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY: Indicate the areas of work for which the appraisee should be 
considered in order to benefit BT and the individual. Should this be on transfer or 
promotion? 
POTENTIAL: Indicate the timing of the fndividual's suitabillty for wider responsibility. 
Give reaSOns for this assessment. 
1 - Capable of higher work nOw 
2 - Has capacity for higher level work but 
needs further development 
3 - Unlikely to become capable of higher level work 
RATING 
D 
c) COUNSELLING INTERVIEW: Record below the main points arising from the discussion of present 
performance, development action, recommendations and personal career ambitions. 
MOBILITY: 
COUNTERSIGNING MANAGER'S REMARKS (if any): 
APPRAISER OTHER MANAGERS CONSULTED 
Signature 
Name •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Ref ••••••••••••••••• Date •••••••••••• 
APPRAISEE CDU~TERSIGNATURE 
Signature Signature ••••..•.•.•••.••••• 
Name •••••••••••.•••..•••••••••••••.••. Name •••••••.••••..•••••••••• 
Ref •.••••••••••.•••• Oate •.•••.••.•.• Ref •••••••••• ~ Date 
'Iod of Retention within Personnel Dlvision·untll two subsequent reports are completed A906 
AFF IN CONFIDENCE 
NOS A·F APPRAISAL AND DEVElOPMENT REPORT TO BE COMPLETED IN BLACK INK 
LL NAME ...................................................................... . JOB BAND ..................................... . 
TE OF BIRTH ......................................................................... . DATE APPOINTED TO JOB ......................................... . 
CATION ............................................................ ~ ................. . 
B TITLE/DUTY CODE ................................................................... . DATE APPOINTED TO BANDS A·C OR EQUIVALENT. 
PORT COVERS FROM ............................... '" ................................. . BANDS D·F OR EQUIVALENT" ............ . 
TO ............ '" ................ : ................................... . ("DELETE AS APPROPRIATE) 
ASSOCIATED 'NOTES FOR GUIDANCE' MUST BE READ BEFORE THIS REPORT IS COMPLETED 
ription of present duties ilnclude special prolects/asslgnments and the number of staff supervised) 
SESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE OF PRESENT DUTIES 
individual's performance In the areas listed should be assessed bV placlnq a tick In the box on each scale 
Scales should be Interpreted as follows· 
A Well above normally expected performance 
B Better than normally expected performance 
C Good - meets normally expected performance 
o Generally satisfactory performance - but development reqUired to overcome some minor weaknesses 
E Performance shows some significant weaknesses 
F Performance well below an acceptable level 
Knowledge/Expertise: 
Comments 
pproach to Work 
omments 
A B C 0' E F 
rn CD' CD 
A B C 0 E F 
rn IT] CD 
3 Results 
Comments 
4 Management of Staff: 
Comments 
5 Interpersonal skills: 
Comments 
6 Writtan and Oral Communication: 
Comments 
7 Numerical/data skills. 
Comments 
I OVERAll ASSESSMENT: 
Is the individual fully acceptable on present performance] 
(Give a reasoned explanation of the overall marking. taking account of factors 
affecllng performance and particular strengths /weaknesses Indicate any 
special areas of expertlset 
2 
Name ........•...................................... , 19 
Written 
Oral 
A B C 0 E F 
CD CD [I] 
A B C 0 E F 
rn DJ IT] 
A B C 0 E F 
EEEEEB 
D
Yes. performance is well 
above that normally expected 
DFullY acceptable 
D Not quite good enough on present performance 
D
oef,ni,elY unsatisfactory 
on present performance 
EVELOPMENT NAME .......•.................................. 19 ........... . 
entity any development action which the ,nd,v,dual and/or business should take to maximise controbutlon 
onsultation • Name any other managers who have controbuted slgnifocantlv to this assessment. 
ppraising Manager's Signature 
praising Manager ................................................ : ............... S,gnature .................................................................. -
utv Reference ...................... _ .................. _ .......................... , Date .. _ ... ____ .... _ .. ___ . ___ . _ .. _ 
cNTIAl 
Ick one box 
Readv for higher level 
work now 
Give the pronclpal factors leading to this assessment 
Field of work • 
Has potenllal for higher 
level work but needs 
further development 
Indicate where appropriate the areas of work for which the appralsee IS considered sUitable 
3 
Unlikely to become 
capable of higher 
level work 
COUNTERSIGNATURE NAME .•..............•.....•...•...................... 19 
Further comments may be added here before counselling takes place 
Countersigning Manager .................................................... . S,gnature ........................................................... . 
Duty Reference ............................................................ . Date .............................................................. . 
SUMMARY OF COUNSELLING INTERVIEW 
ThIs intervIew should'cover present performance. any development reqUIred to improve It. and potentIal. 
Be specIfIc about actIon to be undertaken Where approproate the need for a change of duty should be 
d,scussed WIth locatIon and job preferences noted When development actIon was agreed at the last 
counsellIng IntervIew. indicate to what extent thIs has been followed up Explain any performance rallng/ 
assessment of potentIal. If an IntervIew IS declined state the appralsee's reason(s) 
Appralsee's S'gnature· I have been offered the faCIlity to see thIs report and I agree that the above IS 
an accurate record of the vIews exchanged In the counsellong intervIew 
S'gnature ............................................................. Date .............................. . 
Dd 8005469 12.5M 3/85 Barr Printers 4 
APPENDIX VIII - CTT MANAGEMENT SURVEY 
TRANSLATION' OF THE SURVEY 
~ THE ORIGINAL SURVEY 
· TRANSLATION OF THE SURVEY CARRIED OUT AT CTT (PORTUGAL> 
====================================================== 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
AND PAY POLICY 
(August-September 1987) 
Career development and pay policy for management staff. 
changing organisational context, - are strategic i~sues 
personnel management. 
in a 
fol'" 
_ Your opinion to'the followlng questions. wlll enable us to weight 
those factors in a~organisationalpel'"spective. 
I-INTRODUCTORIES QUESTIONS Question Number 
I.How impol'"tant has the pel'"formance of employees been to the 
growth of the company. (4) 
2. How vul nerabl e has the company been to undermoti vated managel'"s 
as it became more advanced economically and technologically. (5) 
3.How well has the company created opportunities for cal'"eer 
fullfilment in order-to avoid unmotivated managers. (6) 
4.How imp~rtant is it that career development for 
involves a matching of o~ganl~ational needs with 
aspirations and expectati6ns. 
managers 
indivldual 
5.How important is it that managers assume the responsability of 
personnel. management wi th Personnel Depal'"tment havi ng a rol e of 
(7) 
advlsing and assisting them. (8) 
6.00 managers in practice assume personnel management as a 
responsability of their job~ (9) 
6.1 If your answer was " NOT VERY WELL" 01'" "NOT AT ALL 
please indicate some reasons: 
- personnel management is too centralized at 
Personnel Department. 
- absence of -specific training on personnel management 
for managers. 
- absence of inc~ntive and reward instruments to help 
" 
( 1 0) 
( 11> 
managers to ffianage. . (12) 
- absence of apprai sal instruments to hel p mangers to manage. (13) 
- others ( please,specifie ). (14) 
( 
11 - CAREER PLANNING 
7.How well does the company plan for career development.of managers. (15) 
a.How well do career planning processes match organisational needs 
with individual e>:pectations and aspirations. (16) 
9.How well do management develppment programmes focus on the n~eds 
of tomorrow in terms of qualifications and aditional skills. (17) 
10.How well does the company support career planning programmes for 
managers with the following aspects~ 
10.1 Job descrition and analysis (18) 
10.2 Manpower planning linked with the corporate 
plan (19) 
10.3 Career information and jobs openings (20) 
10.4 Performance appraisal results oriented (21) 
10.5 Career counselling in connection with 
performance appraisal (22) 
10.6 Potential assessement in connect~on with 
promotion policy (23) 
10.7 Training programmes in connection with 
futures requirements (24) 
10.8 Sucession plans in connection with replacement 
policy '(25) 
11. Please indicate in each of the following aspects the importance do you 
consider they have for the·establishement of career development programmes 
.for managers: 
11.1 Systematic performance appraisal for executives 
and professi onal grades. (26) 
11.2 Systematic performance apprais~l for senior 
managers (27) 
11.3 Systematic potential appraisal for executives 
and professional grades (28) 
11.4 Systematic potential appraisal for senior 
managers 
11.5 Automatic' career progressi~n based on length 
on service 
11.6 Balance in terms of career progression between 
(29) 
(30) • 
professional grades and senior managers. (31) 
11.7 High selective processes on 
qualified grades 
promotion to higher 
(32) 
11 - PAY POLICY 
11.8 Clear and high selective 
management appointments 
procedures on 
11.9 Promotion Boards for Executives 
Professional grades 
11.10 Promotion Boards for senior managers 
11.11 Transfers plans 
11.12 Reward the merlt through pay policy 
and 
11.13 Implementation of a formal appraisal 
system 
12.How well pay policy and remuneration systems ha~e contributed 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
to the company profitability. (39) 
13.How well is the company pay policy lin~ed to others policies 
such as~ commercial~ market~ financial~ and so on ) (40) 
14.How well pay policy is linked to the ~orporate objectives (41) 
15.How well is the influence of pay policy to mantain motivation 
and good performance (42) 
16.How do you find the general pay conditions compared with those 
in similar industries: 
16.1 For Executive and Professional grades (43) 
16.2 For senior managers 
17.Has your department experienced dlficulties 
management staff which could be attributed to 
salary levels 
in recruiting 
uncompetltive 
18.Has your department experienced dificulties in retaining 
(44) 
(45) 
management staff due to salary reasons (46) 
19.Do you consider that there are significant differences between 
the remuneration of jobs in your department and the remuneration 
of jobs with similar qualification in other departments (47) 
19.1 If your answer was" QUITE A LOT" or 11 A LOT 
indicate some reasons: 
-the jobs in my department are overqualified 
-the jobs in my department are underqualified 
please 
-signlficant differences on performance levels 
-others ( please specify ) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
1 
r 
r 
I 
! 
I 
! 
f 
r 
r 
, 
I 
! 
( 
20.00 you consider that in your department there are jobs 
unsufficiently remunerated for their level of qualification 
21.How well the company pay policy incorporates the merit factor 
22.Do you consider that salary progressions should reflect 
(52) 
(53) 
individual performances (54) 
23.00 you agree with a salary structure compose by a minimum and 
a maximum amount for each management level and the remuneration 
just depending on the performance (55) 
24.The individual remuneration for management staff should depend 
on: 
the qualification of the job 
- the job's holder qualification 
- the length on service 
- the attitude to his superior 
PLEASE MARK THE 3 
MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS) - the individual effectiveness 
- the professional category 
- the internal personal status 
- others (please specify) 
25.Do you c6nsider that there is low motivation due to 
salary reasons: 
in Executive and Professional grades 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
- in Senior management grades (60) 
26.How well 1s pay policy clear and understandable in all aspects 
that may result in differences of remuneration (61) 
27.00 you conslder that good results achieved by the department 
should be reflected on individual remuneration 
28.00 you consider that the implementation of an incentive scheme 
for management in the company is a significant instrument of 
motivation 
28.1 If your answer was "NOT VERY WELL" or "NOT AT ALL" please 
indicate some reasons: 
-absence of an instrument for merit appraisal 
-It will produce conflits with nom management 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
staff (65) 
-it will produce conflits between management staff (66) 
-It was better to implement a job rotation 
programme (67) 
r 
t 
, 
I 
-most of performance levels are low 
-it was better to give more responsability 
-it was better to design a training programme 
-other ( please specify) 
29.00 you consider important that managers should be involved 
concerning salary policy decisions 
30.How suitable is the salary structure for Senior Managers 
30.1 If your answer was "NOT VERY WELL" or "NOT AT ALL" please 
specify some reasons: 
-few steps in the incremental proqression for each 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
CARD 2 
management 1 evel (1 ) 
-low values for each st~p (2) 
-insignificant values differences between each mangement 
level (3) 
-difficult salary progression (4) 
-salary progression do not ~eflect the merit (5) 
-less attractive then the salary structure for Executives 
and Professional grades (6) 
-salary progressions with no selective criterion (7) 
-other (please,specify) (8) 
31.As a manager if you were asked to select immediately a 
collaborator for consideration for a bonus payment scheme do you 
have ,any difficulty (9) 
31.1 If your answer was "QUITE A LOT" or "A LOT"please indicate 
some reasons: 
-all colaborators were eligible (10) 
-none of them were eligible (11) 
-absence of an effective appraisal instrument (12) 
-selecting one would produce negative effects on the 
department (13) 
-unknowledge of the criterion used by others managers (14) 
-other (please specify) (15) 
END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE .......... THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION 
Desenvolvimento de Carreira 
e Politica Salaridl 
rRABALHO DE INVESTIGA~AO 
~ARA PROGRAMA DE MESTRADO NA MIDDLESEX BUSINESS SCHOOL JULHO 87 
\ 
.. 
\ 
I 
I 
'Desenvol vimento '.-de -.Carreira;: PARA usa DO SERVICO 
e-Politica·Salarial- FOR OFF:::C= US=-
CARD 1 I I I 
o Desenvolvimento da carreira e a politica salarial de Quacros e 
Gestores.numa empresa em fase de mudan~a organizacional~ 
constitui-se em factor essencial da Gest~o dos Recurs6s Humanos. 
'A sua opini~o em resposta As quest~es segulntes, vai permitir-nos 
dimensionar 0 peso daqueles factores na optica empresarial. 
·I-QUE3TGES INTRODUTORIAS 
1.Qual a importancia 
traoalhadores em g~ral 
que conSloera ter tido· 0 desempenhc 
para 0 desenvolvimento da Empresa. 
bastante importante [J 
impor-tante [J 
moderadamente importante E-J 
f='ouco importante [ J 
nadc? importante [J 
dos. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2.Em que medida a evolu;~o economlca e tecnologica da Ernpresa 2 
tern tornado vulneravel ~ desmotivac~8 de Quadros e Gestores. 
to:.e.l rnent.e 
mui'c.o 
moderada.mente 
poueo 
nade, 
L J 
[J 
~ ., 
L ~ 
[ J 
,.--, 
1.. .... 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3.Em termos gera~s, como claEsiflearla a actuacao da Empresa na 
cria~~o de =ondi~bes de realiza=~D profissional 
de modo a evitar a desmDtiva=~o dos Quadros mai~ eLicazes. 
bastante bete, r J 1 ;.. 
boc. [ 1 2 
ra::02.vel [ .., 3 .J 
ma ~ J 4 
pessi m2. [ ~ 5 
~.Em Due rnedlda conslde~a impo~tante que 0 desenvolv:men~o de 
carreira de Q~adros e Gestores interligue as 2sp:racoes 
:ndivIGU2is corn as necessidades empresar121S. 
5. E::m q~le med I Gc? 
nlveis, devem 
propr I Cl. 
aeon =.e1 hamen"t:::J. 
bas~ar.~E impor-:2nte r ., 1 
importante [ J 2 
moder aoc<.ment e i rnportCl.nte ~ ., L J 3 
p 0: . ..1.'= 0 Importante [ J 4 
r,c.oC<. i rr~oor-t.ante [2 5 
cansidera ImpOr~aGtE que os Gesto~es~ a tOdOE DE 
assumir a gestae 225 seus recursos humanes came 
cabenao a Funcao Pessoal 0 papel de estudo e 
ba=~on~e impDr~a~te 
1 mp.:J~-:'2.ni:..e 
[J 
~ ., 
~.J 
, , 
~ ., 
l... -!. 
~ ., 
L ..! 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 - 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
6. CQnsidera que na pratica~ QS gestores tern vindo a assumir a 
gest~o de seu pesseal como uma responsabilidade inerente as 
funcQes de gestae. 
6. ~_ Se 
r>spectos 
totalmente 
muito 
moderadamente 
POLlCO 
nada 
respondeu POUCO ou NADA 
podem ter originado a ~ua 
indique quais 
respr.:)st", : 
dos 
[J 1 
[ ] 2 
[J 3 
[ ] 4 
[ ] 5 
segLlintes 
9 
1 [J 2 gest20 do pessr:Jal esta e~:,=essi vamente 10 
csntraliz2d~ na Direc~~o de Fessoal; 
2 r:; 2L'sen,=i,3 de {Qrmac~o especifica em ge~t~o de 11 
t~eCt"-'=O= humano<; parCi. gestOt-es: 
3 [J Cius~nc 1 a de si stemas de i ncent i. vo e 12 
recompensa do merito que habilitem 0 gestor a 
gerir-; 
4 [J aus~nci,3 de instrumentos de 
quadros e gestores~ 
aval.iaci':1:o dos 13 
5 [J outro (especifique) _____ ~ _____ ~ ______________ 14 
I I -F'LA"!EAt'lENTO DE CARRE I RAS 
7.Como ,=lassificaria actua~~o da Empresa no plc:>neamento do 
desen '/01 vi mento da carrel I-a de QLt<'\dros e Ges~ores 
bastante bem [ ] 1 
bem [ J 2 
razoavel [ J 3 
m~ [ ] 4 
pessima [ J 5 
8.Em que medida 0 procpsso (DU a pratica) de de<;envolvimento de 
c2rreira<; tern resultado da conyerg~n,=ia entre. necessidades da 
Er!lp~-'?sa efTl postos de tt- eb~.l ha mei s qual i·h c ",dos e e:: pec t at i 'I=<s e 
2spira~~e<; individuCiis. 
totalmente 
muito 
moderadamente 
pOlleD 
nada 
2 
[J 1 
[ J 2 
[J 3 
[] 4 
[J 5 
15 
16 
I 
! • 
9.Em que medida os programas (ou a pratiea) de desenvolvimento 
dos Quadros e Gestores tem sido orientados para as necessidades 
futuras da Empresa em cada nivel de qualifica~~o DU de gest~o. 
totalmente 
muito 
moderadamente 
pouco 
nada 
[] 1 
[ ] 2 
[] 3 
[] 4 
[J 5 
10.,Asslnal~ em cadct um dos segulntes aspectos 2.be,i:.:o indicados 0 
grau de importancia que tem tido relativamente a programas ( DU 
~ra~ica ) dp desenvolvi~ento de Quadros e Gestcres. 
totalm~nte muito moder~dament~ pOLleD n2d~ 
10.1 Anallse e Descri~~o 
de FL~nc:~es 
1 (I.:: F' 1 "'In e C\ men t 0 d e F. H 
1 
[ J 
derlvado do Planeamento 1 
estr2tegico da Empresa [J 
10.3 Informa;~o sobre P05-
sibilidades de carreira e 1 
anuncios de vagas [J 
10.,1- Av. de Desempenha ori- 1 
entado para resultados [J 
10.5 ~conselhamento de ca r -
t-eira. errl liga~~o com avali- 1 
a~~o de desempenho [J 
10.6 Avalia~~o de Potencial 
em ligac~o com politica de 1 
prcmc~~es [J 
10.7 Frogramas de Forma~~o 
adequados 2 neeessldades 
empr eSat-l a is 
10.8 PIanos d~ Sueess~o em 
liga;~o com politica de 
s'_lb st i tL' i ~(jes 
1 
[ ] 
1 
[ ] 
2 
[ J 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
3 
[ J 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[ J 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[J 
4 
[ J 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ J 
4 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 [ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
11.Indiq0e em cada um dos ~eguintes 2spectos qual 0 grau de 
i~pcrt~ncia que no seu entender deve ser oonsider2do para 0 
8stabelecimento de programas de carreira par2 Ouadros e Gestores. 
~atalmente muito maderadamente pouco nada 
11.1 A\/ali2r::~a Def-icdi'ca 
do desp.fTlt)enho dC-ls QI.1;;>drcs 
Tp.cnicos. 
1 
[ ] 
11.= Av~l!a~~o oeriodica 1 
de desempenhc dos Gestores [J 
1~.~ Ayalia~~o periodIc? 
de potencial dos Ouadros 1 
T~cnjcDs. [J 
11 4 ~va11a~~0 perlodlca 1 
do !=·otenci al des 5estc'n=~. r.::! 
11.5 A~~~9uid2de e auto-
~2~i~0~ n2S progress~e~ 
~~ni.:~-;:: r"Ji \/ei ~ de CC1f,ei r2 .. 
1~.6 E6uilibrio em termos de 
tempos medios na evolu~~o 
1 
[ J 
da C2rrelre dos Quadros Tec-
rll c~s e dos Gestores. com 0 1 
r1esmo nl vel de desempenho. [J 
11.7Ace~sos bastante ~e!ec­
i:i'/C'S nCl pl-omac~o a rliveis 
pro-f.is.sionais mCl.js qUClli-f.l- 1 
cados. [' 
11.8 Crl~erios objectlvos 
e rigor050S ne nomea~~o de 
Ge~tores. 
1 
CJ 
11 ~ Juris de selec~~o pera 
promo~~o 2 nlVEls profissi- 1 
on03.1':=· sLTet-ic;r-esr [J 
1t 10 Juris de selecc~o para 
nome2.C:?o de Gest ores t1ed 1 os 1 
e SLlpe~-iores. [J 
11.11 PIanos de rotac~o 1 
d~ fl.1f"t;tlps e/o'-\ servio;os. [J 
11. 1 ~ F '?c Q·Tlpen.sas. de me f :- j to 
para Ouedros e Gestores a~r2-
YES da politica salarial e 
n~o c.tr ayes de eee 1 er act1es 1 
1 1. 1 -::: E:-: i 5 ten cia des i s tern 2. 1 
de avali2c~o formal. [J 
11 
2 
[ ] 
2 
( ] 
2 
( J 
2 
[ J 
2 
[ J 
2 
CJ 
2 
[ ] 
~ [ J 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
2 
[ ] 
3 
r. J 
3 
[ J 
3 
[ J 
3 
( J 
3 
[ J 
3 
[ J 
3 
[ J 
3 
[ ] 
3 
~ J 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[ ] 
3 
[ ] 
3 
( ] 
4 
[ J 
4 
[J 
4 
r: J 
4 
[ 1 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ J 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ ] 
4 
[ J 
4 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[j 
5 
( ] 
5 
[ J 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
[ ] 
5 
. [ J 
5 [ J' 
5 
[ ] 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
III-POLITICA SALARIAL E SISTEMAS DE REMUNERA~OES 
que a politlca salarial e os 
re~~nere.~~es em vigor tem contrib~ido ajnda que 
para 0 ~~mento da e~ic2ci2 da Empres2. 
totalmentl? 
muitCJ 
moder2.de-mente 
pO'Y:::o 
nc<.da 
sistemas de 
indirectamente 
[J 1 
[ ] 2 
[] 3' 
[] 4 
[J 5 
1~.Consider2 que 
rest2n~2S ~Q!iticas 
clc;n~.!.=,e":::) 
a p~li~ica salarial tern estado adequada as 
erTlp!-eS i'\'- i CC'i 5 (comerci r<.i s ~ tecr,ol 0';1 i cas. c!per £1-
~:r:tc>.l fT'ente [ ] 1 
m~-' i to [ ] 2 
mc,d el- 2damente [ J. 3 
r:: C!L',= u [J 4 
n2da [ ] 5 
\ ' 
14.Gonside~2 Que de um modo ger2l a politic2 salar-ial tem estado 
~jEqU~~~. aDS obJectivos empr-esari21s. 
l=.Em qu.e 
tDt~J.rnente 
rTIuito 
moderCldClrnente 
pouco 
nada 
politlca salarial oar~ m~nter na Empresa 
Piet i \/ .-?rjcs e C QrT) bc'n ~ deSefl1p r.=r,ho-=: a: 
DL'i?dros 
t 2 == t a 11 t:~, i n1p ct-- t =- n t e 
1 (qpo,-tarote 
lnoderad?fTlente 
pouco importan~e 
.[le.da i mportant.e 
[ ] 1 
[] 2 
[J 3 
[] 4 
[ ] 5 
del 
e Gestores 
[ ] 1 
[ ] 2 
[J 3 
[J 4 
[ ] 5 
!6.Como considera de urn modo geral as condic~es r-emuneratorias da 
Enpresa quando comp~r2d2~ corn outras efl)p~esas similares: 
16.1 F2rCl Ouadros Tecnico5 
b2stante boas 
boas 
rc<zoaveis 
mas 
pessimas 
[J 1 
[] 2 
[J 3 
[] 4 
[J 5 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
16.2 ParA Ouadrcs Gestcres 
que tern 
te.st~f"lte b02.S 
boas 
r2.zo2.vei s 
mas 
pessimas 
[J 1 
[J 2 
[] 3 
[J 4 
[J 5 
Duadros per raz~es 
Ealarieis oferecidcis. 
de 
ha~ido dificuldades no recrutamento de 
felt? de competitivid2de dos niveis 
::;3o::.tantes ve;:es [ J 1 
C~ Clfq ~1 gL'ma frequenc:i a r J 2 L 
, 
r=\ ..t UL !:Jas vezes [ ] 3 
pouca.s ve::es [ ] 4 
nenhuma [ -, 5 
-
1 S • C ~ r" S ".. j ~ ~- e. tern ~ldQ dificuldades em re~er 
t' ;":l.S t 2n t es 'IS';: es 
com algufT1e frequenc:ia 
i?] gL~m.::\s vez es 
PDUCC>.S vezes 
nenhLlm2.s 
[J 1 
[J 2 
[J 3 
[J 4 
[J 5 
l::>.Cc,nSlder-;>. que e::is~em tJi·fer-enc2.s <::=ignificatlvas entre 2. rern-
·_·ne'-2.<';:~C· de r:C',,::,tCl<:: de t.r-2.bcol h o de OU2d..-o no <::e'_\ Dep2rt.:?mef"lto e os 
de ~.i~!1~2~ e;~1';J'2nci2 n':Jutr-2::: 2"·Y-~as d2 E(np~-es~" 
1 c: . 1 Se 
2.1 gum2s 
poucas 
nenhuf11c?s 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ J 
[ J 
C J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
respondeu MUITISSIMAS ou MUITAS 
2~Dectos D~den te r originado a sua 
indique 
,- r:> c;: p os t c : 
quais 
1 ~ J 
2 c: 
3 [J 
4 [J 
os po~tGS de trabalho do 
e5t~o sobrequalificados 
cs postos de trabalho do 
eEtao subqualificados 
meu 
meu 
e~!l~tem nitid,;:·s diferencas 
desempenho 
o~trQ ( eEpecifique 
Dep cw t amento 
Dep .. "rtcomento 
de niveie de 
----------~----~-----------------------------
6 
44 
lIS 
45 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
20.Considera que no seu departamenta existem 
que est~o a ser remuneradas insuficientemente 
de qUC1.1ifica~~o e::igido. 
bastantes 
muitos 
alguns 
paucos 
nenhuns 
postas de 
atendenda 
trabalha 
ao nivel 
[J 1 
[ ] 2 
[ ] 3 
[] 4 
[] 5 
~1. Considera que a politica salarial da Empresa tem tida uma 
nitida componente de reconhecimenta do merito. 
totalmente [ ] 1 
muito [] 2 
moderadamente [ ] 3 
pouco [ ] 4 
nada [ ] 5 
22.Segundo 0 seu ponto de vista~ ~ deseJavel que as pragress~es 
salariais devem reflectir os resultadas dos desempenhos individ-
uais. 
totalmente [ ] 1 
muito [ ] 2 
moderadamente [ ] 3 
poueo [ ] 4 
nada [] 5 
23.Concordaria com uma estrutura salari~l em que para cada nivel 
pr-ofissionel ou nivel de gest~o e::jstisse um valor minirnr:> e' um 
valor fP.C1:: i me' e 0 posi ci e'namento i ndi vi dual em ceda interval 0 
depend esse unlcamente do desempenho. 
totalmente 
muito 
moder C1.dc>.mente 
pouco 
n;ida 
[J 1 
[] 2 
[] 3 
[J 4 
[] 5 
24. A remunerac~o individual 
priorttariamente atender: 
dos Quadros na Empresa dever~ 
1 [] a qual if i car;;:~o do posto de trabal ho 
2 [J a qualificac~o da pessoa que 0 acupa 
3[] A antiguidade 
( ASSINALE OS 3 FACTORES 4[] a atitude para cam as superiores 
PARA SI MAIS IMPORTANTES)5[] aficacia pessoal 
.~ ... 
6[] aategoria profissional 
7[] ao status pessoal interno 
B[] autco (especificar) ______________ _ 
7 
52 
53 
54 
55 
S6 
57 
58 
25.Considera de um modo geral os Ouadros desmotivados por meras 
razeJes salariais. 
totalmente muito moderadamente pouco nada 
1 2 3 4 5 
25. 1 Ouadros Tecnicos [ ] [ ] [ ] [] [ ] 
1 2 3 4 5 
.... c: ,.., Quadrcs Gestores [ J [] [ ] (] [ ] .. :..J • .L 
26.Considera que a politica salarial da Emp~esa ~ perceptivel e 
clara em todos cs aspectos que podem originar diferencas de rem-
uner-eci:fo. 
27.Cortsidera 
Dep ar t 2.men t 0 
totalmente [ ] 1 
bastante [ ] 2 
modet-adamente [ ] 3 
POUCD [ ] 4 
nada [] 5 
que a obten~~o de bons resultados pela Direc~~o ou 
ande exerce as. suas fun~eJoes deveria repercutir-se 
na sua remunera~~o de forma significativa. 
totalmente 
fnuito 
moderadamente 
pouco 
nada 
[J 1 
[] 2 
[] 3 
[] 4 
[] 5 
28.Consider~ que a cria~~o 
de atribui~~o selectiv2~ 
significatiYo-de motivac~o 
de urn sistema de incentivos monetarios 
na Ernpresa seria urn instrumento muito 
dos Ouadros. 
28.1 Se 
e.spec~cs 
totalmente [] 1 
m'_li to [] 2 
modet-adamente. [ ] 3 
pouco [J 4 
nada [ ] 5 
respondeu POUCO ou NADA indique quais 
podem ter originajo a sua resposta. 
dos seguintes 
1 [] 
2 [] 
3 [J 
4 [] 
ausQncia de· instrumento de aprecia~~o de merito 
geraria conflitos ~om os trabalh~dores n~o 
Quadro 
foco de ccnflitos entre os proprios Quadros 
preferivel a cria~~o de um programa de rotacao 
de funcoes 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
5 [J os niveis de desempenho saD de um modo geral 68 
insatisfatorios 
6 [J preferivel dar mais responsabilidades aos 69 
Que.dJ-OS 
7 [J p~eferivel um programa de forma~~o 70 
adequado 
8 [J outr~ ( especifiqup. ) _________________ --'-__ ~ ______ 71 
29.Considera importante que os Gestores 
decis~es aeerca da politica salarial. 
totalmente 
muito 
moderadamente 
poueo 
nada 
sejam envolvidos 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
nas 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
30.Em rela;~o a estrutura salarial em vigor pa~a Quadros Gestores 
consider~-2 satisfatoria. 
tot2.l men'.:.e [] 1 
(TILIi to [ ] 2 
razoavel (] 3 
insatisfatoria [] 4 
bastante insatisfatoria [] 5 
30.1 Se respondeu insatisfatoria DU bastante insatisfatoria 
indique quais dos seguintes aspectos podem ter originado a ~ua 
resposta. 
72 
73 
CARD 2 
1 [J poucos esealtles salariais pat-a 1 
cada nivel de gest~o 
2 [] valores bai::os ati2ndendo a 2 
responsabilid2de exigida 
3 [] di f eren«;as sal ari ai's entre os n i 3 
veis de gest~o pouco signifieativas 
4 [] dificil progress~o salarial 4 
5 [J progress~o salarial n~o reflecte 5 
o mer-ito individual 
6 [] merios alici~nte que a estrutura 
salarial dos Ouadros Tecnicos 
7 [] progresstles salariais 
selectividade 
, 
sem 
8[J outra (especifique' ____________ _ 
31.Como Gestor se imediatamente tivesse que escolher 
colabor2dores para atribui~~6 de um premio monetario por 
teria dificuldades na selecc~o 
bastantes 
algumas 
nenhumas 
[J 1 
[] 2 
[J 3 
alguns 
merito 
6 
7 
8 
9 
~1. 1 Se resPQndEu BASTANTES DU ALGUMAS indique quais dos seguin-
tes aspectos podem ter originado a sua resposta 
1 [J todos t~m elevado merito 10 
2 [J nenhurn tern merito elevado 11 
3 [J aus~ncia de instrurnento eficaz de 12 
avalia~~o do merito 
4 (J a selec~~o de alguns provDcaria 13· 
efeitos neg~tivDS na eficacia g10 
bal do departamento 
5 [] desconhecimento dos criterios 14 
utilizados noutros departamentos 
6 [] outro(especifique'_______________ 15 
FIM DO QUESTIONARI6 ........... OBRIGADO PELA COLABORA~~O. 
-------------VERIFIDUE SE RESPONDEU A TODAS AS QUESTCES----~-----
PARA EFEITOS ESTATISTICOS DE ANALISE DOS RESULTADOS 
l'1ARQUE CDt'1 X 
NI \JEL DE GESTAO: 9/8 [ J 1 
7/6 [ ] 2 
DEF'AF: Tf'~t·1. : cen tr- 21.1 [ ] 1 
regione.l [ J 2 
SECTOR: cor-t-ei os [ ] 1 
telecom [ J 2 
c?,poi 0 [] 3 
~ltHU I GU I DADE t~A Et'1PF:ESA: 0-4 [ ] 1 
5-9 [J 2 
10-14 [ J 3 
15-19 [ ] 4 
". 20 [ ] 5 
IDADE : ~5-34 [J 1 
35-44 [ ] 2 
45-54 (] 3 
> r::'r::' [ ] 4 ..J..J 
1(1 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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